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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Stephanie Grothe

Hopefully you enjoy being part of this club as much as I do, and I hope
you got, or will get, the chance to experience how incredible this club is. I
hope you had, or will have, the chance to go on many trips and to enjoy this
amazing setting of mountains, sea, rivers and rock. Going out on adventures
together, planning future trips or sharing memories, singing together,
wearing silly costumes - all this and more makes this club so special (and
refreshingly unconventional or eccentric at times). I met most of my friends
here through the VOC, and some of the most wonderful moments of my
life happened on trips with VOCers. hanks to all of you for making this
club so wonderful.
he club today is the result of many generations of previous executives
and members. Our main goal this year has been to keep this well working
machine up and running: get many trips organized, ofer instructional
trips, get the necessary hut and trail maintenance done, ofer social evening
activities... Organizing all this kept us very busy but it worked out, thanks
to the eforts of the current and past execs as well as lots of other members.
I would like to address a special thank you to Caitlin Schneider who wasn’t
only managing our inances, but also campaigned for our future climbing
wall and helped with all aspects of club organization so that we basically
had two club presidents this year.
his summer the Harrison hut inally became accessible on weekend
trips, thanks to the eforts of Christian Veenstra, Ben Singleton-Polster, Jef
Mottershead and many workhike volunteers. heir dedication to building
the new trail was remarkable, and it is now up to all VOC members to look
ater it. I’m sure the sheer beauty of the location of the Harrison hut and
the abundance of blueberry bushes along the way will be a good enough
incentive to maintain the trail. A lot of work still needs to be done though,
on the trail and with the hut renovations.
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Many members also helped to maintain the other VOC huts. he Brian
Waddington hut got a new bridge and new paint, the Burton hut got a new
door and Brew is now equipped with a full set of new windows thanks to
Ryan McKenzie and Roland Burton. On that note, we managed to secure
lots of funding from MEC, the FMCBC and the AMS for our huts and
trails, which shows that there is plenty of grant money out there and that
we should keep applying for other projects in the future. his allowed us to
spend more money on our huts and trails but also to buy a lot of new gear.
A big thank you to all the trip organizers and instructors. Your
contribution to running trips and passing on skills is one of the key
ingredients that keep the club alive. Many members were instructing at
our traditional trips like Son of Rock, Glacier School and Telemark School.
Others shared their knowledge on navigation, we had the second round
of the lead ladder, and also an intro to mountaineering in the spring.
Furthermore, we happily witnessed a booming interest in ice climbing (the
bright side of a snowless year), canyoning and even caving.
If you haven’t organized any trips yet or just not recently, please consider
If you haven’t organized any trips yet or just not recently, please consider
doing so. If you think you don’t have the skills yet, just join some more
trips, learn more, and organize something easy. his cycle of initially
joining trips, learning various skills, and then leading trips and teaching
the next generation can only continue if people like you take charge at some
point. You will see that you will get a lot back. Also, when you go on a trip,
post it on the message board or even on the trip agenda whenever possible.
his way you help keep the club inclusive, and give the new generation of
VOCers a chance to learn from you.
I wish you all the best.
Hugs,
Stephanie Grothe
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PHOTO CONTEST 2013-14
Sunset in the Tantalus Range, overlooking Howe Sound from our cozy bivy on the
ridge of Dione. (Contest winner: Landscape)
Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Joffre North Face. (Contest winner: Action)
Photo: Skyler Des Roches
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A summit shot au naturel on top of the Black Tusk.
(Contest winner: Club Activities) Photo: Jack Montpellier

A fern captures the summer
light iltering through the trees.

(Contest winner: Flora and Fauna)
Photo: Breanne Johnson

Do not touch: A muddy Marcin looks at some nice white karst deposits in the wall of Rockfall Cave,
Memekay, Vancouver Island. (Contest winner: Portrait) Photo: Jannu Casanova
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Exploring some caves during
a foggy January surf holiday.
The penalty for falling off the
boulder problem in the right of
the picture was pants soaked
to the knees in seawater, which
happened to several of us at
Chesterman Beach, Toino.

Far from the City, Close to the Heavens: Brian Waddington Hut, New Year’s Eve 2013-2014.
(Contest runner-up: Landscapes) Photo: Nathan Starzynski

(Contest winner: Misc.)
Photo: Mike Cancilla

Kevin Swanson pulling the rope in Box Canyon.
(Contest runner-up: Action) Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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Sunset leaks through the
branches of the few bushes in
Vantage, WA.

(Contest runner-up: Flora and
Fauna) Photo: Jannu Casanova

Kelsey Knoll going for some turns in the last
rays of sunlight. (Contest runner-up: Portrait)
Photo:Breanne Johnson

Artem struts his stuff on
the way up Rainier. (Contest

runner-up: Club Activities)
Photo: Colin Pither

Hilleberg tents protect from everything, except the sun.
(Contest runner-up: Misc.) Photo: Artem Bylinskii

HIKING & SCRAMBLING

Glacier School 1. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmid

Scrambling at Phelix. Photo: Else Bosman

Enjoying Aragorn’s crack. Photo: Jasmine Wing

Dinner on July snow at Golden Ears. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

Jens hiking towards Golden Ears. Photo: Ruanne Lai

Andrew Cavers, Ross Campbell and Jim Richardson resting on Mt Baker. Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre

Piotr Forysinski and Julien Renard at the summit boulder of Gandalf. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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CYPRESS-WEST LION TRAIL
Simon Harding

Following a slightly earlier start than some of us are accustomed to on a
Sunday morning, we arrived at Cypress Bowl at around 7:30am. Even at that
early hour, the local wildlife - biting mosquitoes - strongly encouraged us
to quickly hit the trail. he irst few kilometers of clear, smooth “improved
trail” allowed us to ease ourselves slowly into the hike, climbing steadily
through the irs. A large fallen tree lying right across the path marked the
end of the “improved trail” and the start of the ascent to St Mark’s Summit,
which was steep and featured numerous roots and rocks. his required the
irst serious legwork of the morning. Around three hours into the hike,
ater a steep ascent, we reached St Mark’s Summit and were rewarded with
stunning views across Howe Sound to Bowen and Gambier Island and Mt
Tetrahedron in the distance. It was a good spot for breakfast, or, for some
of us, brunch.
Fed and watered, we pushed on. Between us and the base of West Lion
stood the two summits of Mt Unnecessary, which did not live up to its name

Hiking and Scrambling

given the views from the summits and the fact that the trail over them is the
only one to the Lions. he trail became slightly harder to follow, bisecting
at points only to merge again a short distance in front. It also became more
undulating with steep descents and climbs between the two summits. In
some places, a kind soul had attached ropes to help the hiker up or down
tricky spots.
We reached the base of West Lion at around 2.30pm ater a short semiscramble from the base - a brief warm up for what was to follow. here was
quite a crowd at the base: everyone from sunburnt tourists to serious hikers.
hey were sitting around, soaking up the sun and resting tired legs. Taking
up a spot near the base of the scramble, we refueled once more and eyed up
the scramble to the summit, around 40m above.
he scramble began with a relatively straightforward, but highly exposed
section with vertigo-inducing views downwards. he route then looped
around the Lion with a few precarious sections here and there, a few dodgy
holds on exposed tree roots and the odd loose rock. Ten to iteen minutes
later, ive of us reached the summit. Cameras came out, great shots of
Vancouver Island (visible through the clouds), Garibaldi and Sky Pilot to
the north and the docks of North Vancouver to the south were had by all.
he return hike began at around 3:30pm. Our group trailed into Cypress
Bowl in dribs and drabs between 6:30pm and 9pm.

Top of West Lion. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

The Lions. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
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TEAM ALPINE START AND
THE SUNSHINE COAST TRAIL
Cora Skaien and Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre

Introduction (Cora): A few months back, my friend Ionatan contacted
me and asked me if I would be interested in joining him on the Sunshine
Coast Trail near Powell River. his trail is 180 km long, and includes many
lakes and mountains, as well as a portion that travels along the coast. here
are huts along the trail, but the largest distance between two huts is ~48
km. herefore, bringing a tent is a very good idea, for both this reason and
also to keep bugs from eating you alive at night. Many of the huts are not
completely closed but rather have open sides, which allows the bugs to ind
you and bite you relentlessly. I told Ionatan that I was super keen and then
recruited both Laurent Chaurette and Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre for the
adventure. Marie-Eve had read online that we could hike the trail in ten
days. his seemed reasonable since that would be an average of only 18 km
per day. We decided that we would hike the irst 130 km from Saltery Bay to
Powell River in 7 days, and then get dropped of at Sarah Point to hike the
50 km back to Powell River for our last 3 days. his is our tale.
Day 0.5 (Cora): We set the pace for the hike on June 20th, 2013, when we
decided to get a near alpine start and begin hiking the Sunshine Coast Trail
at 5:45…. PM. Okay, so perhaps our alpine start was of by about 12 hours.
But this really did set the pace for the rest of the trip.
Initially, we intended to catch the 7:20am ferry to Gibsons from Horseshoe Bay which would require a very early morning departure. he day
before, however, Ionatan contacted us to inform us that he and his friend
Tom (who was also suppose to join us on the trip) had come down with a
horrendous stomach lu and would no longer be able to join us. We therefore decided to catch the 9:25am ferry instead and get a little more sleep. It
was a good thing that we did not aim for a later ferry, however, because the
second ferry that crosses over to Saltery Bay (where the trail begins) had
sailings at 12:20pm (which we caught), and then again at 4:30pm!
Once we arrived in Powell River, we irst went to the visitor center,
picked up a free trail map, and contacted Jon with ‘Footprint’ to arrange for
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a ride to the end of Sarah Point ater our irst 7 days on the trail. We then
met up with Ionatan at the Shingle Mill Pub where he was with his friend
Natalie. We decided to sit down and have a proper meal before heading out
for our ten day trip. We all got along so well, that it was 5pm by the time
that we realized maybe we should start hiking! Ionatan decided that he was
going to join us for at least the irst 3 days ater all where he could then exit
by Dixon Road if he still felt ill.
Natalie dropped the four of us of at the trailhead near Saltery Bay, and
we were inally on the trail towards Rainy Day Lake Hut at 5:45pm. It only
took us 2 hours to do these irst ~11 km… but we are pretty sure we accidentally missed the trail and took a logging road up instead. It was an easy
two hours.
he hut was an open-sided hut and there was already one other person
there: Flo from Germany! He was visiting Canada for a few weeks and decided to do this irst part of the trail while near Powell River. We had a bon
ire and set up our beds in the lot of the hut. Despite the walls being open,
we were not eaten alive by bugs our irst night on the trail. If only we knew
what lay ahead…
Day 1 (Marie-Eve): In the car on the way to Powell River, we decided to
not set an alarm and to instead wake up whenever we wanted. So that’s what
we did the irst morning... and woke up around 10am. I think mostly everybody was awake before that, but since we didn’t know who else was awake
we all decided to stay in bed until someone started to do stuf...

Team Alpine Start. Photo: Cora Skaien
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A bit before we started hiking (around 11:30am), we heard a big screaming in the forest... Flo let us a couple minutes earlier, could be him in trouble... Ionatan went on the trail to igure out. He couldn’t ind Flo or the
source of the noise. Do we have a stalker? A murderer maybe following us...
It wasn’t raining.... yet. We had 11 km to do to reach the next hut, and
about 800 meters elevation gain, then the next camping was about 5 km
ater. he following hut was quite far... about 47 km and 1700 meters elevation gain. We are all in quite good shape, but you know... We reached the
Mt. Troubridge hut around 3:30pm under the rain. We had the choice of
staying there or continuing to the next campground. Since it was raining
and getting late, we decided to stay at the hut, have a good night of sleep and
walk longer the next day. Ionatan had the superpower of starting the ire (he
used small wood pieces that look like rabbit poop...). We played our irst
card game: Elevator! During our game, we heard a loud weird noise again...
Ionatan (very courageous guy!) went on the trail again to see if someone
was in trouble. Nobody... he stalker followed us again!
Since we did only 11 km in 4 hours, we started worrying if we were able
to arrive in Powel River on day 7, since we had about 120 km let. Given that
we woke up so late the next day, we decided to set up alarm from now on...
next morning: 7 AM! Alpine start!
Day 2 (Cora): We set out early the next morning ater a long night of
discussion about fun things such as teddy bears and life experiences. Luckily, this day was mostly downhill and hiking went much more quickly than
it had the day before. We did not come across the campsite indicated on the
map at 5 km past our luxurious, warm, closed hut. We were very glad that
we stayed in the hut!
Hiking went quickly as we passed through beautiful forest and the occasional cutblock, accompanied by a constant drizzle; the sun was yet to make
an appearance. he trail is composed of many sections of logging road,
which makes the hiking faster. he trail is also labelled with trail markers:
diamonds indicate that you are heading North, and squares indicate that
you are on the trail in the South-ward direction. I was in the front of the
group when suddenly a grouse came lying at me while her babies start
scurrying away! his angry grouse refused to let us pass for a long time, by
blocking every advance that we made. Finally, we decided that we would
rush the bird as a group. Ionatan made such unusual noises that I thought
the bird was lying at my face, and I quickly ducked and covered which everyone else looked at me, confused.
Despite the hiking going quickly, we were still limited by time. I have a
strong suspicion that the distances marked on the trail may not be 100%
accurate as some kilometers were ridiculously long and others (although
signiicantly fewer) felt much shorter. We passed the irst 2 campsites in-
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Tea party. Photo: Cora Skaien

dicated on the map as being along the lake and decided to aim for the 3rd
campsite for the night. Sadly, we managed to lose the trail and became lost
for approximately an hour while trying to ind the next river crossing. his
was a recurring theme and for the rest of the trip, we got lost on average
once every two days in one way or another. Once we were inally back on
the trail, we reached Dixon Road at the end of an already 22 km day, but
it was getting late and the next campsite was labelled as being another 6
km away. We decided to hike back down to the river where there was lat
ground where we could place our tents. Ionatan let us at this point to return to Powell River, so we were down to 3. I promise that we did not lose
a member to a bear or cougar… We put all of the food together in my bag,
and set up a ‘fantastic’ cache (which worked great because no bear came by
to eat our food!). We bathed in the river and played cards in one of our tents
until we decided to go to sleep. Sleep, I should mention, included at least
one hour of Cora talking... I am very talkative in a tent, as many fellow tent
mates can conirm!
Day 3 (Marie-Eve): When we woke up this day, we inally saw a bit of
sunshine! We woke up at 7am, packed our stuf and let around 9am. We
had 13 km to do to reach the next hut (around 900 meters elevation gain).
We crossed the road where we had let Ionatan... then another road. Oops,
this road was Dixon Rd, Ionatan took the wrong one... oh well. Shortly after, we found a beautiful red circus shirt on the ground... weird! hen, the
unexpected happened... a Jason mask on top of a pink dress... Creepy! Is it
our stalker/murderer that set it up for us? Or did Ionatan come back... A bit
further on the trail, we discovered a table with a set of tea cups! What kind
of weird party happened in the forest? Who knows...
hen, Cora told us she saw a tick… OMG! I was very scared; the idea
of having a bug inside my skin didn’t please me. She told me about the dis-
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eases you can get… from now on we started an end of the day routine: Tick
search! It consists of being in underwear while the others look over your
body to see if they see any. We became very close…
Ater the tea party, the clouds started to ill the sky... ater a few km...
rain again! We never found the next camping site... and apparently the trail
we were on was closed due to logging. We were very glad we did not push
for this third campsite the day before! We reached the irst hut, Walt Hill,
around 3pm. We took a small snack break. Cora and I were very happy, the
hut had spare toilet paper! Cora had packed for 3 days of toilet paper, and
I thought I had enough with 1 roll and half... but when you pee on average
6 times a day, you need way more! From there, we felt pretty good, and the
next hut was 12 km away, mostly downhill, so we decided to keep going.
his part of the trail was in my opinion the worst of the whole trip... full of
crazy mosquitos! hen, I realised that I let my bug repellent at the river. Of
course, I was the only one that brought some... Our feet started to hurt, it
was now pouring rain... We inally reached the second hut (Elk Lake hut)
around 9pm, making it a 26 km day. We were very happy to see the hut, we
were singing and yelling. Oops, a lovely couple and their dog were already
there, upstairs, possibly sleeping... well... now they were not sleeping anymore. When we set up our bed, we saw that they set up the mosquito net
part of their tent. It was quite late and we were very tired, so we decided
not to do that... and we thought it wouldn’t be too bad... Around 2:30am,
unable to sleep, having mosquitos and butterlies landing on our face, we
inally decided to set up the tents inside the hut. Poor couple... we were not
the best hut-mates ever! But they were very good-humoured and laughed
at us secretly. he last thing they heard from us at 2:30am was Cora saying
“Sorry!” as we all settled down to inally get some sleep.
Day 4 (Cora): We had 20 km to cover this day. he lovely couple informed us that the irst 18 would be a walk in the park, followed by 2 very
steep kilometers to the hut. hey sure were right! We just did not know how
right until it was too late. We hiked the irst 18 kilometers in just over 4
hours and were feeling great! We passed through many clearcuts, and along
many logging roads. We provided each other with entertainment by talking
about our personal lives (I am really talkative while hiking as well, not just
while in a tent). We noticed a reoccurring theme along the trail: every time
there was a clearcut, there was a bench on a hill along the trail so you can
sit there and admire the lovely deforestation that marked much of the trail.
he 19th kilometer took us much longer than expected and was surely
much longer than the one kilometer indicated! We still had a few hours of
sunlight to complete the last kilometer, when suddenly the trail markers
ended. All that remained was pink lagging tape. When we had been lost
two days before, we were following pink lagging tape and this sent of red
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lags in my mind. here was oten a second trail of pink lagging tape which
was NOT the SCT! We looked around for hours trying to ind the right way.
I scouted the pink lagged route for about 20 minutes and decided that it
did not lead to much. We had a group meeting and decided that we might as
well follow the pink trail further and hope we get somewhere. So began the
longest kilometer of our lives… to hike this one kilometer, it must have taken over 2 hours! It was very slippery in the rain, since much of it involved
scrambling on all fours. Morale was very low as the sun began to set and we
had no idea if we were going in the right direction. hroughout the trip, we
oten sang while we walked. When morale was low, I decided to start singing again despite exhaustion to cheer myself up. I ended up in the front of
the group when suddenly I interrupted my song to yell “HUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”. I
have never ran so fast in my life with a 40+ pound bag on, I was so excited!
We were sadly not able to get the wood stove started to provide added
warmth and dry our clothes, but at least this was a closed wall hut. It was StJean Baptiste Day, and since we had two Quebecois with us, we celebrated
long into the night by playing elevator and drinking ireball (except for me
who is a teetotaler- but I get placebo drunk!). I tended to win elevator most
oten when everyone was sober, but as soon as Marie-Eve had some ireball
in her, she dominated the game! We celebrated so late into the night that
the sun was rising. At 5am, I glanced out the window to see that we were no
longer shrouded in fog and could see the 360 degree view around the hut!
Laurent and I went out to enjoy it, deciding not to wake Marie-Eve up, assuming it would be clear when we woke up at 10:30am later that day for yet
another alpine start… we were wrong…
Day 5 (Marie-Eve): Ater a late arrival and a bit of St-Jean Baptiste celebration, we decided not to set up the alarm and take a rest. Cora and Laurent went back to bed. We then all woke up around 11am. It was pouring
rain! When I found out about the 5am view and the fact that they didn’t
wake me up, I was quite mad, since it was supposed to be the best view of
the trip. But in either way, I would probably have been mad...
Since we had to go down on a steep section possibly on boulders, it was
safer to wait for the rain to calm down... we played cards again. Around
3:30pm (clearly another alpine start), it stopped raining, and I had the
chance to see a bit of the mountains through the clouds... better than nothing! We let around 4pm. his was when we decided to call ourselves “Team
Alpine Start”. We only had 9 km to do to reach the next hut, all downhill.
We met two hikers on the way; they told us to be careful since it took them
a while to ind the Fiddlehead Hut, our next hut. First, they thought it was
this small and ugly shack, but no... they found the real hut an hour later.
he hut was supposed to be on km 81... Around 6pm, we reached the km
80, so we passed the hut... oh wait, the hut is on another trail that cross the
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SCT. Came back, stopped at a junction. Cora went to scout... and came back
1 hour later. She tried every possible trails, no hut. We came back further.
Laurent went on one direction; I went on another. We inally met at the
same place and continued searching. We found the same lake Cora had
found on her journey (the hut was supposed to be on the side of it), but no
hut. We came back on a trail in the middle of nowhere with our markers.
We ended up at the previous junction where Cora did scout. 2 hours later
she was surprised to see both of us coming back together from another
trail... Well, we never found the Fiddlehead hut! So we decided to sleep in
the Shack... best Outhouse ever! Smelled of freshly cut cedar!
Day 6 (Cora): We woke up around 8am the next day and packed up to
head out around 9:30am. We never did come across Fiddlehead Hut, but
we did begin our long hike uphill to reach the creepiest hut I think I have
ever seen: Confederation Hut. From the outside, the hut looks like a nice
log cabin along a lake. Once you get inside though… it is creepy. here are
old bunk beds set up with potentially bed-bug infested foam mattresses, a
wood stove and cobwebs everywhere. he outhouse had no roof and the
walls were ripped of half way down! We were glad that we were only having
lunch here and not sleeping in this hut…
We continued on through beautiful forest that was not recently clearcut and replanted. We made it to Inland Lake Hut which was slightly less
creepy… it had things written on the doors such as “Beware of the Crows”.
here were three raised bed spots on top of a dirt loor. he hut was not,
however, fully enclosed and we decided to set up our tents to ofer bug protection… they it well enough on the bed spots to work…
We bathed in Inland Lake with the biodegradable soap that was brought.
For whatever reason, there was a ish that started to graze my foot. Now, I
am all for animals and love them greatly, but this tickled and gave me an
uneasy feeling. hen the ish became braver and started inserting my entire
toe in its mouth and biting!!!! I was bitten by a ish! Ater the third time this
happened, I had enough and evacuated the lake! I do not understand why
Laurent and Marie-Eve were not targets.
hat night we decided to spice up our game of Elevator by bidding blindly (i.e. before you look at your cards). It turns out that Marie-Eve is also very
good at this game with blind bidding…
Day 7 (Marie-Eve): We woke up around 8:30am. We let around 10:30am.
We had 18±1 km with a bit of elevation gain to hike to reach Powell River.
We felt so light! We inally reached a road in Powell River. We decided to call
Natalie to get a ride back to Cora’s car and then to her place where we could
spend the night. We briely talked with Jon, the guy who was supposed to
give us a ride to Sarah Point. We had the choice to leave the next day either
at 7:30am or around 4pm. Cora was very tempted by the 4pm so we can
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go to Karaoke night, but the smartest decision was the early start and we
all agreed. hen we washed our clothes and took a shower! Woohoo! Cora
found a fantastic wolf hat that she kept when we did our grocery shopping.
Ionatan joined us and made a great dinner (vegan and without gluten). We
spent the rest of the night watching Youtube videos. Best night ever!
Day 8 (Cora): We were woken up at 5:50am to prepare for our departure.
Ionatan made us some gluten-free pancakes and other delicious food! We
said good-bye to Natalie and Ionatan and met with Jon from Footprint at
7:20am. We irst had to hike about an hour to Sarah Point from the end of
the road because the road gets too rough passed that point for most vehicles
to drive. We had second breakfast at the oicial trailhead, and then began
hiking from km 0! Much of the irst part of the trail is along the coast, and
then it goes into a beautiful moss-covered forest. Miraculously, it was not
raining!
his did not last the whole day, however. As we approached Manzanita
Hut, it began pouring rain. It turned out to be quite the good thing, however, because there is no water source at Manzanita Hut and we were out
of water! he rain was dripping of of the roof, forming a puddle next to
the hut that we pumped water out of. Once it stopped raining, the puddle
disappeared.
We did our usual routine of card playing this night before going to bed,
but we also were presented with a beautiful view of the ocean and Texada
Island as the sun set.
Day 9 (Marie-Eve): We woke up around 8am with… the sun!! We had
a fantastic view on the ocean and the island. We had 17 km to do, up and
down. he plan was to eat at the camp site possibly close to a lake, so we
can have a swim… well the lake was far. And the creek beside was… small!
It quickly became very warm and humid… but we still didn’t miss the rain!
We were hoping the pond close by the Rieveley’s Pond Hut would be good
enough so we can jump in… well, no! he mud was so thick, Laurent was
close to losing his sandal in there. No swimming/washing for today. Laurent looked at the sky and said: I am 100% sure that it won’t rain in the
night. hat was convincing enough for me to decide to sleep with my tent
outside without the ly. I didn’t have the best sleep ever… without a ly, the
bears and cougars can see me and attack me, right? Luckily, I survived…
Day 10 (Cora): We woke up to sun once again to begin our last day on
the Sunshine Coast Trail. At this stage, we all had our injuries and pain.
For me, I had a blister that formed on Day 3 that was becoming extremely
deep and unbearably painful. Others had toe ailments. Marie-Eve was kind
enough to provide me with moleskin for the second half of the hike, and I
am still grateful!
Maybe it was the sun, but this was the most beautiful portion of the trail
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in my opinion! We passed through so many beautiful forests and beside
beautiful waterfalls. he viewpoint on the blufs above Powell River was
also quite beautiful. About 7 km in of these last 17+/- 1 km, I managed to
sprain my foot. I sat of of it for 5 minutes, then powered through. When I
woke up the next morning, it took me a few hours before I could weightbear again. I am so thankful that it happened on the last day and not before!
We returned to Powell River and slept at Natalie’s once again, greeted by
more of Ionatan’s wonderful cooking and Youtube videos. he next morning we could not sleep too late because we planned on attending the Farmer’s Market before catching the 2pm ferry over. Little did I know, but the
next day I was going to get to do something I have always wanted to do…
pick up hitch-hikers!
Day 11- Closing Statements (Marie-Eve): (Farmer’s Market) Last day,
time to say good-bye to Powell River. he Farmer’s Market was very nice,
lots of local products and great music. Ionatan even sang some songs on the
stage! We let around 12pm to catch the 2pm ferry. On the way back, we saw
two hitch-hikers on the side of the road, with a sign to Vancouver. Cora saw
them, and on an impulsion decided to stop the car to take them. hey were
both very nice, we happily didn’t pick up serial killers.
What I learned from this trip? 1) one roll of toilet paper for 7 days is not
enough, 2) One jar of Nutella is usually enough for 1 year, but for a hiking
trip one is necessary for 10 days, 3) I started with 2 numb toes (due to backcountry skiing 2 months ago…), now I have 3 and half, 4) We don’t know
a lot of song lyrics, it can quickly become redundant, 5) My boots stay dry
for about 4 hours of rain only, 6) Total eclipse of the heart is an awesome
song, 7) Mosanto is a very bad guy/company, but I like Minute Maid juice
too much (and Quacker’s chips…), 8) Cheese that stays in a warm car for 7
days is not gonna stay good, 9) I am smarter when I drink Fireball
And inally, 10) hiking 180 km, even under the rain, is a lot of fun!
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PHELIX SCRAMBLES
Deb Conrady

Bright and early Saturday morning, the Campbellmobile picked me
up for my fourth VOC trip: a weekend of hiking and scrambling around
Phelix Hut. It was Ross Campbell’s 40th trip in total, but his irst trip as an
organizer. It got of to a somewhat uninspiring beginning- Ross couldn’t
igure out how to start the car! Apparently, only stupid North American
cars require you to depress the clutch before starting a car with a manual
transmission. Ru Lai had to call in backup to talk Ross through the ignition
process…
Eventually the car was started, Laurent Roberge, Gaby Espino Hernandez
and I picked up, and on the highway northward. Our next stop was the cofee
shop in Pemberton, where we fafed around collecting people, cafeinated
beverages, and baked goods, and enjoying the last gasp of civilization before
heading northwards once again. We caravanned to the FSR, which we
followed to the hill just before the landslide. Given that we had a number
of 2WD vehicles, we parked below the hill, collected ourselves, and started
hiking up the logging road a whole 4 minutes ahead of schedule at 9:56 am.
he hiking was great – lovely weather and a fun group of people that
made the switchbacks bearable. When we reached the hut at 2pm, the
scenery was breathtaking. Ater Golden Ears and Brew, I had this idea of
the VOC as hanging out in places that are snowy in the summer. I was
astonished (and relieved) to see grass and other green stuf around the hut!
I didn’t use my ice axe for anything other than a walking stick for the whole
entire trip.
So we got to the hut, dropped our gear, and split into two groups: one
to climb a nameless snowy ridge, and one to climb Shadowfax. Given the
presence of snow on the nameless snowy ridge, and my strongly adverse
reaction to hiking on steep inclines covered in the evil white stuf (what I
would describe as ‘screaming like a girl’) my decision to join Team Shadowfax
was an easy one. So Team Nameless Ridge (consisting of Jannu Cassanova
Moreno, Sam Viavant, Jim Richardson, and Laurent Roberge) and Team
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Shadowfax (consisting of Caitlin Schneider, Dmitri Oguz, Andrew Cavers,
Jef Abeysekera, Jasmine Wing, Else Bosman, Levi Graham, Marie-Eve
Myrand-Lapierre, Michal Rossleri, Gabriella Espino, Ross Campbell, Ru Lai
and I) hiked out in opposite directions. Ben Heaps had a diferent plan, and
headed out to solo the couloir below the nameless ridgeline.
he hike up to the lakes between Shadowfax and Gandalf began with
just enough bushwacking to be interesting, then opened up into alpine
meadow and boulder ields. We hiked a ways farther to reach the lakeshore.
Some of Team Shadowfax decided that instead of summiting they would
enjoy the lake for a little while, then head back to the hut. As we all paused
for a breather and some route planning, someone noticed Ben ascending the
couloir. We watched for a few minutes, while Caitlin and Andrew debated
the merits of taking that route to the summit of nameless ridge. As one who
is new to snow travel, it was interesting to hear their take on the terrain and
potential hazards. We later learned that the rest of Team Nameless Ridge
found an insurmountable obstacle on the ridgeline, so they also wound up
ascending to the summit via the couloir.
We didn’t see the rest of the group in the couloir, because by that time
we had started our hike up Shadowfax. According to Scrambles, Shadowfax
is a reasonably easy scramble once you ind the correct route. We didn’t.
What looked like a reasonable route from the perspective of the lake quickly
turned into a steep slope with crumbly footing, and lots of loose rocks.
At some point, someone joked that you could give everyone nightmares
by shouting “Rock!” in the hut that night. (Sorry not to give credit to the
joker- I was busy trying not to get brained by a falling rock, and I can’t
remember who you were. PS. I’m pretty sure that yelling “Rock!” in a hut
full of sleeping VOCers is a very, very bad idea. Please do not attempt.)
he terrain slowed us considerably. We knew there was an easy (well,
easier) way down, according to the guide book, so we decided to continue
ascending ater our turnaround time to avoid having to descend on the
loose rocks. he decision paid of when we got to the summit and saw the
way back down. We enjoyed a summit moment, and then headed back
toward the hut. he route down was a vast improvement, but it was still well
ater dark when the last of us made it to Phelix. We arrived to ind Team
Nameless Ridge relaxing by a ire that Sam built, and the frontrunners of
Team Shadowfax making their dinners.
I had decided to supplement my pasta dinner with an experimental
dessert- no bake cheesecake. If you would like to achieve instant popularity,
it’s amazing what a bag full of cheesecake illing and a sleeve of graham
crackers can accomplish. When supplemented with wine and a chocolate
bar, all of the major food groups were covered. Ater the cheesecake
was gone, some people went back out to the ire. I was in too much of a
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pasta/cheesecake/wine/chocolate/holy-cow-I-climbed-a-mountaintoday stupor to move. Ru was rubbing Jasmine’s shoulders, and Caitlin
started rubbing mine as a thank you for the cheesecake. (I’m telling you.
Cheesecake=instant popularity.) Based on the sounds coming from their
end of the table, Jasmine was very much enjoying her shoulder rub. Ater
one particularly loud moan, Caitlin announced she couldn’t compete with
that, and abandoned me to go to bed. Shoot. hat’s what I get for not being
a moaner. It was wonderful while it lasted…
We regrouped the next morning, ready for round two. he plan for the
day was to climb Gandalf and Aragorn then get back to the cars. I will admit
that at the pre-trip meeting I may have mentioned an interest in ‘getting on
Aragorn’. (I know, I’m very mature.) So there were a number of entertaining
suggestions as to what we might do in the process of getting on both Gandalf
and Aragorn in the same day (not all of which came from me).
We decided to head up Gandalf ’s South Col via the Upper Lake. In
order to pass the time (and excuse my slowness) I started a “who comes
from the lattest place?” contest. It turns out that Western Australia is home
to the Nullarbor Plain, which is an interestingly lat geological anomaly that
Jim can’t remember the technical term for. However, Western Australia is
also home to a ~1200 m peak, which put Jim out of the running. I was
lobbying strongly in favor of Ohio, but once Caitlin mentioned that she was
from Florida, I knew I had lost. I would like to point out that in both our
home states, the highest point is a hill that you can drive up to the top of.
While Caitlin has overcome the latness of her origins quite well, these giant
piles of rocks are a new experience for me. It’ll probably be a while before
I’m running up them like a mountain goat.

My usual view of the group. Photo: Deb Conrady
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Scrambling up Gandalf was a good time, with some interesting bits
toward the top. When I inally made it, it was to see that the summit was
a series of big, big rocks surrounding a small depression. he tops of the
easily accessible rocks were already occupied, and the less accessible rocks
were being surmounted in entertaining ways by those who are much braver
than me.
It also was starting to lurry. (Snow in July. Seriously?!) So when Caitlin,
Dmitri, Jef, and Ru expressed an interest in heading directly back to the
hut, I decided to join them. Getting on Aragorn will have to wait ‘til next
time. Sigh. A girl’s gotta have something to look forward to, I guess.
he path back down was uneventful, with Ru and I eventually breaking
of to form Team Slow. (What can I say, it’s a talent.) Meanwhile, Team
Aragorn had some adventures that are really best conveyed pictorially.

arrived. Recognizing that there is a great responsibility that comes with the
superpower of great slowness, Ru and I packed up as quickly as we could,
and set of toward the cars ahead of the main group. We enjoyed being irst
all the way to the other side of the lake, where we got passed crossing the log
jam. Ross and Marie-Eve (the two that had broken of from Team Aragorn)
caught up on the switchbacks, and stuck with us all the way to the last creek.
We passed the time while walking speculating what it was that
everyone did at the cars while waiting for us. Ross informed us that they
took of their pants. Ater the laughter stopped, he felt compelled to clarify
that they immediately replaced their pants with other, drier, pants. Given
the intermittent rain and hail, dry pants sounded a little bit like heaven
at that point. When we reached the last bridge even Ross and Marie-Eve
succumbed to the lure of dry clothing, and let us. So Ru and I were the last
ones back to the cars, at 8:30 pm on Sunday night. Ross was kind enough to
point out that we had spent at least 24 out of the last 48 hours hiking. A little
more math told us the cars were only parked for 34.5 hours. Go us!
here was the predictable amount of faf surrounding post-hike
food. Seeing as it was 9:30 pm on a Sunday night when we reached the
thriving metropolis of Pemberton, only McDonald’s was open for business.
Some objections were raised to the Golden Arches, so we continued on to
Whistler. he food options available in Whistler at 10:30 pm on a Sunday
night were (not surprisingly) limited, so we eventually wound up swarming
into a Domino’s pizza. he poor employees were too polite to boot our
wonderfully well-groomed selves back out, so pizza was consumed while

Gaby and Jasmine doing yoga on to pof Gandalf. Photo: Jim Richardson

While the shenanigans atop Aragorn were underway, Caitlin, Dmitri,
and Jef reached the hut, and Caitlin and Dmitri set of to measure the
outlow creek at the other end of the lake for a new bridge. he cable bridge
installed the previous year (to replace another, previous, bridge) had been
sheared of by snow creep. here is presently a log jam that provides stable
footing across the creek, but our team of engineers has thought of a better
way. hird time’s a charm!
Having deemed Aragorn suiciently violated, Team Aragorn started
back. Ru and I decided to enjoy our leisurely stroll through the rain,
while most of Team Aragorn took a quick, sketchy slope of loose rock
that shortened their route considerably. So, much to our chagrin, all but
two members of Team Aragorn were already at the hut by the time we

Jim and Laurent licking chocolate out of Aragorn’s crack.
Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre

sitting on the loor in the small lobby of the Domino’s in Whistler. It must
have looked like a hobo convention was in town.
During the course of waiting for pizza, I somehow got myself
nominated to write the TR. (I’m incapable of thinking on my feet ater 10
pm, otherwise I’m sure I could have igured out a way out of it, or just not
gotten myself into it in the irst place. Duh.) When I asked for clues on the
art of trip report writing, I was informed it is my job to lure other foolish
beginners into the club by telling them how much I hated the trip, but
that I’ll be coming back anyway. Apparently, this is an efective marketing
strategy. Who knew?
So I’m sorry to defy convention, but I didn’t actually hate the trip.
It was a ton of fun, with a great group of people. Ross did a great job
organizing, and he and the other experienced folk did a wonderful job
helping us beginners return with the same number of intact limbs that we
started with. So thanks VOCers, for sharing your big piles of rocks with me,
and hopefully we’ll see each other soon on the trail!

Luxury dining at the Dominoès in Whistler. Photo: Ruanne Lai
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FROSTY PEAKS AND
AWESOME VIEWS IN
CATHEDRAL PARK
Ignacio Rozada

he short and skinny: 3-4 hours from Vancouver, 4-5 hours of easy
hike in, albeit with a fair bit of elevation gain. Beautiful camping spots,
lakeside, and impressive surrounding mountains. Lots of great rambling
and scrambling options. Camping is at 2000 metres, can get a bit cold...
2013 hanksgiving, as usual falling right in the middle of fall shoulder
season. hings are getting rainy and a bit cold in Vancouver, but not quite
cold enough for snow yet. We had already gone to the hotsprings this
season, and canyoning, which as everybody knows are the number one and
one activities to do when climbing is out and the snow hasn’t yet arrived.
We had a long weekend a couple of days away, and expecting long waits
at the border and at the ferries we decided that this time we would try to
do something inland. he Okanagan is usually a guarantee for dry weather,
and Marcin knew a bit of a cool place called Cathedral park. he night
before leaving I ran to the central library to take a look at their single copy
of the Becky Cascade alpine guide vol. III, unfortunately they didn’t lend
it out. Marcin printed out some beta he found online, and the rest of us
rushed to pack and get ready for the early trip.
he park itself is about 3.5 hours from Vancouver, on Highway One a bit
before Keremeos and Osoyoos. We stopped for breakfast in Princeton and
started hiking around noon. he hike up to the park is pretty straightforward.
he most direct way is to follow a logging road used to ferry people up to
a set of nice cabins next to Quiniscoe lake. It’s a relatively long approach,
consistently uphill, with an elevation gain of around 1300 meters, but it feels
much more mellow due to the easy walking (it took us about 4 hours).
Given that we had been enjoying one of the driest and warmest Octobers
in recent memory, we (at least myself) were expecting similar conditions. In
the rush to pack and organize we failed to realize that the campsites were at
2000 metres. At the start of the hike we had a bit of rain which worried us
a bit as we hadn’t expected it, but soon enough it turned to snow, and upon
reaching the campsite we realized that there was actually a fair bit of snow
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on the ground.
he park consists of ive lakes surrounded on all sides except east by very
nice pointy mountains. here are campsites on most of the lakes, although
one is closed due to pine beetle issues (danger of dead trees falling). We
decided to camp at the irst lake. Ater quickly putting up tents we gathered
some wood and borrowed an axe from the absent rangers. We were
concerned about the cold, and indeed, it got to about minus 10 degrees
C, not exactly super comfortable on our summer bags. We had a nice ire
going and we stayed as late as we could by the side of it. Marcin and Pascale
had carried four litres of wine and we were not going to carry them down.
Ater a long and cold night we managed to leave the tent, get a ire going,
and put some warm breakfast down our bellies. We couldn’t see much.
he clouds were down and we couldn’t even see the other side of the lake.
Marcin decided that conditions didn’t call for an early wake (despite our
12 hour sleep), so Anne, Pascale and myself decided to go for a hike. he
snowy conditions made our original scrambling plans not viable any more,
and the conditions were not particularly encouraging.
Glacier lake was nearby, and once there, we decided to continue along
the Cathedral Rim trail, and maybe go check out Pyramid mountain, which
actually appears on the “Scrambles in SWBC” book. As we were going up
to the rim we started seeing faint traces of blue sky, Pascale hadn’t even
bothered to bring sunglasses, and suddenly the clouds lited and the sun
came out in full force.
From this point on things turned into full on enjoyment, the rim sits
at around 2500 metres, but the sunny and warm weather turned into

Anne looking down at Glacier lake just below the clouds. Photo by Ignacio Rozada
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Pascale looking at the receding clouds from the top of the rim. Photo: Ignacio Rozada

a very nice ramble. We did a loop that essentially went from Quiniscoe
lake to Glacier lake, and up to the rim. We comfortably walked on the
rim, with maybe 2 inches of snow, more on secluded spots, past Pyramid
mountain (which didn’t seem very impressive, although it’s supposed to be
a fun scramble from the bottom), and then down and across Ladyslipper,
Pyramid, and Lake of the Woods lakes.
At the point where we turned let and descended from the rim, the road
continues right and soon reaches the jagged peaks of Smoky the Bear and
further down Mount Grimface. Grimface in particular has a number of
very good alpine routes and we deinitely let wanting to come back soon
to get a closer look.
At some point ater we let, Marcin inally woke up and decided to go for
a walk himself. he good weather convinced him to go take a look at Smoky
the Bear and maybe catch up with us, but we only ran into him back at the
campsite. He did manage to get to the base of Smoky and scope a few nice
looking routes, and ater that he retraced his steps and essentially did the
same loop we did.
Ater such a nice day we weren’t too worried about the cold. We made a
big ire and had a proper dinner, and then took our time piling down jackets
and putting on all our clothes. he night wasn’t so bad, and we woke up in
the morning to a bit of noise outside. A small herd of deer was munching on
whatever they could ind. We let everything inside a convenient deer cache,
but they were very keen on yellow snow for some reason.
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Smoky the Bear Mountain across from Ladyslipper Lake. Photo: Pascale Cometto

A quick breakfast and a bit of packing and we were of. he walk down
took signiicantly less time and we ended having enough time to drive to
Osoyoos for a bit of wine tasting and tasty produce. All in all we had a great
time despite the cold nights and early snow. he place is amazingly scenic
and the various campsites make it feel more secluded than other places.
Objectives for all skill levels make it a great place to recommend to pretty
much everybody.
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SEMAPHORE LAKES
Vickie Irish

Wide eyed and bushy tailed, we set of at stupid o’clock in the morning
from Vancouver to meet at the Petro-Canada station in Pemberton to buy
some much needed cofee. It was then that the excitement of the trip settled
in…woohoo…mountains! Ater a long logging road up to the place where
we thought the cars should be parked we set of through the woods and
along the babbling brook with our tents, ice axes and crampons (which a
few of us had never really used before and learned our irst important lesson…crampons inside bag + cake = cake all inside bag). It was a fun hike to
the camping spot, a little muddy but most of all beautiful.
Ater setting up camp by the lake on the snow some of us young whippersnappers decided to take a lovely scramble to the top of Locomotive
Mountain.
Now, I’m not going to lie, this did not look like it was accessible from
where I was standing at the bottom, but with the great instruction and eagerness of our trip organizer, Julien Renard, and with a little ice axe arrest training, we were good to go! Up we went, step by step by step, Jannu
Casonova bringing up the rear and Sam Viviant and Julien sprinting up
ahead, so far ahead that they decided to scramble up a pretty steep part of
the mountain. Jannu had to call on the walkie talkie asking, “Is that a good

The babbling brook. Photo: Vickie Irish
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The view on our way up to Face Mtn. From left to right- Locomotive, Tender and
Caboose mountains, aka the Entrainment Traverse. Photo: Jannu Cassanova Moreno

song they had decided to sing).
Ater a very cold nights sleep on the snow I heard Marie-Eve’s voice crying “Wake up wake up!!”, she went around asking who was going to hike
today and I’m pretty sure most people said no to begin with. I certainly did,
I had had no sleep (or it felt like it at least), and did not want to put my frozen boots back on. However, peer pressure always works wonders and ater
a delicious bowl of porridge, I changed my mind along with a few others
and 11 of us set of for Face mountain, a scramble that should have inished
at about 2pm in the aternoon but due to the “faf ” took a wee bit longer!
Filled with renewed energy, I was excited by the prospect of a more
“technical” scramble, something I had never experienced before. I was so
illed with energy that I decided to take a little risk, put my foot on a wet
stone crossing a river without making sure it was stable enough and oops…
.I fell in. Well…it was a good wake up call, that I can tell you! Because not
many people really knew me on the trip there was a bit of a silence where I
could tell they all wanted to laugh out loud but didn’t know if it was rude or
not. I can tell you now that if I had seen myself, I would not have been able

idea? it looks pretty steep”…ater a couple of minutes deliberation we decided, maybe not a good idea and instead took a longer, but much safer way
around to the beginning of the summit.
As the sun was going down, we all made it to the top, took some wild
pictures of people jumping of the big rock at the top, and then started to
descend. Oh how much fun is the descent in snow?!! I felt like I was a puppy bounding down the mountain with no fears in my mind, until my leg
dropped into a hole and the rest of me fell forward, then I decided maybe I
should stop bounding, but the slipping and sliding was just as fun as well!
We all made it back to camp in one piece and started cooking. Here, another
lesson was learnt…do not bring spiced falafels camping, they do not taste
very good, and if you do decide to bring spiced falafels, do not cook them in
a ridged frying pan with not much oil. Usually everything tastes good ater
a hard day’s hike, but alas, not this (sorry Ian!). I was very tired, so I think I
was the irst to hit the sack, however others stayed up and relished the joys
of sour puss and ireball and serenaded us all to sleep with Christmas songs
and other classics (although at the time it was not always apparent which
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to stop myself from laughing, it must have been a sight to see. Ater that,
Julien helped my soggy ass across the remaining river. Luckily, Jannu had
an extra pair of long-john’s in his bag and generously lent them to me for
the remainder of the trip. We started the ascent and boy was this an ascent!
I have never really been sketched out by scrambling before! here were deinitely times where I thought to myself, “Why the hell am I doing this, surely
if I fall I will die?!” but with the reassuring remarks of the others, I fought
my inner demons and struggled ahead. I’m not sure how long it took us to
get to the top, but the sun was hot by the time we summited. It was one of
the greatest ever feelings, being at the top, having lunch and looking at the
wonderful views Face Mountain had to ofer us.
And then I realised….oh god….we have to go down the way we came…
Luckily, I think some of my fear had waned and the fun in the snow began.
We tried bum sliding down, then boot skiing down, then the same happened to me as the previous day. As I bounded down the snow my feet kept
getting stuck in holes…I never learn! Once at the bottom everyone was
pretty motivated to get tents down and head back to the cars because it was
already 5pm and it took 4 hours to get there from Vancouver, so we packed
and skidaddled. I unfortunately misplaced my foot into about half a metre
of mud, caking Jannu’s long-John’s and the VOC’s boot (inside and out) in
it, but apart from that it was a quick descent into warm, comfortable cars.
A wonderful trip to say the least, thank you to Julien who organized
it, Jannu, who lent me his long-John’s and Ian Johnston, who calmed my
nerves on the steep ascent of Face Mountain. Apart from an unfortunate

Snow-camping by the lake. Photo: Vickie Irish
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tire blow on the way back in the modo van, the trip ran smoothly with no
accidents and only smiling faces were to be seen!

Vickie jumping of the rock at the summit.
Photo: Sam Viavant

Running man by Sam. Photo: Vickie Irish

Wonderful views from the summit of Face Mountain. Photo: Vickie Irish
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A glorious sunny November day on the Remembrance
weekend pilgrimage to Smith Rock State Park, Oregon.
Photo: Nathan Starzynski

Sunrise behind the fumes at Mt. Baker crater rim. Photo: Jannu Cassanova Moreno

Shane Duan cracking a grin near the top of Skywalker, on his irst ever trad multipitch. Photo: Lia Dengler

Stuart Picken and Emily Suddes top out on Monkey Face in Smith Rock, Oregon.
Photo: Alfred Larsen

Cora ascends out of a
crevasse at Glacier School 1.
Photo: Michael Cancilla

Ian leading the crux on the
gnarly East Ridge of Inspiration.
Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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NESAKWATCH SPIRES
Clemens Adolphs

PART 1: THE APPROACH
Urban legend has it that a frog, when thrown into a pot of boiling water,
will immediately jump out. If, however, it is placed in cold water irst and
then slowly heated, it will remain inside and die. I do not know if this is
true for frogs and boiling water, and I certainly won’t do the experiment.
I did, however, conirm this “principle of slow escalation” for drivers and
logging roads.
On a weekend in August, Steph Grothe, Julien Renard, Diego RibasCadle and I went to check out the ine alpine climbing that Alpine Select
promised us was to be found around Mt. Rexford. We had our eyes set
on the North and South Nesakwatch Spires, two objectives that perfectly
it the VOC’s general idea of climbing pointy things. Since it was just the
four of us, I did not feel like booking a 7 seat Modo Car and went for a
smaller compact car instead. What I should have done instead was order a
high clearance 4WD vehicle, but I did not think too much about the road
conditions.
hus, the irst few times I heard the dreaded “chrrrrrrrunch” of having
the undercarriage scrape over a rock, I did not pay much attention and just
resolved to increase my rock-dodging skill and “be more careful from now
on.” he crunches weren’t too bad at irst, and thus, like the legendary frog,
I pushed on. Inevitably, the chrrrrrs grew in frequency and severity, and
the waterbars grew in depth as the rocks grew in size. he rate at which the
roughness of the road increased was, however, slow enough to not make
me stop right there and then. Instead, I had the passengers get out for each
waterbar while Julien scouted ahead to show me the best angle of approach.
hat continued to work for a few more kilometres, yet eventually we reached
a spot that was nasty enough to convince me to inally stop. Unfortunately,
that was still some 3 kilometres from the trailhead, but we had no choice.
While we were doing our gear faf, a pickup truck came our way. Ater
the drivers inished laughing about my audacity to drive our cute small
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car all the way up to where we were parked, they ofered us a ride to the
trailhead. Steph’s eyes lit up at that ofer, but her joy quickly turned into
fury as Julien sent the truck away because he wanted some more time to
deliberate what pieces of his rack to bring. She didn’t stop cursing under her
breath for the whole 3 kilometers to the trailhead...
Did I mention that this was the irst actual attempt at alpine climbing
for Steph and myself? You can guess what that means: we were horribly
over-packed. (It didn’t help that due to a miscommunication regarding our
supply of dried food I was carrying an actual can of beans...) Also, ater rain
and thunder in the morning, the clouds had all but receded and the sun
wasn’t making the approach any nicer. To make matters worse, the trail up
to the bowl of the Nesakwatch Spires and Mt. Rexford is brutally steep and
in dire need of maintenance. It doesn’t bother much with switchbacks; it
just goes straight up.

PART 2: NORTH NESAKWATCH SPIRE
Ater much huing and puing, we made it up to the boulder ield below
the North Nesakwatch Spire. Julien and Diego had less trouble getting
up, which reminded me again that I have to work on my overall itness.
Grrrrr. Anyways, we emptied our packs of overnight gear and embarked
on the ascent. he lower part of the spire consists of mostly 3rd and 4th
class scrambling. In another demonstration of the frog principle, I made a
few moves in increasingly technical terrain until I arrived at a spot where it
would have been possible, but very sketchy, to continue—I had a good hold,
and in the Smoke Blufs wouldn’t have thought twice about pulling down
hard on it, but in alpine climbing it’s a diferent game. Luckily, the others
had taken a more careful route and could lower me a rope on which to belay
me up. Lesson learned...
Eventually, the terrain became too sketchy to go on unroped, so we began
with our rope faf, taking our sweet time to belay each other up the more
exposed parts. Alpine Select says that most diiculties could be avoided
on the let of the ridge, but Diego already had lots of fun leading up more
to the right. It was supposedly just one pitch of actual 5th class, and Diego
and Julien were up in no time. Steph had the honor of leading our irst real
alpine pitch on something that might have been 5.7, maybe low 5.8. (Alpine
Select says it’s 5.4 or so, and I think there should have been an easier way
to the top around the corner, according to other trip reports). he pitch as
quite interesting and fun to climb. It starts with a hand crack and then leads
you into a blocky corner. Steph deinitely enjoyed leading it.
We didn’t hang out too long on the top, since we saw a bunch of clouds
rolling in. he descent drops down into the notch between the North and
South Spire and then down from there. It’s just scrambling, but there is one

Diego and Julien on the lower scramble section of the North Nesakwatch Spire. Photo: Stephanie
Grothe

somewhat exposed high step down a slabby bit that was a bit scary.

PART 3: BIVY
Once down in the bowl below Rexford, we went to retrieve our packs
and set out to search the famous bivvy rock. Sure enough, ater some fun
boulder hopping, we found a huge, perfectly lat rock which on top of it
even had other rocks that were perfect for cooking, sitting and setting up a
tarp. here was also a patch of snow not too far away, so our water supply
was secured.
While we were preparing dinner, we started to get thunder and lightning
not too far in the distance, which had us quite a bit worried because we were
rather exposed. We hid our gear below some boulders and prepared the tarp.
All the while, I was timing the delay between lightning and thunder to get
an idea of how close the bad weather actually was. We had a few lightning
strikes light up the sky bright as the day and thunder that made you linch,
yet it never actually got any closer than about 10 kilometers. Watching the
sky being lit up by huge lightning bolts made the evening much more epic,
especially since thunderstorms seem to be so rare around here.
Eventually, however, the rain reached us, so we all crawled under the
tarp and tried to catch some sleep. hat proved diicult for me since I was
on the outside, and as the wind picked up and seemingly came from all
directions, I got a fair share of rain in my face until I managed to build a
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wall out of packs.

PART 4: SOUTH SPIRE
Next day the rain had stopped, but eerie fog engulfed the spires. We
decided to all go up the South Spire via the “easy” (5.7) route. We irst
regained the notch between the two spires and then continued on via 3rd
class terrain up until we reached the irst pitch. his pitch actually presented
two options. One broken, dirty corner crack and a beautiful hand-to-ist
crack. Julien lead the corner. I was keen to try the other crack, but soon
realized that I didn’t have enough gear Cleof the required size, so I made a
traverse over to the corner crack. he climbing there was straightforward,
but I was still paranoid about pulling out one of lakes. Again, Alpine Select
promised easier climbing more on the let of the ridge, and again Diego,
who was next for leading, chose the more interesting route on the right.
He started going up via a few face moves into a hand crack, and soon we
couldn’t see him anymore. Ater a while, we heard him shout something,
but couldn’t really understand what he said and asked him to repeat it
several times. Finally, we understood that he wanted Julien to trail our rope
for us. We had no idea how bad the climbing ahead would be, so we agreed
to that suggestion. Indeed, the route was a bit unique. Ater the face moves
came a ist-sized corner crack that would have been very hard to protect
with the gear we brought. In one place, Diego used one of his hiking boots

Testing the bivy tarp. Didn’t keep the rain out that well. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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to weight a passive piece of pro so that it would stay in place and not wiggle
out when he climbed above it.
he climbing was low-angled, but in the alpine I’m still a bit more
nervous than at the crag. he coolest moment of the entire climb for me
came next. Up until now, the route had no exposure to speak of, since it was
all notches and corner cracks. hus, I didn’t expect much when I pulled up
to yet another rock in. To my great surprise and excitement, I was greeted
by a drop of at least a hundred meters. Awesome! Ater a slightly awkward
stem up a bulging block, I was at the top. Or, almost at the top.
he very top of the South Spire is a boulder that is climbed via an ofwidth
crack. In an old trip report, the climbers suggested that a number 4 Camalot
could be used to protect it, but we can conirm that carrying up a cam of
that size just provides some means of expending excess energy. Not to be
deterred, Julien soloed up with much grunting and then belayed the rest of
us up. Ater basking in the views, we again noticed a bunch of clouds and
thunder rolling in, and we grew antsy. he descent required a rappel into
the col between the Spire and Mt. Rexford and Diego had already scouted
out a good rock to rapp from. Apart from being almost the full 60 meters
long, it also included a free-hanging section and was great fun. he inal bit
of the descent included a loose gully and we took our sweet time, trying to
avoid kicking rocks onto each other.
We repacked all the overnight gear and made our way back down the
steep trail, to ever increasing rain that got us thoroughly soaked. We
reached the car in total darkness and made our way out, slowed down by
the need to get everyone out for the water bars. I managed to scratch the
bottom of the car only once, and since I never got a repair bill from modo I

The massive bivy boulder. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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guess nothing bad ever happened to it.
It was a bit too late for food, so we just drove home, tired but satisied by
our irst alpine climb.

Julien soloing up the inal of-width pitch. For the record: Number 4 Camalot is still too small. Photo:
Clemens Adolphs

Diego leading the inal ~ 5.8 pitch of the North Nesakwatch Spire. Photo: Clemens Adolphs
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TEAM BAD IDEA CAMPS ON
TOP OF A VOLCANO
Colin-Anthony Pither

Mt. Rainier is one of those mountains that everyone wants to climb. It’s
a massive stratovolcano that can be seen from Seattle and is one of the most
prominent mountains in the world. Dominating the skyline, it rises over
4000m above the surrounding landscape and is part of the Cascade range
of volcanoes that forms a line of ire down the Paciic coast. he mountain is
oten used as a training ground for Himalayan peaks and sees thousands of
summit attempts every year. However, due to its altitude, inclement weather
and oten inexperienced parties, it allows only about 40% of these attempts
to reach its summit.
Last year Chris Brewer and I climbed Rainier in 26 hours, which was an
incredibly exhausting trip, especially since we had gone from sea level to
4300m in such a short time without acclimatization. his year, an adventure
photographer Francois-Xavier Des Ruydts (Fix) was hoping to climb it

Crossing under some beefy seracs. Photo: Colin Pither
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with the goal of photographing some seldom-explored ice caves deep in the
summit crater. Artem, Lachlan and I were up for it so with a stellar weather
forecast, we headed down to the mountain on Friday morning. his time,
we were planning to stay on the mountain for 5 days, allowing us more
time to explore the caves, get great photographs and altogether climb at a
relatively leisurely pace.
We stopped at Walmart on the way down to pick up food for the 5 days
we planned to spend on the mountain. A word of advice: DO NOT EAT
FOOD FROM WALMART. Everything we bought tasted like letover dog
food. he cheese tasted like playdough, the butter seemed to be made from
rodent milk, and the discount sausage we bought will likely give us night
terrors for weeks.
Walmart food also made the process of going to the toilet even worse
than it already had to be. You see, on glaciated mountains like Rainier
you have to pack out your poo because it will never decompose. With the
amount of traic on Rainier, if everyone let their shit on the mountain, it
would quickly become a frozen sewer. So yes, we all had to pick up our own
shit with a plastic bag, carry it until the end of our trip and hope to god that
the bags didn’t somehow puncture in our backpacks. It’s nasty business, but
it has to be done and the fact that the poo oten freezes makes it slightly
more manageable.
With heavy packs, we started hiking from the trailhead at 6pm. Our
route was the same as I had done the previous year. We would bring all our
supplies up the Kautz glacier route and descend from the summit via the

Heading up the Kautz above a sea of clouds. Photo: Colin Pither
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busy and popular Disappointment Cleaver route.
Ater a short hike of an hour and a half we set up camp, made a disgusting
mixture of Walmart food that could destroy a vulture’s bowels and set the
alarm for 6am.
he next morning we quickly made our way across the glacier and up a
slope underneath giant seracs the size of houses. It’s very important to avoid
being under these huge blocks of ice during the heat of the day as they can
easily break of at any point and squash you like a ly. We made it to our high
camp at about 10,000 feet by midday. Setting up camp was relaxing but we
were absolutely baking from the aternoon heat and the intense radiation
relecting of the snow. Artem decided to go full Russian style and wear
nothing but underwear while setting up camp.
Awaking at 1am to avoid serac fall on our route, we packed up camp and
climbed onto the Kautz glacier by the light of the moon and our headlamps.
One pitch of easy ice was the only technical obstacle we had to overcome
and we crested it just as the sun was rising causing Rainier to cast that
incredible mountain shadow over Washington.
From the top of the icy section, we still had 1400 feet to go until the
summit. However, at 13,000 feet, the efects of altitude were becoming
apparent. he inal push to the summit was an incredibly slow and
exhausting slog up snow slopes and false summits that never seemed to
end. Crossing a few snow bridges over bottomless crevasses, Fix and I
inally reached the summit crater.
I walked to the other end of the summit crater to join Artem and Lachlan,

Hiking up the Inter Glacier on the way to basecamp on Mt. Rainier. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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who had been waiting at the summit. Ater taking a few summit photos and
drinking a Rainier beer on the summit, we began setting up camp inside the
crater. Artem and Fix were sufering from the altitude at this point, so we all
made some tea and slept for a few hours in the aternoon, each with varying
degrees of altitude induced headaches.
he night we spent on the summit was one of the most miserable nights
we had ever experienced. At nearly 4400m it is very tough to keep warm
because your body doesn’t get enough oxygen and therefore loses its
eiciency. I felt relatively ok with my only altitude related symptoms being
insomnia, loss of appetite and a mild headache. We were all extremely
dehydrated though, due to the dry air and because the dry snow took ages
to melt. It was almost impossible to drink enough because it took so long to
melt enough snow for all four of us with just one stove.
Lachlan seemed to be ine as well, but Artem and Fix woke up saying they
had the worst nights of their lives, barely getting any sleep with pounding
headaches and nausea for Artem. Altitude is completely random with who
it efects and so far I’ve felt pretty lucky to not have experienced any really
bad efects from it. With the irst climbers arriving at the summit at 6am,
we quickly packed up camp and started moving down the Disappointment
Cleaver route. I had a few waves of nausea on the way down and we were
all seriously questioning our choice of sport and the way we spend our
weekends.
Passing many large guided parties, we came to one of the most ridiculous
bottlenecks I’ve ever seen on a mountain. Because of the warm temperatures
the day before, some of the snow bridges over the crevasses on the normal
route had collapsed. As a result, at one point on the route a ixed line had to
be descended to cross a heavily crevassed section. What should have taken
people a few seconds to climb down ended up taking the parties ahead of
us about 20 minutes (only 4 people were ahead of us). here was a line up
of about 25 climbers behind us, all of them guided. We made quick work
of the descent but at the bottom the team who had descended before us
admitted to not having a clue what they were doing. his inexperience is
what gets people killed in the mountains and despite being a non-technical
route, if conditions turn bad or something unexpected happens, those who
are inexperienced would have no clue what to do. It’s a scary thought to
think that Everest’s bottleneck is at 8000m and is always worse than the one
we saw on Rainier.
Ater another 3 hours of descending and pounding our toes into the
front of our boots, we made it back to the car park. As always, sucking in
the thick air was an incredible feeling and gave us surges of energy despite
not having slept well in 3 nights.
Oh, and we inally got rid of our poo bags!
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ANOTHER SMOOTH TRIP
Gili Rosenberg

Some trips go completely smoothly. his one seemed to be of to a bad
start. We met at 6am below our building, and Ariel Amir asked Brent Seal
of-handedly if he had brought his passport. Ater a mad dash back to UBC,
and picking up Conrad Koziol, we were on our way again. At the US border
we had the pleasure of meeting two nasty guards and breathed in relief an
hour later when they let us go. At the trailhead, we were just about to start
hiking when we tried to pick up Brent’s backpack and could barely lit it.
Ater nixing a bunch of unnecessary items, and eating a few others (thanks
for the delicious fruit!), we were inally hiking up towards he Mountain (as
it it is known in Seattle).
Mt. Rainier is a massive volcano. It stands alone, over 4km higher than
the terrain around it, one of the most prominent mountains in the world. If
it erupts again the mudlows (or lahars) could reach downtown Seattle. One
of the most distinctive features of Rainier is its numerous large glaciers.
Even from afar in mid summer, one sees mostly snow. On the drive in we
stopped on the side of the road to admire this monster of a mountain. It
seemed so far away.
I’ve been wanting to climb Mt. Rainier for a while. While hiking up the
forested trail, my muscles still hurting and stif from an intense rock climb
two days earlier, I wondered if we would make it to the summit. We could
see most of our route up through the trees: a dense maze of crevasses. he

Ariel Amir about to cross a large crevasse on Mt. Rainier. Photo: Gili Rosenberg entes” on the descent
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trail steepened as we hiked up an old moraine (a hill of rock debris) of the
Inter Glacier and on to the glacier itself. We climbed higher and higher,
admiring views of the valley we had come up, Little Tahoma (a subsidiary
peak of Rainier) and the many crevasses on Emmons Glacier, just below us.
We stopped for a short break at Camp Schurman, a crowded and bustling
campground with a ranger station and an outhouse. here were dozens of
colourful tents and even some Tibetan prayer lags. hen we continued
upwards, just another 10 minutes to Emmons Flats, a lat(ish) snowy area,
where we camped next to a large crevasse with just two other tents for
company. We excavated platforms for our tents and built snow walls against
the wind. Unfortunately, the park has not designated an “outhouse area”
nor an area for collecting snow for drinking water, so as we were excavating
our tent platform we came across a few frozen turds. Not too appetizing.
Later that night the moon rose, an orange ireball in the sky, I’ve never seen
anything like it.
he next day we slept late, and hiked back down to Camp Schurman
to use the outhouse and scramble up a small peak behind the camp. Ater
clambering up a loose gully, we admired the close up view of our route, and
the tiny dark dots that represented descending climbers. Back at camp we
practiced some crevasse rescue, even rescuing Ariel, since he really wanted
to lower himself into a crevasse. Apparently it was very wet, light blue and
a predictably eery location. We had an early dinner and spent an hour or

Navigating an icy maze of “penitentes” on the descent from Mt. Rainier. Photo: Ariel Amir
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two melting snow so that we would have enough water for our summit bid
that same night.
I woke up an hour before my alarm went of, since I needed to pee. I felt
around in the vestibule and noticed two hard frozen objects - my hiking
boots. I reluctantly put them in my sleeping bag to thaw, and tried to doze
of a bit. At 2am we woke up for real, had a quick breakfast and roped up.
Despite moving at an easy pace, we passed a few groups which had let three
hours before us. he route wove its way in between the huge crevasses, oten
crossing them on questionable snow bridges that I preferred to leap over,
just in case. We could see the sun’s glow along the horizon for a long time
before it actually appeared, casting an awesome orange light. Just before the
summit, the wind picked up. We put on some extra clothes and clambered
up the rocks to the summit crater. Suddenly the views opened up in all
directions, and we were on top of (this part of) the world. We could see Mt.
Adams, Mt. Hood, St. Helens, and lots of other smaller peaks, all of which
appeared tiny - there really isn’t a mountain nearby that rivals Rainier.
Ater packing up our gear, we started hiking back down the trail. I could
deinitely feel my knees, not too surprising on a day in which we ascended
1500m and descended 3000m. We slid down the Inter Glacier on our butts
(glissading), which was fast and fun but led to painfully frozen asses... We
reached the car late in the evening, where we camped and drove back to
Vancouver the next day, making the standard stops in Bellingham at Trader
Joe’s and a mexican food truck.
Another smooth trip.

Hiking up the Inter Glacier on the way to basecamp on Mt. Rainier. Photo :Gili Rosenberg
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GLACIER SCHOOL 2:
INTRO TO ADVANCED
ALPINE SWIMMING
Ian Dusome

As plans for the destination of G2 ran through a series of locations,
any serious goals were thrown out the window. It was for this reason that
Lachlan Fleetwood, Neil Mackenzie and I found ourselves hiking up to the
Wedgemount Lake campsite on Friday night, packs loaded with technical
ice tools, more than enough ice screws, a rack of rock pro and a couple
pickets for good measure. Hell, we even stopped in Squamish to pick up a
few pins. Ok, pins were secondary to samosas but still, we were ready for
anything. If nothing else, I would make damn sure to swing my tools at
something, be it ice or rock.
We made good time getting to the camp and went to bed early, having
settled on attempting the northeast arete of Wedge the following day; a sup-

Lachlan and I staring at the northeast arete of Wedge, full of indecision. Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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posed classic of British Columbian mountaineering. Our 6am wake up time
rolled around and I can’t say I was disappointed when Lachlan informed
me that I could continue sleeping due to the unpleasant weather. 11am had
us trudging around the lake, with plans once again scrapped and with us
simultaneously ready for everything and nothing. Once past the irst lake a
second comes into view, capped with a stunningly ascetic ice cave formed
by the toe of the glacier. Anyone who walks around the corner, sees something like that and isn’t instantly struck with the completely irrational desire
to climb it shouldn’t be allowed to call themselves a climber. he seed was
planted.
Eventually, on the half-assed pretence of scoping it out, we made our
way up the beginning of the alpine ridge that is the northeast arete of wedge
mountain. De-stoked by the presence of a rock band replacing the snow
near the top, we decided it was too late to keep going and that in all likelihood we wouldn’t be bothered to hike all the way back up again the next
day. A few crevasse laps killed some time, but the swings were lacking and
only let me feeling empty and deeply unsatisied, the ice cave in the back
of my mind only serving to fuel the longing. Surely there was a way. A plan
was necessary.
We made our way back to camp making sure to examine the structural
integrity of the cave on the way while also pondering the feasibility and
logistics of top roping it. he main issue seemed to be getting back on the

Wedgemont Glacier. Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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steeply overhanging wall. Back at camp, ater a few cups of tea too many, the
stoke was raging and I couldn’t help but tell everyone who would listen that
we were going to climb the very feature they were surely dreaming of. here
was no way out now. It had to be done.
he next morning I found myself roped up and being lowered over the
lip, held by a 4 screw anchor and one half rope. Stoked! “Lower, lower, lower.” I used my tools to keep myself close to the wall as I descended, already
starting to feel the familiar pump setting in. By now a crowd had gathered
on the opposite side of the lake, clearly jealous. “Alright stop!” My feet half
a metre or so above the foggy lake water, beautiful blue ice arching above
me. Kick, kick, swing. “Ok, climbing!” Swing, kick, kick, pop, sploosh, gasp.
I was in the lake. Not just like my feet dipped or up to my waist, no, I was
swimming. Tools in my hands and crampons on my feet. As it turns out half
ropes stretch a lot. Now you might have seen that one coming, doubtlessly
half the audience had in fact stopped to watch some stupid ice climber go
for a swim. Any logical person knows that if you play with ire you’ll get
burnt or in this case, if you play on ice above water you’ll get soaked. Here’s
the thing, climbing, along with most other adventure sports, can hardly be
considered logical. And in truth, it wouldn’t be the irst time I have found
myself fulilling the role of Guinea pig, testing the unknown lip or line for
the greater good.
Anyways, back to me in the lake. Apparently Neil, my belayer, was alert-

Soaked and lailing. Photo: Lachlan Fleetwood
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ed to my condition by the unmistakable gasp originating from the horde
across the lake. However, he could do little else besides attempt to pull any
last bit of stretch out of the rope and wonder exactly how wet I was. It was
up to me to get out.
I have never had to make a tool placement from the water before. Let’s
just say it’s interesting. Especially with an undercut ice face making it necessary to get as high as possible out of the water while swinging. Needless
to say, I ripped my pants. At this moment, thrashing around, trying and
failing to climb out of the water, a normal person might have been thinking
something along the lines of “Oh Shit! Oh Shit! I’m in the lake! I’m in the
lake! Get out of the lake! Get out of the lake!” Instead, the only thing passing
through my mind, as my body functioned nearly autonomously, was, “huh,
I’d have thought my feet would have been a lot wetter by now.” Once again
we came to the conclusion that perhaps I may be somewhat lacking in the
normality department.
Eventually I managed to get high placements solid enough in the poor
ice to pull myself out and to get my front points in above the undercut.
Pretty much instantly I was pumped. he rope ran up a steep bulge to the
right of our intended line and if you have ever tried to climb featureless
overhanging glacial ice, you’ll know it doesn’t really work. Pulling up on a
tool puts an outward force on the ice and your tools pop. Somehow I managed to reach a small shelf in the ice, get some solid placements and work
my way high enough so that I could fall without ending up back in the
drink. Wildly pumped, I hung and shook. A couple of attempts following
the rope up the bulge and I knew it was not going to happen. To the let was
a small corner and a series of diagonal shelves. Following this natural law
got me to the top, despite the potential pendulum fall. Soaked, shivering,
stoked! “Who’s up next?”
Lachlan and Neil seemed somewhat reluctant, but ater adding a directional screw and deciding on only lowering to the shelf which started the
corner system about half way down the face, we each ran a couple more laps.
Before we knew it, our screws had melted out (note to self: use V-threads
next time) and that was that. Amazing climbing. Stemming, torquing, steep
but with good placements, up a beautiful line. he only thing lacking was
the purity of doing the whole thing on lead. It was totally, without a doubt,
worth it. We inished the day of with some dry tooling, making sure to incorporate a piton into the anchor for the sake of completeness. hen it was
back to the car and sitting in traic on the way home, dreaming of the next
irresistible line. he next big challenge.
Turns out the next big challenge came sooner than expected and it took
a bit of driving in circles for Neil to ind where he lives.
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Finishing it up. Photo: Lachlan Fleetwood

Neil giving it a go. Photo: Lachlan Fleetwood
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ALPHA: THE NORTH
BUTTRESS DEBACLE
Julien Renard

Once upon a time (as in Canada day long weekend 2013), a dozen VOCers decided to expand their horizon by crossing the Squamish river on
their way to Lake Lovely Water. While some didn’t have any particular
climbing objective in mind, an obscure groupuscule had set their heart on
the North Buttress of Mt Alpha. he enthusiastic participants were: Niusha Mahmoodi, Isabel Verse, Diego Ribas-Cadle, Jannu Casanova Moreno
and myself. Beyond our friendship, we found ourselves further united by
our complete lack of alpine climbing experience. However, we were well
equipped: Diego had brought a few hexes and I had robbed MEC of all its
pitons two days earlier.
It was a beautiful Sunday, and we soon found ourselves cooking under
the early aternoon sun as we were traversing the North-East glacier toward the base of the climb. Alpine Select advertises the North buttress as an
AD+ 5.6 climb on good rock (4hrs for the ascent). Unfortunately, it failed
to mention the big moat, several meters deep and a meter wide that denied
us access to the face.
Wandering a bit to the let of the climb, we found a crossing point where
a signiicantly shorter leap of faith would put us on the rock. I would lead
the irst pitch with Jannu and Niusha seconding and then Diego and Isabel
would follow. Although we were not on the actual route, the rock looked
inviting enough and I happily started climbing. he ring tone of my irstever piton placement was like music to my ear and, overall, it couldn’t get
any better than this. But it managed to get a lot worse.
About 20 meters ater the start of the climb, the quality of the rock began to somewhat deteriorate. My irst warning took the form of a boulder,
shaped like a small suitcase, that charged me like a bull as soon as I tried
to give it a hug (alpine boulders are very susceptible, handle with care). I
managed to jump aside as it started charging downhill and escaped with a
few scratches. It exploded on the snow, two meters away from Niusha. Gear
placements became increasingly harder to ind as I reached a small bench
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snow slope that would lead us to the base of more technical terrain. At that
point, unsure of where we needed to go and eager to add new skills to our
resumes, we decided to bivy on a sloping snow-free rock patch. Holding
on to our belief that everything was ine, we decided to reinforce that feeling with a 13 pieces (lucky number) gear anchor to which we attached all
our gear and ourselves. Despite the lack of food or any overnight gear, morale was still high, Niusha’s smile priceless and Isabel’s laugh contagious, as
usual. Six hours away from sunrise, we made ourselves as comfortable as
possible (read mass-spooning) and tried to sleep.
We were just as tired as the day before when we started moving at irst
light. A geriatric snail would have overtaken us. We reached a col below
the summit of Alpha, on which Diego got an interesting phone call from
Christian Veenstra who had apparently been monitoring our “progress” on
a SPOT tracker. I wasn’t there to hear it, but it seems that the conversation
went something like this:
North Buttress of Alpha. Ascent route. Photo: Julien Renard

made of rocks of various shapes and sizes, all precariously balanced on top
of each other. he fear of triggering a slide onto my belayer was palpable.
On the other hand, the face standing before me, on top of the bench, looked
solid. So solid in fact, that I couldn’t ind any crack at its base that would
allow me to keep climbing. Ater exploring my options for a while, as well
as the root system of some bushes in search for a crack, I kept climbing to
the right of the face and managed to build the crappiest gear anchor I ever
made (now I can say it). Meanwhile, as I was belaying Niusha and Jannu to
my grassy ledge, Diego had started climbing. Quite wisely, he had chosen
another route, closer to the oicial one, and looked like he was having a
good time.
Once the trio got reunited, we debated the possibility of bailing for a
minute, but, ego issues aside, we would not be able to communicate our
intentions to Diego and Isabel, who were moving much faster and were
already out of sight. he second pitch looked like it would go more easily,
so I proposed to lead it (never again). I quickly found myself aid-climbing
on my pitons. Nevertheless, one fall and many invectives later, I reached
the top of the climb where I saw Isabel belaying Diego a bit further ahead.
While the rope drag created by my new skinny half-rope had been manageable, the drag caused by Jannu’s lufy fat single rope was hell. Super-Diego
had to come to the rescue and it took the two of us plus a pulley system to
belay Jannu up on the ledge. 5 hours ater I started climbing and 4 pitons
shorter, we were about one-third of the way up.
From there, we started climbing/scrambling on easier terrain. Diego was
at the front, placing ixed lines. It was getting dark as we scrambled up a

C: Am I talking to Diego?
D: Yes?
C: he Diego who is near the summit of Alpha?
D: Yes?
C: You know you are not on the correct descent route?
D: Yes.
C: Okay, Good luck.
Of course, we were not on the usual descent route. Instead, we made
some creative rappels down a very loose gully before getting stuck again
by a giant moat at the end of it. It was already ater noon on a very hot day
and the alpine lassitude was in full bloom. We got in touch with our inner
zombie-self and kept moving. We managed to circumnavigate the moat
and inally reached the Alpha-Serratus col. On our way down to the Russian Army camp, eager to once again demonstrate our anti-conformism, we
managed to set-up our last rappel straight in the path of a small waterfall,
instead of using the much dryer fall line right next to it. Still, from there it
only took a few hours of bushwhacking in the dark before we reached the
Lake Lovely Water campsite, at 4am. Luckily, it was Isabel’s birthday, which
allowed us to celebrate our Alpha debacle with mojito-in-a-ziploc cocktail
and banana bread birthday cake.
Ater a late start the following morning and one last naked dip in the
lake, we started hiking down. We had missed our water-taxi ride the day
before and were contemplating to cross the cable bridge. However, when we
arrived at the crossing point, we found two gentlemen who had been stuck
there for hours due to a wasp nest located on the upper cable, at the far end
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of the bridge. hey inally managed to contact the water-taxi so we only
had to wait for our ride. Meanwhile, Diego started experimenting with an
inverted branch-fork system to cross the river, just in case...
As an atermath of our debacle, we learned that Isabel’s boss had reported her missing the day before and that the RCMP had been looking for her.
Luckily, some astute exec member promptly put 2 and 2 together and let
them know that she was just having some extra type II fun on her birthday.

Diego and Isabel having a lot more fun than the rest of us. Photo: Julien Renard
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YOSEMITE, OR HOW WE GOT
SPANKED BY
THE STECK-SALATHÉ
Lachlan Fleetwood

Note: this is mostly about what Ian Dusome and I got up to in Yosemite,
as Jef Taylor and Natalie Makepeace were of doing diferent things during
our time there.

A

ter ten or so days of sustained awesomeness in Utah and a morning
of catastro-faic repacking, we were ready to head to the second
destination of our May roadtrip: Yosemite. his hallowed name is inherently
stoke inducing, but we actually found ourselves somewhat reluctant to pile
back into Ian’s truck and set of. his is not to take anything away from
Yosemite, only to say how mind-blowingly awesome Indian Creek was that
we never wanted our time there to end. By this time though, temperatures
had skyrocketed and climbing season in the desert was essentially over, so
it was deinitely time to move on.
e set of for Yosemite with the intention of going via Zion to check
it out. As it turns out, from Moab, Zion is not actually “on the
way” to Yosemite. Not even close. Not even a little bit. I tried to blame this
error on Google maps, but in retrospect it was actually pretty much totally
my fault that we ended up on a massive detour (a considerable amount
of this time was spent driving in not quite but almost entirely the wrong
direction). On the plus side, Zion was stunning, even if it was raining and
the road choked up with stupidly big RVs. Natalie probably summed this
whole detour up best when she woke up in the back seat with a sense of
déjà vu and total amazement as we pulled into the same gas station we had
stopped at a ive hours earlier.
espite this setback, stoke remained high and we still had plenty of
time to get to Yosemite. Our plan was to drive through the night,
and try and get into the legendary Camp 4. his was partially for practical
reasons as Camp 4 is the only walk in campground in Yosemite Valley, but
for more nostalgic reasons we also really wanted to stay there. Camp 4 is,
ater all, literally steeped in climbing history, and is considered the spiritual
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our sleeping bags and mats and joined the already populated “line bivy.”
Dead tired, curled up to grab a few hours’ sleep before the ranger arrived at
8.30 and we could book in.
he next day, securely ensconced in Camp 4, we set out to explore.
hese days Yosemite Valley has something of contradictory
atmosphere. On the one hand, it is truly and utterly stunning. Photos don’t
do justice to the towering granite monoliths that line its sides. he sense
of scale is what really does it – imagine stacking the chief on top of itself
three times and you are getting towards ballpark. On the other hand, it is a
total circus – a giant roiling gongshow of mass tourism. Ater the stunning
serenity of Utah this was a major shock to the system. he number of people
and the sheer vacuousness of it all was a bit hard to take.
eing in Yosemite though, we wereanxious to get climbing. We set
our sights on some cragging to get used to the rock and style – it’s
granite, like Squamish, though sometimes slicker. We spent the irst day
cragging on the base of El Cap. his induced mixed feelings, as the sheer
volume of stone above you is intimidating and atmospheric, but you
nevertheless feel like something of fraud climbing single pitches on the Big
Wall. At any rate, we were all so tired, and perhaps a bit burnt out from all
the awesomness of Indian creek, that we had more or less forgotten how to
rock climb. Numerous stuf ups and unnecessary faf unfolded, culminating
in me misreading the guidebook and setting out on what I thought was a
5.10a ingercrack that turned out to have a top section that was about 25m
of ofwidth. Needless to say, my doubles in inger sized cams weren’t helpful.
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Line Bivy, Camp 4. Yosemite Valley, CA. Photo by Natalie Makepeace.

home of dirtbagging. Of course, these days the vibe is not really what it used
to be but it still had to be done (and ironically it was the only camping we
paid for on the trip).

T

hanks to the mega detour, we rolled into Yosemite Valley at around
4am, and experienced it as it almost never is any more: quiet,
peaceful and not choked with traic. his was the irst time for Ian, Jef
and Natalie in the Valley (I’d been there for a couple of days on my way
to Vancouver the year before) but there wasn’t enough stoke let to really
enjoy it yet as we were all exhausted from the long drive. Arriving at 4am
was actually a pretty good time to go for the Camp 4. he trick with Camp
4 though, is that you can only stay 7 days, which means that every day some
people have to leave, and however many spots open up is how many are
available on a irst come irst served basis. With this in mind, we grabbed

Lachlan pretending to climb El Cap. Photo: Natalie Makepeace
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I ended up lowering of to borrow some #4s, before batmaning back up to
inish the climb. Nearby, Jef was forced to admit defeat on the heinously
awkward ofwidth/squeeze he had been trying (ofwidth had well and truly
become a theme on this trip). At this point, even though it was barely ater
lunch, we decided we should stop climbing or we were going to die.
he next day, Ian and I went to try something longer, and headed
for Royal Arches. It’s a classic route (one of Steck and Roper’s Fity
Classic Climbs of North America). It’s long at 16 pitches covering 500m, but
easy at 5.10b/5.7 A0. Part of the reason we were stoked about the route was
that the A0 move is a pendulum. No doubt we had glorious images of the
Nose’s “King Swing” we had watched from El Cap meadow the day before
in mind, but in the end the Royal Arches pendulum turned out to be rather
disappointing. Oh well, more incentive to do the Nose next trip I suppose.
Worried about traic, we set of at the crack of dawn and were irst on the
route. Ater the irst 5.6 chimney pitch, we put the ropes away and soloed
the next handful of mid ith pitches. Turns out we had overestimated the
route, and topped out the sixteen pitches in just four hours of climbing. We
were on top at a little ater 10am, and ater taking a couple of photos we
embarked on the ten or so double rope rappels back to the ground. Overall,
the view from the top was nice and the route was nice and being in Yosemite
was nice, but I think Ian and I were both a little disappointed. his was, ater
all, a place of nearly mythical epic proportions. You weren’t supposed to be
back in camp in time for lunch. Nevertheless, even if Royal Arches turned
out to be a bit too easy, but what came next turned out to be the proper
adventure we had been looking for, and then some.
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he next day, we decided we weren’t that interested in cragging
anymore, so we dedicated our day to prepping for a big multipitch
the day ater. We realized we only had time to do one more long route, so we
had to make it a good one. We soon settled on the infamous Steck-Salathé
route on the Sentinel. he fact that this route has the names of serious hard
men attached to it should probably have warned us to run screaming in the
other direction, but by this point we had managed to get stoked and that
was that. he Steck-Salathé (also one of the Fity Classic Climbs) like Royal
Arches is 500m and 16 pitches long, but there the similarity ends. It was put
up in 1950 and originally graded 5.9, back when 5.9 was as hard as it got
(these days it gets 5.10b, but if there is any climb where the grade completely
and hilariously doesn’t come close to capturing the experience, this is it).
For a period of 6 or 7 years ater it was done, it was considered by many to
be the hardest route in the world. Even today, the Steck-Salathé is the sort of
route that is talked about in hushed tones, with named pitches like the “the
Narrows” and the “Wilson Overhang” only spoken of with much twitching
of eyeballs and shaking of hands. he reason for this fearsome reputation is
not the climbs technical diiculty per se, but the fact that it is notoriously
wide. Like all of it. Like the whole goddamn thing is 500 vertical meters of
ofwidths and squeeze chimneys. Rather than a deterrent though, for some
reason this added to the appeal.
an and I spent the day bumming wii and tracking down beta online.
By this time we had gotten psyched, and despite the Steck-Salathé’s
reputation, we elected to forego sanity and get on the route the next day.
Ater a lengthy discussion about whether we should take the # 6 Camalot or
not (spoiler: we ended up placing it in thirteen of the sixteen pitches!), we
decided to suss out the approach and stash our gear at the base of the route.
Some of our neighbors in Camp 4 had done a diferent route on the Sentinel
the day before and got lost on both the approach and the descent, so we
thought it best to be prepared. A bunch of fun and sometimes exposed
scrambling later, and getting lost once ourselves, we found the base of the
climb. Ater vaguely worrying about the possibilities of squirrels eating
one’s ropes/slings/belay loop, we decided it would be ok and stashed the
gear. Satisied, we scrambled back down, fended of some staggeringly banal
questions from a morbidly obese American tourist and went to bed.
he next day, we got another crack-of start and began hiking at 5am.
We quickly retraced our approach back to the base of the route and
were ready to start climbing at 6am. We were irst on the route, but another
pair turned up as I was getting ready to lead the irst pitch. Perhaps the fact
that this irst pitch, despite being only 5.8, turned out be surprisingly tough
– wide, sustained and burly – should have started to set of alarm bells.
But it didn’t, and it was a glorious day and stoke and optimism was high.
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Ian on one of the ininite rappels of Royal Arches. Photo: Lachlan Fleetwood
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he other party seemed impatient (they packed the backpack for Ian and
adjusted his shoelaces for him) so we let them pass. (Interestingly, they had
only t-shirts on, which they must surely have regretted, as I spent most of
the day in my down jacket. Despite its spectacular setting, the route never
really came into the sun all day).

O
A
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few more pitches went by, again more sustained and physically
challenging than the grades suggested, but so far so good. Soon
though, we realized that things might turn out to be harder than anticipated,
as you would second each more or less rope-length sustained wide pitch
with the backpack, and arrive at the belay, exhausted, only to have to rack
up and get ready to lead more wide stuf. Nevertheless, the irst real sign
that this whole jaunt might be about to go properly sideways didn’t come
until we got to the irst crux, the Wilson Overhang. It was my turn to lead
so I set out to give it a go, but found it far from straightforward – it’s an
overhanging wide lare. I didn’t really have any idea how to do the move,
and not stoked about the possibility of smashing onto a ledge if I blew it,
I French-freed on a cam to get through the move. his would not be last
time I was to pull on gear that day. Ian, wide-master that he is, had far less
trouble, even with the pack, and we pushed on.
t’s hard to say when exactly it did inally dawn on us that we were
about to have our asses majorly handed to us. For me it was when Ian
was leading Pitch 8, the slab pitch, and taking what seemed like an awful
long time (it turned out to have really iddly wires for pro, and not as many
as you might want). When Ian had started the pitch, I was still enjoying
the view, and the fact that we were climbing in Yosemite. Yosemite! he
exposure on pretty much the entire of the Steck-Salathé is unreal. he
efect of the scramble approach that you gain a ton of elevation before you
start climbing. So while it may not be a big wall, it oten feels like it is.
For instance, at this particular belay there was about 800m of air between
me and the valley loor. Another way of picturing the sheer epicness of the
thing, is to consider that the Sentinel is the same height as El Cap, even
if only the top 500m is technical roped climbing. Anyway, but the time I
followed Ian up the slab and got to the second crux, it was apparent that
time was passing and we were weren’t moving as fast as we should be.
led the next and technically crux pitch (mainly because I wanted Ian
to lead the Narrows which came ater), and again had troubles with
the laring, overhanging, ofwidthy and generally bullshit nature of the
climbing. Telling myself it was “sort of like an alpine route” I pulled on gear
again, wedging myself into the chimney, sliding the #6 up, pulling on it and
then repeating. Ian again styled the wide and weird pitch with the backpack.
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By this time, the sheer physicality of the climbing was starting to get to
us though, and we were tired as we found ourselves deep inside the rock,
staring up at the dreaded Narrows with morbid fascination.
he Narrows is far and away the most notorious pitch on the entire
route. Still graded 5.9 (the least representative grade in the history of
grading) it is said for most people to be the true crux of the route. As pitches
of rock go, it is completely and utterly unique, at least in my experience.
Essentially it’s a rope length squeeze chimney, and once you’re in there is
barely room to turn your head (most people take their helmets of for it). In
some ways it’s more like vertical caving than climbing, as you’re completely
inside the wall, about ive metres deep. Interestingly, one of the original
ascensionist had decided to climb the ofwidth on the outside face of the
chimney with only two crappy pins for pro, rather than venture into the
“claustro-horror-show” of the Narrows. Ian took of on lead and, being a
fan of squeeze chimneys, didn’t have too much trouble, making the pitch’s
reputation seem trumped up. hen it was my turn to second though, and it
was about to turn into a nightmare.
t this point, I’d been climbing for a couple of years, and while I could
sometimes scare myself on lead, I’d never totally freaked out on
anything. Here I did. A touch of claustrophobia didn’t help, but I proceeded
to have a really bad time. When I say really bad time, I actually mean that
I ended up having a full on panic attack, screaming and crying and totally
losing it. It’s hard to describe what it felt like in there, and to remember
what I was actually doing, as at some point I more or less checked out of
conscious reality. If I could have curled up in the fetal position I would
have, but of course I couldn’t, on account of the fact that I was jammed into
a fucking chimney. In retrospect, part of the problem was the backpack I
was towing between my legs on a 120cm sling. In the squeeze I could barely
move my legs on either side of it, and could hardly bend them enough
to scoote upwards. he pack was also wider than I was, so I had to stop
intermittently to tug and kick it upwards. his, combined with my woeful
lack of squeeze chimney technique, meant that I kept getting completely
stuck, trapped inside the wall and unable to move, x00m above the valley
loor I was convinced I was going to die there.
can say now that this is without doubt the worst pitch I have ever
climbed, and actually one of the more horrible experiences of my life.
At least I can laugh about it now though (which means it wasn’t quite Type
3 fun I guess), and the fact the Mark Smiley of the Smiley’s Project also got
stuck seconding this pitch and similarly totally lost his shit in there somehow
makes me feel slightly better about the whole thing. As Mark described it:
“hen the backpack that I was trailing started getting stuck below me. It
too was a little too wide with two helmets clipped to it. I lost it. Started
screaming at the world. Not my proudest moment. Eventually I fought my
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way up, while Janelle performed crevasse rescue on me with a 3:1 pulley. It
was miserable. You can’t even call it climbing, more like hangdogging on
top rope…” (http://smileysproject.blogspot.ca/2013/11/the-steck-salatheroute-sentinel-rock.html). Yup, exactly.
nyway, ater about an hour and a half, I did eventually manage to drag
my sorry ass out of what had become the Hell Chimney of Doom.
At this point it was dark and we had been climbing for about twelve brutal
hours and were destroyed. Unfortunately, we were still a long way from the
top. Even though it was technically my leadthrough another chimney, and
Ian very kindly ofered to take the pitch instead. he last pitches were a blur.
I’d never climbed in such a state of exhaustion before, and I think it was the
same for Ian. he sustained wide nature of the climbing was getting to us,
and we’d been reduced to dragging ourselves pitifully upwards. Basically,
you would get to a belay, throw the other person on second and then try
not to pass out from exhaustion while you brought them up. At this point, I
actually really doubted we were going to make it, and even entertained the
notion of bivying at a belay ledge. Aside from this being a generally terrible
idea, it was really too cold to entertain this notion.
had lost track of reality by the time I reached Ian at what was supposed
to be the last pitch, and was devastated to ind that we still weren’t at
the summit. his meant I had grab the gear one last time in order to scrape
my way up the last 15m or so of the climb. I built an anchor and belayed
Ian up, and somehow we had made it! I recall collapsing into a heap at this
point, and also laughing uncontrollably – partly at the absurdity of it all,
but mostly from sheer relief of no longer being on the wall. At this point it
was just ater midnight, and we had been doing hard technical climbing for
eighteen straight hours.
efore we could consider descending though, I had an important task
to attend to: assess the damage to my feet. One shoe, as it turned
out, was literally full of blood from the skin I’d scraped of my ankle lailing
in the Narrows. But that was not the worst of it. When things had started
to get tough, I’d been so focused on the climbing and trying to make up
time, that I had stopped taking my shoes of between pitches. I’d realized
this had caused a problem when I’d started to notice sharp pain in my let
big toe about four pitches from the end. At the time, I was worried that if I
took my shoes of I’d never be able to get them back on so I’d let them. his
meant that by the time we topped out I’d been wearing my Miuras for about
thirteen hours non-stop. he result was that my big toenail was completely
destroyed (at the time of writing this article, nine months later, it still hasn’t
completely inished re-growing).
e decided that bivying would be sub ideal, and despite being
totally wasted we agreed to try descending. he descent of the
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Steck-Salathé is non-trivial but not super technical. It’s mostly scrambling
down a seemingly never-ending gully to a creek. he top section had some
loose rock to deal with and one rappel, but despite being shattered we never
got to point were felt we absolutely couldn’t press on. We were in complete
zombie mode by this point, though we were revitalized slightly when we
reached the creek and had our irst drink of water in about ten hours. he
rest of the descent is something of blur, with the crux being some relatively
easy but really-not-at-all-fun-to-fall-of-of slabs. At about this point we
lost the trail and started just following the creek, knowing that it would
eventually spit us out at the Four Mile Trail. his involved some creativity,
including sliding down small waterfalls hanging onto handfuls of wet grass,
but by this point we didn’t much care anyone.
ventually we did make the trail, and towards the end stoke actually
started rising again as it started to sink in that we might actually have
survived this thing. We staggered into Camp 4 at around 4am, and despite
our near-total exhaustion, proceeded to dominate the food crate. his was
actually a rather sad state of afairs as it was our last night and there wasn’t
much let other than stuf people had been avoiding. As we’d only had a
couple of bars each in the last twenty-three hours or so though, we were too
hungry for this to matter. We then fell into our sleeping bags at 5am, moreor-less exactly twenty-four hours ater we had let them.
e woke up around ten the next morning and realized that we were
still in trouble, as this was the day we were supposed to leave for
the twenty hour drive back to Vancouver. he morning started ominously
when I tried to sit up and couldn’t engage my core at all – 500m of
ofwidthing had let my stomach muscles completely toast. Ater reassuring
Jef and Natalie that we were back and not, in fact, dead, we proceeded to
try and pack up our camp. his was a brutally hard task, as was the rest of
the day, but we couldn’t stop smiling. Yosemite had well and truly lived
up to its reputation for being big and epic. We let the Valley broken, but
knew that we would be back. If there was one thing we took away from our
adventure it was this: it was time to learn how to big wall climb.
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SKAHA LONG WEEKEND AND
THE LITTLE RED OUTBACK
THAT COULD
Mike Cancilla
Trip Organizer: Jens Vent-Schmidt
On the trip: Marc-Andre Harvey, Katharina Rothe, Sam Viavant, Ruanne Lai, Artem Babaian, Clément Mallet, Anna Stemberger, Marie-Eve
Myrand-Lapierre
On Easter weekend, Jens organized a beginner friendly climbing trip to
Skaha in the Okanagan to show all us newbies the ropes. (Yeah, I said it). I
hadn’t met anyone who was going, and I am super grateful to Jens and Sam
for taking the time to instruct. I know everyone learned a ton of skills, and
I personally no longer feel like an imposter - as a previously indoor only
climber.
he trip began with me sleeping through my alarm and waking up to
Marc-Andre calling me from outside my apartment. Good thing I had
packed ater the bar the night before. Ater this, we rendezvoused with the
other car and soon we were driving through the Coquihalla to the sweet
sounds of Jose Gonzales. A 7:45am departure time from Vancouver had us
arriving at our campsite on Okanagan Lake Provincial Park at midday. his
gave us enough time to quickly set up our camp and head to the crag.
We started out by learning to belay, to lead climb, how to set/clean top
ropes and rappel in the “Daycare” area, which was right next to the parking
lot and ideal for beginners. A few of us also headed up to “Diamondback” to
try out some other stuf. he day ended with pasta, a campire, a few drinks
and a sleep on the beach under the stars.
During the second day, I began to hear rumors that Jens’ Subaru Outback was beginning to sound a little worse for wear and just barely limped
into the parking lot at Skaha that morning. Jens asked the engineers on the
trip for advice and the next thing you know, Marc-Andre is replacing the
spark plugs in the parking lot of Canadian Tire. I wish I could say that the
car ran perfectly for the rest of the trip but it was not to be. While all this

Mike and Art. Photo by Katharine Rothe

was happening, the other crew was at the crag sending routes in the Red
Tail area, which was a perfect spot until we were forced to chase the sun and
warmth to a new zone.
hat night, we attempted the grand plan of making beer up the chicken
butt on the campire. his quickly turned into beer roasted chicken, which
then quickly got attacked by a bunch of hungry climbers in what I can only
describe as a bunch of hyenas in the Lion King. Man, it was tasty.
On the third day, more routes were sent in the Red Tail and Diamondback areas and I let feeling very satisied with my climbing and all the new
skills I picked up. Artem, Jens and I attacked a route called ‘Fine Lime’ in
Diamondback that scared the shit out of me, so I was super stoked to lead it.
hat night half of us let with Marc-André in the evening and the other
crew stayed with Jens’ car for an extra day.
While sitting in my lab at UBC, I learned that the rest of the crew still at
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Skaha was having another car adventure: the alternator belt came of. hey
went to the mechanic to get it put back on and he busted the harmonic
balancer. his meant that they had to ship, by Purolator, a part from bloody
Vancouver to ix it! So they got a rental car and had an extra day of climbing. hat’s a 5-day weekend if you are counting. Is it possible that the car
knew climbing was better than going home to face responsibilities?
Stuf to take away from the trip
he ‘Daycare’ area at Skaha is close to the parking lot and an ideal place
for beginners to learn climbing skills.
here is so much room at Skaha that even on this irst long weekend of
the summer with perfect weather it still didn’t seem too full. Don’t get discouraged if the parking lot is packed.
he Okanagan Lake Provincial Park Campground is beautiful but a little
family oriented and a little far from Skaha. here might be better options.
here is a sniper outhouse if you keep walking passed the Red Tail Lower
and Seven Dwarfs area that ofers a peaceful meadow and incredible views
of the Okanagan valley for all of your natural needs.
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LEAD LADDER
A collective piece by the Participants.
he Lead Ladder is one of the exports Jon Leighton has brought with
him from the UK. It’s a more complete version of Rock 4 (Trad Climbing),
going beyond a single day session at the crag. he Lead Ladder format has
four classroom sessions to learn the theory of trad climbing, followed by a
weekend of single and multi-pitch climbing in Squamish to put everything
together. Ten students participated in the Lead Ladder this year with the
support of ive awesome teachers: Jon himself, Moos van Caspel, Erica Lay,
Derry Lappin, and Phil Daoust.
he Classroom sessions covered a variety of material, from what gear
is out there, to anchor building, to how to pass a knot during an abseil.
he classroom sessions were also open to anyone who wanted to attend,
so each week had 15 or more people practicing their new skills. During
the weekend session, the ten students were each paired up and grouped
with a teacher who would oversee their climbing, inspecting their gear and
helping them with the proper procedures. Jon was unfortunately unable to
attend the weekend session due to the unscheduled arrival of a baby sized
package.
Lead Ladder Classroom Sessions (by Omid Javadi)
Session 1: Equipment
In the irst classroom session, we went over the kind of equipment you’ll
see in trad climbing. We iddled around with cams, screamers, nuts, jumars,
and everything in between. Jon’s collection of climbing gear is complete, to
say the least. Erica Lay also brought her Dad’s old climbing gear, and told us
how he could recall what year a climbing photo of him was from based on
how many carabiners he had (two carabiners vs just one).
Session 2: Anchor Building, Personal Anchors, and Belaying from the
Top
We arrived at MacInnes Field for the second classroom session. While
we enjoyed the evening sun, Jon taught us how to build two- and threepoint anchors using cordelette, sewn slings, and the climbing rope. he students practiced these techniques under the supervision of the instructors.
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We reviewed belaying from the top using belay devices in autoblock mode
as well as belaying from the waist. Jon taught us how to use diferent hitches
to set up our anchor and attach ourselves to it, including the one handed
clove hitch, which is one of the most useful things I’ve ever learned.
Session 3: Hoists and Rescue Systems
his session was once again at MacInnes Field, and we focused on how
to build hoist and rescue systems for when your partner is hurt or stuck.
First we learned the basics: tying of the belay device using a mule knot.
From there, we learned how to setup a 3:1 pulley/assisted hoist system for
helping a partner. We then quickly divided up into groups of two, set up
our anchors, and practiced these two techniques. Once we got to practice
that a few times, we learned how to escape the system when you’re belaying
from the top. hese were great tools to learn that I hope I never have to use.
Session 4: Ascending the Rope
In our inal classroom session in the Norm heatre, we reviewed various
techniques for ascending the rope or helping your partner. Stations were
set up throughout the theatre where we got to practice the individual skills.
We got to practice prusiking, setting up 3:1 z-pulley systems, and ascending
using jumars, ropemans, and various other tools. Among the neat tricks we
learned, Jon showed us how to set up a mini 3:1 pulley system for ascending
using a mechanical aid. With the fourth classroom session completed, the
students had acquired the tools and knowledge, and just needed the weekend to put all of them to good use.
Lead Ladder Weekend
Saturday (Single Pitch; by Ignacio Rozada)
Ater the great Tuesday sessions going over the theory (and a bit of practice) in UBC, it was inally time to put the concepts into practice. he plan
was to spend Saturday practicing gear placements, multi-pitch techniques,
and rescue scenarios in a controlled environment, and then on Sunday we
would go out and complete a multi-pitch route under the guidance of one
of the instructors.
he cars arrived mostly around the same time at the parking lot of Murrin. We decided to start early to maximize our chances of inding easy
routes empty. he weather forecast for Saturday wasn’t stellar, and there was
even a fair chance of rain. his probably translated in fewer people than
usual going out in the wall, and in fact we probably didn’t prevent too many
people from climbing at Sugarloaf.
Looking around ater the easy hike in, it soon dawned on me that Jon
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Leighton wasn’t around. At irst, I thought he had taken some people to
another crag, but a quick headcount later revealed that everybody else was
around. Erica explained the situation: Jon was in the hospital with Jen, who
was having a baby as we spoke. hroughout the day Erica received text message updates (leading to the announcement that “it’s here!” around noon).
In the meantime, we entertained ourselves by running a mini Rock IV.
We split into groups of 3 to 4 people and took turns placing as much gear as
possible (sewing it up?) on some of the easy 5.4-5.8 routes on the Sugarloaf.
he instructors would then check the pieces and provide useful feedback.
Some people practiced climbing the pitch as two mini pitches, making a
gear anchor (that irst time you actually have to trust your anchor is somewhat memorable) and swapping leads. Finally, we all had a chance to practice using a pulley system to help pull our second, and we all managed to get
a decent number of climbs in the process. he rain luckily never materialized and we managed to enjoy a very nice day.
At around 5 or 6 we called it a day and went to the Chief campground
where we enjoyed a nice dinner and ran into a few other fellow VOCers. As
the sun set, about half the group went to ninja camp in the Malamute, and
the rest stayed in the Chief campsite. his was the perfect setup for what
would be the irst trad multi-pitch for most of us.
Sunday (Multi Pitch; by Lia Dengler and Shane Duan (with help from
Derry Lappin) – Skywalker
Ater several highly informative and hands-on evening practise sessions,
and a day of trad cragging, it was time to try this trad multi-pitch thing for
real. Shane and I headed up to Skywalker along with Derry and Jaimie to
put together all the skills we’d learned over the past few weeks.
Despite an early arrival, there were two parties ahead of us when we
arrived at the climb (making us parties number 3 and 4). Upon realization
that the loudmouth fellow behind us was also fairly impatient, we ceded the
number 3 spot to let him go ahead. his turned out to be an excellent decision, in part because, who should show up to take the 6th party space but
Christian Veenstra, Line, and their friend Katie!
Finally, by about 11:30, it was time for some actual climbing! Shane
led the irst pitch and we switched leads every pitch thereater. My favourite pitch was deinitely the fourth, due to the novelty factor of an easy but
exposed-feeling traverse. Although the climbing itself was not terribly dificult (max. 5.8), it was a completely diferent feeling, not to mention highly
satisfying, to do it in the form of a trad multi-pitch. It was also a fairly
social climb, featuring several crowded ledge parties with up to 4 or 5 participants! Overall, a very good irst trad multi-pitch day, to wrap up a very
informative and enjoyable Lead Ladder 2013!
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Jaime Wu (with help from Derry) – Skywalker
Being absolutely terriied ater Saturday’s single pitch session where I
lead two 5.4 Trad (Of course Moos just solos next to me), I was doubting myself doing a multi-pitch Trad on Sunday lead by Derry with Lia and
Shane. Sleeplessness, nightmares, sweat shivering ... all happened on that
Saturday night (and I’m not kidding – Poor Nissan had to calm me down!).
Nonetheless, when I woke up the next morning feeling somewhat okay, we
walked over to Shannon Falls to attempt my irst multi pitch. When we got
there, there were two other groups before us and luckily they were beginners, so we didn’t feel too pressured. hey did take their time, however.
hen, two rather aggressive Vancouverites arrived and were loudly shocked
how slow the two groups were in front of us. Of course, this didn’t help us at
all as it was all our irst time doing Skywalker or Multi Pitch trad too! Our
Graceful leader, Derry went up to the two folks and asked them if they want
to be in front of us and they gladly accepted. his meant that poor Shane
(who was leading the irst 5.7 pitch) wouldn’t be pressured. Four hours ater
we arrived, we inally started climbing (yay!). Luckily, we had Christian’s
group behind us, encouraging us along as we slowly climbed each pitch
- Derry of course leading and me following. When we got to the beginning of Skywalker, Derry asked if I wanted to lead. My heart started beating
quickly, legs started vibrating, sweat glands started to pour and of course I
was totally freaked. I was determined to do it though, so I said yes. Crouching my way across Skywalker (and making sure not to look down), I managed to stuf a bunch of cams in the cracks to get me positioned and let’s say
I BARELY made it across (phew!!) – and did my irst Lead Traverse! I took
quite a while setting up my anchor. Derry and Veenstra probably thought I
fell of the clif or something! Anyway, I felt great and I would like to thank
my awesome group: Lia, Shane, Captain Derry, Christian, Line and Katie.
hank you Jon for putting together Lead ladder and the amazing assistance
that helped me get through Skywalker.
Nisan Haramati and Ignacio Rozada (with help from Moos van Caspel)
– Buttface
Ater a lazy start, Ignacio, Moos, and myself (Nisan) headed down the
footpath to the boulder ield below the Apron. Ater a short boulderwhack
and a medium hike up to around the top of the Apron, we started our pitch
on a fun lake-crack that starts about a metre out of my reach (Boomstick!).
With three climbers on our 70m rope, we had just enough rope to make it
to the belay spots on each pitch (with Moos simul-climbing behind me for a
few metres on the irst one). Not having to pull in any slack at the top-belay
was actually pretty sweet.
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Ater a few more pitches and a short lunch break, we climbed a dirty 5.7
stairway where I discovered gear belays take an inordinate amount of time
compared with the slung-tree alternative, and made it to the Buttress, where
we took the Butt Light/Butt Face detour around the back. A short and fun
5.9 crack lead us to a bunch of long, wide-ledge traverses, a 3-metre chimney, some more ledges, and a heinous amount of rope drag, at the end of
which we made it to the top of the chief. No epics were had that day.
Cam Bathgate and Jens Vent-Schmidt (with help from Erica Lay) – Slot
Machine and Sunshine Chimney Centre
Well, our climbing day started with some exceptional faf and was only
saved by the fact that Erica can run like the wind. We were getting our gear

The Skywalker Crew. Photo: Lia Dengler

out on the table when Erica asked where our other rope was. Unknown to
Jens and myself we would be using two ropes for this adventure and we had
locked one away in Alfred’s car. Erica bolted ater Alfred who had already
let for his climb to get the keys. When Erica returned we grabbed all our
gear and headed to Sunshine Center.
I started up the irst pitch of Sunshine Center only to realize that I could
no longer it in the crack about ¾ of the way up. With some graceful sliding
down the rock edge, which let me feeling like a cheese grater had attacked
my legs, I arrived at the bottom. Next up was Jens who also found himself
too large for the crack, so he slid down and started back up the climb to the
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let of the crack following a large lake. Jens made it up and set up a belay for
Erica and myself to follow into the bowels of the mountain.
I started pitch number 2 and made it up through the tunnel where apparently we were supposed to set up another belay station, but kept going
up through the crack towards the top. Again around ¾ of the way up excessive rope drag and a crack that was a little to small turned me back down,
where Jens took the lead again. On his way up Jens found another route to
the top by going to the right of the crack up a face climb to the top. When
we had all arrived up at the belay station we walked over to slot machine.
Slot machine was much less eventful than the previous climb. I led the
irst pitch with a scary fall on a cam that did its job stupendously. Once at
the belay station I belayed Erica and then Jens up to the ledge and Jens then
led the last pitch. At the top we gave high ives, Erica set up a rappel with
two ropes, and we all rappelled the full 50m in one go. We then walked
down the rest of the climb and arrived at base camp around 4:30.
Lead ladder was a hell of a lot of fun, all the little adventures added a
lot of learning and silliness, and I would like to thank Erica for putting up
with us.
Alfred Larsen and Isabel Verse (with help from Phil Daoust) – Rambles
and he Bottom Line
Isabel, Alfred and instructor-extraordinaire Phil D let the campground
to head up Diedre on the Apron. To approach the climb, we started on Rambles (5.8, 4p). Isabel was the rope gun up this fun little climb and we soon
got to the bottom of Diedre, where we had a ledge party with a couple other
groups waiting to get on the climb. Rather than hang out, we opted to practise multi-pitch rappels down Rambles and then started up a neighbouring
route, the Bottom Line (5.9, 3p). Alfred lead this slabby climb back up to the
South Apron ledge and it was delightful, despite a few leeting moments of
weakness that included wishing there were more bolts. hanks to Jon, Phil,
and all of the other instructors for holding the Lead Ladder sessions!

Isabel on the Bottom Line. Photo: Alfred Laren
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EASTER CLIMBING
AT HORNE LAKE
Ian Dusome

H

orne Lake is a small climbing area on Vancouver Island, about
70km north-west of Nanaimo. he setting is beautiful, situated
right above a huge lake with no big roads for miles around. More interestingly, the clifs are made of limestone and look like the tufa-ridden caves of
Spain that keep showing up in climbing movies. he rock is very diferent
from Squamish or Skaha.
had been there once before, last summer, but had been planning to
go back for a long time. Supposedly it is possible to climb in the cave
all year round, although some of the routes do seep. But now we had a
4-day weekend coming up, coinciding with my birthday and an incredible
weather forecast: inally it was time to return!

I

Madi on the rope swing in the amphitheatre. Photo: Moos Van Caspel.
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M

adi Donald, Lachlan Fleetwood, Ian Dusome and I took the ferry
to Nanaimo on hursday evening, to avoid the Easter craziness of
Friday morning. On the boat we ran into another group of VOCers (Caitlin
Schneider, Phil Daoust, and others) who were of to go sea kayaking in the
Strait. We arrived at Horne Lake shortly before midnight and pitched our
tents at the Adventure Park campground, just a 5 minutes drive from the
clifs.
he next four days were illed with amazing climbs, sun tans, birthday
cake, rope swings, easter egg hunts, spelunking and more. We drove
home Monday aternoon, extremely tired and with little skin let on our
ingers.

T

AREA INFORMATION

T

here is no published guidebook for Horne Lake, because the area
is on private land and oicially not open to climbers. However, the
local climbing community is on good terms with the owners: you can climb
there, but pack out your garbage, be respectful, etc. Some things, like a
guidebook or trail signs, are not possible due to liability. here is an old
(1999) mini-guide available online, that shows many of the routes. Routes
that are not in this guide oten have names and grades painted on the rock.
here is only sport climbing in Horne Lake, don’t bother bringing
a rack. Furthermore, most climbs are hard. Looking at the guide,
there are some 5.10s and lower, but those are oten sandbagged. It might

T

Lachlan on Brillian in Disguise (12a). Photo: Moos Van Caspel.
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not be worth the trip unless you are happy to try steep 5.11a sport or harder
(up to 5.14!).
oss Wall: his wall is deinitely worth a visit! he four right-most
routes on the ledge (all around 11a) are fantastic, with an amazing
view. here also some new routes further right and down (you pass these
irst when walking up), including a very good 10d that starts from a wooden platform and goes right. Born to Run and Brilliant Disguise are awesome
harder climbs.
aster Egg Wall: Nice vertical climbs, not too hard. he rock can be a
little dirty and/or chossy in places.
lama Ledge and Century Wall: Great routes of mixed diiculty. To
the right of the Waterspout, starting from the platform above the
stream, is an excellent warm-up 5.10. Daddy’s Girl and Llama Lover are
very good quality.
he Amphitheatre: he big steep stuf! Some 11a’s on the right that
stop at the roof, they are decent. All climbs on the let are amaz-
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ing. Try Plastic Jesus (12a) for some three dimensional fun. Let of Code of
Honor are Stormtroopers (12d) and then a great unnamed climb (12b/c).
he Stage / Orange Wall: Some good climbs here, perhaps not spectacular. Bobby Lust (11d) climbs some fun orange rock.

T

LOGISTICS

F

rom the parking to the rocks is a steep but well-maintained trail. You
can ill up on drinkable water right at the clifs, underneath the amphitheater (in fact this is better water than at the campsite, which comes just
from the lake). Nearest groceries are in Qualicum Beach, about 45 minutes
driving. he campsite (Horne Lakes Adventure Camp) is about $11 per site
per night and has tables and ire pits. Lots of RVs and rednecks, too.

T

Exploring the cave within the amphitheatre (not for the claustrophobic!). It bends around and you
can poke your head through a hole further up the wall. Props to Ian for inding it! Photo: Lachlan
Fleetwood

Ian having fun while warming up on the Boss Wall. Photo: Moos Van Caspel

SKIING & WINTER
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Spencer Rasmussen skis pow at Brohm Ridge, with the Tantalus Range in the background.

Lena Rowat descending from
a high point of land in style.
Photo: Breanne Johnson

Diego R-C breaking trail on Sphinx Glacier.
Photo: Alfred Larsen

Jens bathing in pow at Baker backcountry.
Photo: Elliott Skierszkan

Daughter of Ice. Photo: Frank Zimmermann.

Caroline Jung bootpacking the inal portion of Mt. Frodo. Photo: Jannu Cassanova Moreno
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ROCKIES ICE CLIMBING
Alfred Larsen, Artem Bylinskii and Ted Angus

PART 1 – THE CHINOOK (A WARM-UP)
By Alfred Larsen
In mid-December, the irst two carloads headed east way too early in the
morning. he destination: the Canadian Rockies for some sweet, sweet ice
climbing. We got to Ian’s mum’s house in Calgary in the evening, a chilly
evening at -15C.
he irst order of business for Ian’s extremely generous mum was to
decorate the Christmas tree with the family. Emily and Leandra quickly
became adopted into the family and helped put up many of the ornaments
while we planned out the next days. As Emily (an English exchange student)
said, this was “the best Canadian Christmas ever!”

Emily and Leandra decorating the Christmas tree. Photo: Alfred Larsen

We got a “gentleman’s start” (as opposed to alpine) the next morning.
An overnight chinook drove the temperatures in Calgary up from -15C to
+8C! What a warm-up just in time for our climbing warm-up! We drove to
Heart Creek near Canmore and hiked half an hour to a small low in the
canyon. Ian led up and set up some top ropes and we got to climbing! his
was Emily’s irst day climbing ice and Leandra’s irst day of climbing ever.
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Ian leading at the Weadge Smear. Photo: Alfred Larsen

the ice Diedre of Canmore. his served as a warm up for His and Hers, two
single pitch WI4s nearby. hese provided a pumpy and fun aternoon, ater
which we hiked out in the dark and planned the next adventure…

Ian at Heart Creek. Photo: Alfred Larsen

We had a great day and rappelled and walked out in the dark (this became a
common theme, especially in the shortest days of the year).
Ater stocking up with food in Canmore, we drove down to Kananaskis
Country and set up camp at the closed gates of a campground. We ate a lot
of food and went to bed early. Asleep in my tent, I was constantly woken by
the fear that the high winds would send my tent airborne.
he next morning we ate and hiked up to the Wedge Smear, another
wide and short curtain a little less than an hour away from the highway.
We had a great day top roping here, a step harder than the day before up
to WI3+ and some mixed lines to the side. We hiked out (in the dark) and
went back to Calgary and relaxed in a hot-tub.
he next morning, Emily and Leandra went to Banf to explore and do
more “touristy” things and less “ice climby” things. Tom, Ian and I had a very
gentlemanly start to the day, arriving at Grotto Canyon near Canmore in
the early aternoon. We quickly ran up Grotto Falls (WI3, 55m but 2 pitch),

Ian on His (W14) Photo: Alfred Larsen

Tom on Hers (W14) Photo: Alfred Larsen
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PART 2 – THE WALKING
By Alfred Larsen
Ian had combed through the old ice guidebook and found an adventure
behind Yamnuska to Association Peak. One of these routes was a 200m WI3
and the other a 100m WI2, without much more info. Tom, Ian, and I made
the approach, sandbagged by the guidebook as “ive hours,” starting just
before dawn and slogging through snow in boots while pushing through
forest.
Around noon we reached Old Fort Creek. he guidebook wasn’t clear
which drainage was the correct one for the shorter climb (there was one
gully up the creek and another down the creek), but our primary objective
was the longer one, so we kept going up the creek. We rounded a bend
in the creek and saw the climb: DeMaio’s Dementia (WI3). It was situated
right beneath a giant cross-loaded, wind-loaded, basal facet death snow
bowl, so we bailed given the avy conditions.
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WI2.
We topped out, decided not to explore the ridge further, then rappelled
of a tree in the dark. We hiked down at the side of the creek and had a
great ire. he temperature began to fall and snow started. We awoke early
the next day in our 3-people-it-into-a-2-man-tent, but decided it was still
dark and to sleep longer. Over an hour later, it was still darkish, and we
woke up the next morning to 20 cm of new snow keeping the tent dark. We
began our bootpack out and the temperature started dropping. We then
met up with Emily and Leandra in Banf and went for an evening soak
in the hotsprings before the girls and Tom headed back to Vancouver by
Greyhound.
he guidebook mentioned an unclimbed dagger just beside our climb
on Association Peak. It had touched down, but was out of Ian’s league to
lead (because, you know, it’s super hard). He posted it to Gravsports forum

Turnaround! The DeMaio’s Dementia goes right up the centre of the bowl. Photo: Alfred Larsen

We found a great campsite at the base of a creek, complete with a small
outhouse and cut irewood (even kindling). We dropped our gear here and
headed up the creek. he guidebook claimed 15 minutes to the entrance
of a canyon. We postholed through lightly snow covered talus mixed with
new lood debris for over an hour to a canyon. Shortly ater arriving at the
canyon, we found the climb David hompson Motor Inn, a snowy one pitch
Racking up for David Thompson Motor Inn. Photo: Ian Dusome
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and at least one party headed out to check it out. heir TR:
Went in today. Ian and his partner are trail breaking machines! hey boot
packed, we snowshoed. Had to break trail in faceted snow from Old Fort
Creek to the climb. 4h30 car to climb. 4 hours out. Bitch of an approach. …
ski up the creek from 1A proper. No unnecessary up and down bullshit like
the book suggests!
He ofered to climb it with Ian, but good thing Ian didn’t go with him
because he could have done the whole approach again to climb nothing!
More importantly though, a Rockies hardman complimented us!
he next day, Ian and I got a late start to Moonlight (WI4) in Kananaskis
Country. We got to the climbs ater a relatively easy walk just as some
other parties were topping out on the climbs. We chatted briely, with these
Canmore locals noting it was pretty chilly out and that they wore double
boots (we were in singles). Turns out our gentlemanly starts allowed it to
both warm up a bit and climbs to become less busy. Ian made short work of
the climb and we rapped of in the dark.

On Moonlight at Evan Thomas Creek. Photo: Alfred Larsen
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he next day was the last one before 8 more joined us, so we wanted to
take an easier day. I needed a new helmet since I retired mine ater a bit of
icefall, so we stopped in Canmore before heading to Johnston Canyon in
Banf National Park. We got to the Upper Falls, but there were far too many
people there for us to safely climb and the open areas required more than a
60m rope. We went to Bear Spirit instead, just outside of Banf for a total of
about 10km walked for only a couple of pitches of climbing before heading
back to town to prepare for the Ghost (ooooh, ahhh!).

PART 3: THE GHOST
By Alfred Larsen
Ian and I awoke in Calgary hearing that the others (fresh from Vancouver)
were ready to go from Canmore. he plan was to skip the crowded and
easy-to-get-to-crags along the Trans-Canada highway and go straight into
the Ghost Valley. We hurried into his truck, then waited for the others at
the access road.
he road in to this remote valley is rough, with guidebooks varying from
2wd-okay-but-not-friendly to 4WD-killing. With the loods in the area last
summer, we were unsure how far we could actually drive. Typically, the
road isn’t plowed but is on the dry side of the Rockies, windswept, and
blasted by chinooks. While this weather makes most of the road drivable, it
can mean that there is a giant snowdrit at the top of the hill and creeks to
ford with treacherous ice banks.
With 2 trucks and a Subaru Outback, we drove along the access road,
only getting the Subaru high-centred on snow once before the big hill
dropping into the valley. Once in the valley, we parked it and took the
two trucks. We bypassed a piece of washed-out road and headed into the

Minor washout! Photo: Alfred Larsen
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north Ghost, occasionally getting hung-up in deep snow drits. Finally we
were stopped by some gnarly creek crossings. Here we set up camp in the
gathering dark, knowing that we’d have a bit further to walk to the climbs,
but could walk across a nice ice bridge over the creek and along tire tracks.
We had a nice ire and made plans for the next days.
he next morning was quite chilly and beards quickly froze up in the predawn approach (much, much to cold for faing, but we had a ceremonial
faf regardless). We made the 6 km hike to the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
(GBU), a prominent crag just of the access road (now washed out near
the diversion dam). We split up into three groups. Artem, Stuart, and Jens
went up the canyon his House of Sky (WI3). Clemens, Steph, Julien, Neil,
and Lachlan went to the Valley of the Birds, with many single pitch climbs
(a bird smorgasbord as described in the guidebook!). Ian and I went the
farthest, to Beowulf (WI4) down the valley to a slot canyon with a 4 hour
approach from the camp (yuck!).
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Beowulf was an excellent climb, going up into a slot canyon with the
business pitches at the beginning and end. he remainder of the canyon
consisted of small, easy ice steps and rambling snow wallowing between.
We topped out at sunset (as usual), then rappelled down and slogged back
to camp for a long day. he weather had quickly warmed due to a gathering
chinook, with almost comfortable winds at our backs.
he next morning, we again split into three smaller groups. Lachlan,
Steph, and Clemens went up his House of Sky, while Neil and Artem
repeated the slog to Beowulf. Getting up later, the rest of us went to the
GBU (WI4-5). his approach had changed: previously snowy sections were
stripped to bare WI1 ice (ie lat climbing). his also included some exciting

Stuart and Jens trying to keep dry! Photo: Alfred Larsen

First pitch of Beowulf. Photo: Alfred Larsen
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The Good, Bad, and Ugly. Photo: Alfred Larsen
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easily drive out of the
Ghost, so we parked at
the Banf National Park
boundary at the South
Ghost. We all headed to
Sunshine (WI3), where
Ian, Lachlan, Artem and
I climbed and then went
on to Aquarius (WI4)
while the others climbed
Gourmet Christmas Eve dinner. Photo: Alfred Larsen
at Sunshine.
Ian led Aquarious, the
aesthetic and only entrance to the Recital Hall, a perfectly circular canyon
accessed only by that climb. In the Recital Hall, heinously diicult climbs
Rainbow Serpent and Fearful Symmetry come down the walls. his top-out
was probably the highlight of the trip for me, a part of the mountains that
could not be accessed any other way.
We rappelled out of the canyon and back to the cars (before dark, too!
strange….), where everyone regrouped and headed out of the Ghost. We
let without any incidents, with Ian and I headed to Christmas Eve dinners
at our respective families and the others enjoyed Christmas Eve Chinese
take-out on the loor of an unfurnished condo. hey would be climbing
tomorrow, but my Rockies adventures had come to a close.

PART 4: THE STACKED NUTS

Ian leading Aquarius. Lachlan belaying. Photo: Alfred Larsen

river crossings – elsewhere you could typically ind some stepping stones
across the river, but not today when we ran and jumped quickly across
the water. We set up a giant top rope on some lines here and spent a nice
day cragging in the sun and warmth (around 0C or even above) due to the
chinook.
On the inal night, we were blasted by winds (he Ghost Valley Road
Restructuring Program) and I wondered again if my tent would become
airborne (spoiler – it didn’t). We let in the morning ater massive gear
faf and drove to the Big Hill. We found a couple daytripping with a stuck
truck, but they managed to remove it without any additional help from us,
having worked on it for 2 hours already. his let us know that we could

By: Artem Bylinskii
We are ever-so grateful for Alfred letting us lot of dirtbags using his
condo, but that was quite likely the worst night any of us had on the trip.
he condo was a like a furnace. Way too hot to wear any clothes or stay
under the sleeping bag, but way too draty not to have any covers at all. his
resulted in constant tossing and turning, but the real kicker was the motion
activated lights, which would turn on anytime anyone shited.
Christmas day was welcomed with a beautiful breakfast of bacon-eggfried-rice from the Chinese letovers. We then proceeded to spend the
day cragging at the Junkyard. I’d spent the day soloing every climbable
line around. Neil attempted to lead a short pitch without any draws, so I’d
passed some up to him on clove hitches on one of the strands of halves.
More bacon got cooked, so all-in-all typical day at the crag.
he unfavourably high avalanche conditions canned all of our alpine
objectives, so we looked to something well protected. We’d settled on Evanhompson creek which contained a couple of 120 meter lines. One of them
was Moonlight – a gnarly WI4.
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he long drive over to the Rockies had been understandably illed with
useless banter. At some point the conversation turned to protection on ice
and rock. hen it turned to sketchy and dubious protection. his is when
stacking nuts came up. Makes total sense on rock, but what do you do on
ice? Well as it turns stacking your own nuts is the best thing you can do
while climbing ice.
his became a large motivator for me on this trip. I’d been intending
on breaking into leading WI4. Days earlier, while in the Ghost, along with
Neil, I’d repeated Beowulf that Ian and Alfred had done the day before. his
gave me a little taste of what leading seriously steep ice is like, but the crux
section was short-lived. Granted I’d spent around 2 hours leading that pitch,
it proved to be not overly diicult. he rest of the climb took us through an
absolutely gorgeous slot canyon, but let me desiring to get properly scared.
hen, I’d forthed Aquarius – another WI4. With a top rope and no gear
to take out, I lew up it. It felt smooth and easy. It had felt like it was well
within my reach to lead such lows comfortably. And now I was standing at
the bottom of a huge waterfall that proved incredibly steep.
I racked up an hopped on the route. he irst pitch was steeper than
expected, but well hooked out. I’d brought Stuart up to the belay cave and

Some stacked nuts, non-human variety. Photo: Artem Bylinskii
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proceeded to soil myself as much as the waterfall was soiling itself. Right
out of the cave is the crux of the route – about 15 meters of near vertical ice.
And it was gushing. Absolutely #$%&ing pouring. Right on the crux. Nuts.
It was time to stack them.
his was the real test for me leading diicult ice. Steep and wet. Wet and
steep. Steep and wet and long. Multiple screw placements. Can’t look up.
Get soaked. All scary thoughts running through my mind. Ater around
an hour of peeking out of the cave and retreating right back, I got my shit
together. I stopped thinking of the exposure, the steepness, the downpour,
the pump, the potential fall. I simply told myself to have fun and enjoy the
pitch. And with stacked nuts and screams of MEGA-STOKE I proceeded
upwards.
It was exhilarating! With every placement I got more and more
conidence. Adrenaline was maxed out. I swam through the crux, and
topped out the 60 meter pitch and the route. Stoke was through the roof!
A deinite highlight of the trip for me. And a proof that I was capable of
performing such leads in the future.
We capped of the day with some verglass and drytooling. he next day
brought more drytooling Shenanigans at Hafner creek. To end the trip,
Lachlan, Ian, and Stuart went and climbed Louise Falls, while Neil and
myself poached some disgustingly rocky turns at Lake Louise ski resort.
he crux of the day came one the drive home. We were hoping to make
it back to Vancouver that evening. But conditions proved terrible with an
incredibly dense fog and broken headlights. For long sections our speed
was reduced to 30 km/h. But one last stacking of the nuts put me behind

Artem drytooling, heel-hook optional. Photo: Stuart Picken
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the steering wheel and gunned Snow White safely for an early 4:00 arrival.
Let me conclude with that ice climbing is absolutely rad in every way.
Admittedly dangerous and terrifying, it is extremely aesthetic. Few things
feel as nice as a good swing of an ice tool to a solid stick. Climbing beautiful
adventurous lines in gorgeous settings – what more can one ask for?

PART 5: THE THUNDER DOWN UNDER

Lachlan and Neil getting scared on a thin mixed route. Photo: Artem Bylinskii

I arrived in the Calgary Greyhound station weary and battered. Sleep had
come hard, as was typical on such ventures, and the ride from Vancouver
was not made any easier by being on the tail end of a light from Chicago.
Sitting in the sterile luorescent glow of the lobby, I waited to be picked up by
Ian Dusome and company. Ater some time, through the door emerged one
Stuart Picken, smiling broadly and ofering help with my bags. Cramming
the cargo into the back of Ian’s trusty Ranger, taupe and ilthy from the
elements, we set for the airport to collect Elise Escaravage.
On the ride over, I observed that Ian and Stu had already had a good
ill of adventure thus far – clear from their well worn clothes and gear. he
truck’s cab carried a pervading air of badassery – and just ass – but mainly
badassery. We stopped in the airport and waited for a time for Elise to
emerge from the gate. In due course, she was with us and we headed on our
way, excited to get some cragging in that aternoon. It was decided that a
spot called the Junkyard would be ideal to get our ice legs, with a mild walk
in and short, accessible pitches.
We were met there by Mr. Kevin Martin, to whom I was introduced for
the irst time. We started to gear up when it was discovered that Elise had
no helmet. She astutely pointed out that she needed none, and that the ice
chunks had better wear helmets to protect themselves from her. Still, we
persisted that a helmet would not be a bad idea, at least for modesty’s sake
in the presence of other climbers, and Kevin, Elise, and Stuart headed into
Canmore to shop for a bucket. Ian and I headed up to the climbs and got on
it. He lead some WI3 pimple and set up a top rope for me. In crampons for
the irst time in a year or so, I ambled up to the climb with all the poise and
grace of a newborn baby deer. With heels high, and skill low, I still made it
to the top a happy camper. A few more lines saw the others join us, and we
enjoyed ourselves until dark.
hat night we drove a ways near Ya-Ha-Tinda ranch and camped in a
parking lot near James pass. he next day we awoke to a bluebird day and
headed into the hills for a fun day out. We set up ropes on a few climbs
and continued to build up our familiarity with a new vertical medium.
Unfortunately, many of the climbs were inaccessible to us as they involved
a harrowing river fording (maybe-- we actually didn’t bother to look) so we
opted to head the way we had come from.
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We polished this all of with a night mission on Anorexia Nervosa and a
60m long top rope situation on the half ropes, which motivated me further
not to peel of (those ropes are stretchy!). Another ire and celebration
with sweet potatoes ensued. he temps dropped, and we went to bed in
preparation for our inal day out.
A reasonable morning start and pleasant walk led us to Wicked Wanda,
a WI4 with a midway cool cave feature that involved traversing onto some
chandelier-looking features. hat day it was cold. Standing around at the
belays was a little less fun than the no-fun it usually is. Stuart seconded
Ian up pitch 1, and the nascent sounds of a Scotsman with the ‘baries’ was
soon resonating throughout the Ghost. I came up and we had a good time
on the last pitch, no more hot aches. WW had some of the coolest looking
features yet, and had some of the clearest, prettiest ice I had yet seen. A
speedy rappel and trot back down to the car and we were on our way out.
hus ended Rockies Ice 2013-14.

Photo: Ted Angus
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A SPEARHEAD TRAVERSE
Caitlin Schneider

Like the Garibaldi Neve, the Spearhead Traverse was one of the things
I had always wanted to do. People had done it in a day, right? So when a
group of VOCers decided to take three days, April 20th-22nd, I knew it was
my chance. I would be able to make it for sure!
Ater the inevitable faf of organizing a trip, me, Ryan Mackenzie, Ashlee
Jollymore, Petra Klupkova, Jeremy Leal and Pavel Mirski igured out the
cars and met at the bottom of the Blackcomb gondola. We were an amusing
symmetrical group: three guys, three girls, two teleskiers, two AT skier and
two splitboarders. Upon arriving at Mid Station, we saw the glacier wasn’t
open yet, so we went inside and looked at the maps.
We were going to take the standard route around, but we talked about a
few diferent campsites that were available to us. Once the chairs opened,
we made our way out and then up... into the whiteout. As we let the T-bar,
there was nothing to be seen. So much for our great weather. We continued
slowly, relying on Ryan and Jeremy’s map skills and Jeremy’s memories from
his summer traverse some eight years ago. We passed out of the bounds of
Whistler Blackcomb Resort, but our progress was somewhat painfully slow.
At times we could only see a few feet in front of us, while trying to protect
our faces from the howling wind. To make matters even more interesting,
Pavel’s splitboard decided that it was time to start shedding parts and
screws, and Petra’s repair kit came to the rescue. By the time we had made
our way around what we assumed was Mt. Pattison and on to the Tremor
glacier, we decided it was time to call it a day and make camp.
We dug in, making spots for the tents and then making a kitchen to keep
warm. Dinner tasted amazing --with Pavel making a very large amount
of Quinoa-- and soon we crawled into our tents hoping that the weather
would clear by morning.
As morning dawned grey and cloudy, we piled into the 3-man tent to
wait it out a bit. We had some decisions to make. We could continue slowly,
and with terrible skiing, but making at least some progress. Or we could
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wait and hope it clears up. If it did, we would then ski during the day on
the mountains surrounding our camp and have a long day on Monday. If it
didn’t clear we would either try to head back to Blackcomb in the aternoon/
evening or head back on Monday. We choose to be optimistic and wait.
We kept ourselves warm, stufed tightly into the tent. As we waited,
sometimes the light outside would brighten. Getting excited, we would
send out an exploration team. Was it clearing? What could you see? Sucker
hole or was it really clearing? Until about noon, the exploration team only
returned disappointing news. But inally, it was clearing! We could see
mountains and valleys and sweet fresh snow!
We clambered out of the tent and stufed our feet into frozen boots.
Sunscreen went on and we went on our way. Our irst destination was the
northwest face of Mt. Pattison. his meant that we backtracked a bit and
skied of the other side of the mountain from our camp. Ryan was super
stoked about this line, and made me a bit uneasy. I have never been much
for skiing steep stuf.
We made our way up and were joined by several other groups who had
come out for the day to take advantage of the fresh luf. By the time we got
to the top of the mountain, I was getting even more uneasy. From the top,
you couldn’t see the route down, just tiny people on the glacier below. We
were going to ski down what? Oh dear. I walked down closer to the edge to
try to get a better view, and all I saw was the people in front of me drop of
a steep ledge into what looked like oblivion. My only other options were to
ski what looked like a less steep line back to camp and be on the other side
of the mountain from my friends, or ski back down the way we had come
(over rocks...). he rest of the party had gone down, but Ashlee and Pavel
waited as I gathered my courage.

Ashlee making powder plumes. Photo: Petra Klupkova
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Me skiing down Mt Trorey, looking like I can ski. Photo: Petra Klupkova

Here goes nothing. Ashlee went down in front of me and Pavel would
stay behind. Down on the ledge I could inally see where I needed to go.
Ok, it was pretty skied out by the people in front but there was still loads
of snow. Over the ledge, wooop, a bit of an ice slide and then into a pile
of luf. One turn, some traverse.... and then, yeah ok, another turn and
some traverse. I made my way a bit slowly down the steeper upper section,
sometimes falling over on my side. As the slope mellowed, my conidence
increased. Linked turns! I came gliding into the group at the bottom and
greeted by the smiles of my friends. Whew, that wasn’t so bad, and maybe
even fun. What’s next!?
Looking around we saw Mt. Trorey, which had a beautiful face looking
right at us. Up we went, lead by Jeremy, who was setting some very nice
switchbacks. At the top we squished back down, followed by the plumes
of powder. It was awesome to ski down the sot snow, making nice swish,
swish, swish sounds with each turn. Again!
Ater the second run of awesome turns down the face of Trorey (swish,
swish, swish....), it was getting a bit late, so we decided to make our way
back to Mt. Pattison and towards camp. Some of us took the really mellow
route down and some climbed back up Mt. Pattison to ski the nice line we
could see from camp.
Back at camp, boots started to come of, but then again, the sun was still
up and there was enough light for one more run. he excitement fed to even
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those of us who had thought we were done for the day. Up we went again!
he run down was as glorious as it looked and as we slid into camp, we all
were happy to have gotten in one last ride to wrap up an amazing day of
skiing.
Dinner was made and eaten. Fuel was running a bit thin, so we opted
to stuf four people in the 3-man tent to make up for the lack of hot water
bottles.
Morning dawned clear. But fuel was really low. We spent more time than
we should have melting snow on a single stove for 6 people. Around 9, we
were packed up and moving up towards Tremor and Shudder mountains.
We met up with some other groups on the way and continued mostly
uneventfully around the back end of the valley.
It was really neat to be able to see parts of the traverse up ahead,
especially when looking at the impressive Fitzsimmons icefall and Overlord
Mountain. We went up and down several glaciers, but the skiing was not as
nice as the previous day. he sun had beaten it down and created a crust that
took some of the fun from the descents, but nothing from the views.
Two moments of excitement did occur. First, Ryan, Petra, and Jeremy
decided to summit Tremor Mountain and subsequently buried a lost ski
midway down the north face. Second, when Ryan decided to take a more
interesting route down onto the Iago Glacier, the snow sloughed of the
rocks and took him with it, but no harm was done. Ater collecting some
gear we were on our way again.
We were making ok time, but it seemed that every 5 minutes we had
to stop to either put skins on or take them of. Skins on, skins of. Each
time it stopped our progress. Up the last big slope between Fitzsimmons
and Benvolio, Ashlee, Pavel and I were moving steady but slow. Up ahead,
Jeremy, Ryan and Petra were making good use of the extra time to get in a
few more runs of the peaks we passed.
Water was starting to become a problem. With no fuel, we had been
reilling our water bottles with snow as we went, but even that was starting
to run out. We started to make for Russet Lake where we would be able to
dig down and inally drink our ill.
In the previous June, I had taken most of a day to hike from Russet Lake
to the bottom of Whistler. Now we faced the same distance but the sun was
beginning to set. We now had water and some extra food, so we chased the
sun to the top of Oboe where we were treated to a beautiful array of colours
splashed across the mountains we had so recently traversed.
Onward! Over Flute and then we would be home free right? All we
would have to do is ski down the runs of Whistler and back to the car. Well,
this held true for a while, but as we descended out of Flute Bowl, the runs
turned into something out of a skier’s nightmare. Whistler had closed for the
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season on Sunday, and the warm sun had melted the snow, and then it had
been run over by snowmobiles and tractors and other large machineries.
Now that the sun had set, there were large chucks of frozen ice tossed over
a slope that felt like skiing on a rumble strip crossed with a cheese grater.
I made it my duty to prove I could ski the entirety of Whistler in full snow
plow. I gave up trying to turn ater I hit the irst few snowmobile ruts in the
dark. With the sun long gone, we could only see as far as our headlamps.
As we came into view of the glorious sight of the village lights, the snow
got even worse. Entire runs had been removed, leaving a bare road instead.
Rerouting and crossing ditches we continued until inally we made it to
the Village! Success! We had made it and survived and it was only like...
midnight. A 16-hour day. We were a bit tired (ok, I was really tired) and
really hungry. Petra was on the phone speaking rapidly in Czech. She was
scheduled to leave for Hawaii at 8am the next morning, but still decided
that inding pizza was a better plan than trying to get other people to pack
for her.
We packed the cars and headed home, tired but happy ater a long
weekend of amazing skiing, beautiful mountains and great company. As
trip photographer, Petra was able to catch some truly breathtaking pictures
that I hope will inspire those of you who have not been in to the wild side
of Whistler.

Group Shot during the traverse. Photo: Petra Klupkova
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TETRAHEDRON’S KILTED
KANGAROOS… OR THE
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
ON THE DEFINITION OF SMALL
CARBOHYDRATES (ICDSC)
Colin-Anthony Pither

Over the weekend, delegates from countries who were members of
the Small Carbohydrate Council (SCC) journeyed to Edward’s Cabin in
Tetrahedron Park for a meeting that would set in stone the international
deinitions for each Small Carbohydrate (Biscuits, Cookies, Cakes, Pies,
Muins and Cupcakes). hough the main purpose of the meeting was to
be on the legally binding deinitions of small carbohydrates, it was decided
that:
here shall be skiing and climbing involved so as to provide suicient
blood low to the delegates’ brains during the meeting.
he meeting shall have regular whiskey and haggis breaks since it falls on
the Robbie Burns Day and Australia Day (Someone really screwed up
the scheduling on this one).
At the inal conclusion of the meeting, there shall be a friendly game of
cricket which must be played on a white surface.
With the exception of the Haggis, all consumables must be deep fried in
oil.
Artem and Colin shall eat baby food.
On the Friday, Artem, Diego, Andrew and myself drove to the trailhead
where we skinned up the trail in the dark. We had lung our gear all over
the ferry deck and had been eating large numbers of Baby Mum-Mum
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crackers for dinner, as per Artem’s request to buy “funny food”. At the
trailhead, a complete lack of snow made us uncomfortable about being in
avalanche terrain where any slide might cause an ice crystal to get caught
in an eye. his was the irst time any of us had skied in June-uary, and not
being familiar with the conditions, we were naturally cautious. However,
we brushed the danger aside and continued on into the dark, arriving at
Edward’s cabin at 12:30am.
Artem, Diego and I had been planning on climbing Tetrahedron the
next morning, so setting our alarm clocks for three hours later, we got some
shuteye. We awoke ready to go, yet my blisters from the skin up had slowed
me down signiicantly. So, not wanting to slow Artem and Diego down, I
decided to sit Tetrahedron out, go back to sleep and wait for the other party
to arrive in the morning.
A beautiful day of warm sunshine woke Andrew and myself. he other
party full of Australians, Canadians, Scots, French and English skinned up
the trail where we all fafed around in the warm sun and decided to skin up
Mt. Steele.
Again, the lack of snow and previous weeks of sunshine made for an icy
skin and descent. Natalie had made herself a binding out of Voile straps as
she had lost her other boot somewhere on the way up. It was surprisingly
efective and she motored up the slope along with everyone else. We arrived
at a saddle as the sun was descending into the fog on the Georgia Straight
and proceeded to slip, slide and survival-ski down the bulletproof ice crust
back to the cabin. Everyone slowly trickled back in, while Neil and the
others began to boil the haggis.
Artem and Diego eventually returned from Tetrahedron reporting
similar icy conditions on the ski down and a decidedly average climb.
Although fun, it proved to have a terrible slog-to-climb ratio. And the
assortment of gear (read: cams, nuts, tricams, screws, crampons, pickets,
ropes) served as dead weight as they dry-tool scrambled up the West
Buttress. he route did yield some bomber turf placements, which would’ve
made Robbie Burns himself proud.
Neil, as per Scottish tradition, held a quivering haggis in his hand and,
with an ice axe in the other, recited an ode to all Haggii before swinging the
axe down into the Haggis. At this point the meeting was to begin.
Whiskey was consumed in large quantities in between huge mouthfuls
of haggis and ater a while the delegates began to discuss the original
purpose of the trip. However, what irst began as a simple discussion as to
the legal international deinitions of small carbohydrates quickly escalated
into a heated argument. Haggis was lung, threats of torture by eating baby
food were uttered and there seemed to be no peaceful conclusion to the
mess of a meeting.
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Ater agreeing that a biscuit was by deinition a small carbohydrate that
is dry, terrible and sweet and a cookie is a small carbohydrate that must
always be round and sweet, the delegates thought peace was in the cards.
But then someone mentioned the word “cake” and all hell broke loose
again. In fact, the argument between the SCC delegates became so heated
that there was talk about World War 3 being fought with cakes, cookies and
exploding jelly donuts. his argument went on for at least two hours, and
although the SCC did not reach consensus, there was a general agreement
to take the talks to the HCC (High Court of Carbohydrates) to deal with the
matter. he outcome of the decision now rests with the HCC and they are
currently reviewing the facts (such as cookies having to be round) before
proceeding with a inal decision.
he discussion clearly took a huge toll on some of the delegates as they
immediately demanded more whiskey, but it had all been consumed. In a
desperate cry of desperation for drink, Neil and Artem nearly resorted to
drinking white gas yet were persuaded not to by the rest of the delegates.
he meeting hall was let a mess, with exploded haggis, half-half eaten
candles and empty whiskey bottles strewn everywhere.
When I woke up to the warm sun, I looked down in astonishment as I saw
someone had turned me into a banana. I can only guess that it was one of
the Australians since they had only recently recovered from “Peak Banana”
where banana prices had sky-rocketed and let the whole country in a huge
potassium deicit. I was wary the whole day that one of the Australians was
going to try to eat me, but I realized I was probably too small to be of any
real beneit to them.
As part of the agreement, Artem and I also had to consume baby food,
which consisted of a Turkey and Vegetable pureé that tasted slightly of ass.
No wonder babies are constantly crying.
hough we had not come to an agreement within the SCC as to the
deinitions of small carbohydrates, there was the requirement to play a
friendly game of cricket on a white surface. We skinned to the nearby lake,
set up the cricket pitch on the frozen surface just to satisfy the potassiumdeicient Australians and basked in the warm sun of June-uary.... sun’s out,
gun’s out style. Near the end of the cricket game we forgot the inal rule of
the council meeting: to deep fry every consumable. We quickly overloaded
a pot with oil, heated it and poured the rest of our food into the scalding
pot of fat. Ater our arteries were feeling full, we packed up, skied out and
arrived at the car where a pair of my old, unwashed socks I had forgotten
had melted a hole in Artem’s car.
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WELCOMING 2014 AT PHELIX
Jens Vent-Schmidt

I was looking forward to joining the infamous New Years trip to Phelix
Hut, but this year’s winter never really arrived and the overall level of stoke
was low. Ater the return from a week of dirtbagging and ice climbing in the
Rockies, I decided to leave a day later than originally planned. he forecast
seemed to have too few snow to make it worth sitting around for four days
and my limbs screamed for an extended night in the bed.
So we let on December 29th, thinking we’d enjoy two nights at the hut
with some partying and socializing. Ater a fafy stop at Mt Currie Cofee
in Pemberton, we headed out to the logging road. Coming back from the
Rockies, I was quite keen to try how far I could push the abilities of Red
Snapper (Ruanne Lai’s and my Subaru Outback), so I drove up as far as
possible. his meant we got stuck at some point and started sliding back.
Eventually I stopped sliding, but when I asked my passengers to leave the
car, we suddenly moved again. he car started sliding sideways which led to
it standing still, and everyone could leave the car. I wanted to drive down by
myself, but the car didn’t react to my instructions to roll backwards and just
turned on the spot. Fair enough. In the end I got it to spin on the spot and
made it safely down to the next parking spot. It got a little exciting when all
of us were outside the car to unpack and it suddenly started sliding ater a
door was shut.
Ater we inished up with that tremendous amount of faf, we started the
hike in. Soon ater the switchbacks, I realized that the decision of leaving a
day later might have been erroneous. We arrived ater nightfall but it was
quickly clear that the snow, despite low amounts was deinitely quite lufy
and sot. he night was not noteworthy and all of us went to bed to get an
earlyish start into the pow.
On the 30th, we split up into several groups: a beginner group that stayed
around the lakes and the bunny hill, and an advanced group that tried to
push for a summit. he latter group split up again and while some people
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continued to pursue the summit, the other part, me included, decided to
do some yoyo skiing in the Peregrin West Col and later on Cabin Hill. he
snow was great and despite the announced low danger across the board, we
found three sketchy layers in our pit. We inished the day with emptying at
least half of the drinks on the hut to celebrate the arrival of the rest of the
group.
he next day, my group chose to go up to Peregrin West Col again but
this time we wanted to make it to the ridge to get some longer runs in.
Ater a pleasant skin with nice views, we ended up triggering a small wind
slab, that quickly got us sketched out and we decided to end the day with
skiing on Cabin Hill. Skiing again was amazing and we found many lines of
untouched pow while navigating around boulders and trees.
Since it was NYE, everyone had some fancy food plans: Alfred Larsen,
Lia Dengler, Ruanne Lai and I had all brought cheese fondue. It was funny
to see the crowd of people suddenly surrounding us as soon as the fondue
was inished. It almost seemed zombyish and no one spoke a word or asked
to try a bit, but the views and glances in their eyes said enough…

Bootpacking. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
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Everyone shared their food and all of us were happy but there was still
another problem; we had inished more than half of the booze and it was
only 8pm. So we came up with the master-plan. We would wait until 11pm
to start the mulled wine and some of us would go skiing again, so the
remainder of the group would have suicient drinks to be entertained. his
plan worked amazingly and we headed out for some runs on Cabin Hill.
We brought the radios with us, so Nathan could start his camera to take
some amazing pictures of us slaying the pow. As we approached the top of
the run, I turned on the radio “Super-Jens to Ground Control, we’re ready
for skiing”. Little did I know that this prompted a new game down in the
hut and lead to unlimited amusement. Too bad I switched the radio back
of while skiing, I missed out on lots of key updates from the many drunken
members of the Ground Control.
hose night runs were amazing, certainly some of the best in my life and
we returned back to the hut excited and full of adrenalin to start the mulled
wine. Ater it was inished and emptied, it was already almost midnight, so
time to get the puf-cocking and muf-puing started. At 12pm a crowd of
naked people started running around the house, frolicking in the snow and
burning of sparklers.
We had an amazing NYE and there are only some additional reports to
be made, we experienced extensive sharing of bearded kisses by a certain
member and someone else decided later the night that it was a good idea to
end 2013 by releasing their previously ingested nutrition back into the food
bag of another member. All of us were thankful for Sam for taking over the
cleaning; you truly deserved that large piece of breakfast-pie.

Enjoying the pow. Photo: Nathan Starzynski
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MISTY TRAVERSE
Julien Renard

On April 20, Piotr Forysinski, Ben Singleton-Polster, Clemens Adolphs,
Stephanie Grothe and I (Julien Renard) decided to put an end to the month
long email faf that was threatening to overload our email accounts and
inally go explore the Misty Iceield that lies about a 100 km north of
Vancouver, on the east side of Garibaldi park.
An alpine start and dedicated Frances Sharpe quickly brought us to the
South end of Pitt Lake, which we needed to cross to access the logging road
system on the North shore. Having a sweet spot for epics, Piotr had at some
point proposed to use his custom-made rat, newly equipped with a beast
of an outboard motor (4 hp). However, laziness and juicy tax returns got
the best of us and we opted instead for the water taxi service, which, ater
switching to a 4x4 vehicle, was also used to get up to the snow line on the
logging roads. his sound investment basically saved us a day of slogging.
From the end of the logging road, we went up along a ridge to gain the
col between Piluk and Remote peaks, but did not make it that far. As we
were getting close to the col, we discovered that clouds had beaten us to it,
and ater debating for 20 min the true nature of what looked like a small

Steph, enjoying the water taxi ride. Photo: Ben SP
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windlip but could potentially be a 15 m drop, we just gave up and pitched
our tents in the middle of our newly excavated snow castle.
he following morning revealed a stunning landscape composed
of various shades of grey that we admired just long enough to persuade
ourselves to crawl back into our sleeping bags. As the weather was ever
so slightly improving with each passing hour, two schools of thoughts
emerged: Ben was in favor of preserving our current momentum, or lack of
it, while Steph wanted to haul ass and started circling around camp like an
angry wolf trying devour the monument of inertia lying before her. he rest
of the party prudently abstained from voicing too strong an opinion on the
matter. Early aternoon, the sun inally decided to settle the matter with an
unexpected apparition that quickly led us to the col and the glacier north of
it. From there, we could see the imposing south face of Old Pierre, a summit
that Piotr was particularly keen to try summiting. Despite Baldwin’s remark
about Old Pierre being a recommended ascent, the imposing south, east and
north faces were promptly categorized as suicidal. Piotr’s theory regarding
the west slope was that a “hidden gully feature” that we could not see from
our campsite on the nearby glacier, would bring us to the top.
he next day, an early start and a short ski ascent toward the west face
of Old Pierre quickly revealed the absence of any gully and that Piotr’s ive
tricams and ski boots would prove inadequate for the climb. We turned
back to camp and were soon on our way to Corbol peak, our next stop
before the Misty iceield. his was a hot day, and while we found comfort at
the base of a very nice shady tree, it was unfortunately not dispensing beer,
prompting us to keep moving. At some point, Steph decided to entertain
my camera with various postures that are a testimony to the stickiness of

Piotr trying out his new skis. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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Going up Misty. Photo: Ben SP

Black Diamond skins.
From the top of Corbol peak, we enjoyed the sight of Mt Judge Howay
and the ever-present Mt Baker in the background. A short run down the
next glacier led us to our new campsite. At that point, we were becoming
experts at building snow castles (in less than 2 hours, mind you), ater
Ben revealed the secrets of the mushy snow-block cutting technique and
Piotr’s snow kitchen design was honed to perfection (almost- it still lacks a
dishwasher).
A short sleep and another painstaking wake-up call from our bossy
president brought us to the col between Misty and Stave peaks, both
of which were “recommended ascents” that Piotr was eager to try. Our
previous experience with Old Pierre had let us a bit skeptical about the
quality of this information and the sight of Misty from the col seemed to
reinforce our pessimism. Nevertheless, Piotr was not about to let his mini
trad rack oxidize in vain while getting a free ride on his back. We promptly
cached most of our gear and started heading for Misty while Ben decided
to stay behind to further evaluate the cushioning potential of his backpack.
Having bet a beer with Steph that we would get on top of this one, failure
was not an option. A 50° slope brought us to a col from which we belayed
Piotr, who inally got a chance to use his gear. he way to the top is more
a scramble than a climb, but fairly exposed, which led us to be on belay
for two pitches. Ater the customary summit shots, snacks and meditation
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phase, a short rappel brought us back to the col. From there, we took turns
skiing down the steep slope, taking small portions of it with us as a souvenir.
Many thanks to Piotr for introducing us to some alpine climbing !
Back to the bivouac area, we found Ben comfortably installed behind
a snow wall. It would have been a shame to leave and let this ine piece of
masonry go to waste, only to start again not so far from here. Since carrying
it with us would have proved somewhat impractical we decided instead to
extend it, pitch tents behind it and call it a day.
Going up the higher and bigger Stave peak the next morning proved to
be much easier than Misty. An easy 45min skin up from camp led us to the
summit, from which we could see a fair amount of our previous route and
evaluate the best way to go up Snowcap peak, on the other side of the Misty
iceield. Gang skiing the iceield was quite enjoyable and we got to witness
Clemens engaging in full skating mode and taking the lead to allow us a
better view of those graceful curves (the ones he was tracing).
From the top of Snowcap peak we could see the Garibaldi neve, which
was nice since all of us had, at some time, watched the peak we were
currently standing on while crossing it. It felt like being on the other side of
a mirror. We also had a chance to lay our eyes on the massive Mt Pitt, which
was to be the pinnacle of our trip. On our way to Snowcap lake, we made a
small detour to visit Rain God mountain which also provided a closer look
at Pitt. Do not try to go up the West ridge of Rain God, despite what you
may read. It will provide additional cardio training but not a path to the
summit. he run down the ridge between hunderclap and Griin glaciers
proved to be really nice with good snow for half the way down. We then set
up camp on the shores of Snowcap lake. While I was conident that digging
a hole in the lake to get water would not be an issue, Piotr felt that this was
sketchy and instead preferred to go ishing at the partially melted inlet, with
a nalgene bottle strapped to his probe. He eventually had to go ishing for
his nalgene with an ice axe.
Alpine start! It was now time to see what Mt Pitt had in store for us. From
camp, we started going up the icy slopes toward Tuwasus pass, from which
we would get onto Roller Coaster ridge. he sun was not yet up and our
ski crampons worked wonders on the melt-freeze crust. However, things
changed fairly quickly once we gained the ridge and we started swimming
in isothermal snow. Postholing a short section of a bump, we were sinking
down to our waist in a very wet snow. he ridge can be fairly steep in some
places, and the slopes on either side are quite exposed. Before committing
to the most impressive bump of the ridge, we sat down for a pow-wow and
contemplated our options for a while. his would be our only chance at
Pitt, but conditions were already quite dicey, and would get worse. It took a
while to beat the human factor, but we inally decided to turn around and
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ski back to camp. his proved to be the right decision as we were going to
witness a few avalanches all around us that day. When we reached camp,
we met the only two other human beings that we saw during the entire trip.
hey had been following our tracks and were on their way to Wolverine
pass to exit via a part of the McBride traverse.
Back at camp, without any skiing objective and plenty of time, we had to
come up with some creative ways to spend the day. “Let’s excavate a beach!”
Piotr said, to which we all replied at once “Awesome! Let’s do this!”. It turned
out to be more a staircase than a beach but it still provided access to the lake
as well as an opportunity to wash our body and soul. It more or less worked
for the body. Drying out in the sun, we started to practice crevasse rescue
and revise G1 theory, which should mention that even a 6:1 pulley system
cannot drag Piotr on wet snow.
Back to sitting on our backpacks, we found that the main challenge
for today would be to stop eating our snacks while we still had some.
It is impressive how your appetite starts growing ater a few days in the
backcountry. Luckily, Piotr had brought 16kg of food with him, and having
a kind heart and no fear of starvation, ofered to share.
he next morning, the clouds started to come in and as we were cruising
on the ridge towards Icemantle glacier, we defaulted to GPS navigation for
a while. he wind was moderately strong and was bringing what looked like
an endless supply of clouds that, fortunately, were crossing the col behind
us and let us enjoy the views from Greenmantle peak for a little while. With
the prospect of bad weather coming in and only two days let before our
ride would arrive on the Lillooet river road, we decided to start heading

Clemens, in the middle of a transcending metaphysical experience. Photo: Ben SP
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out rather than camp on the Icemantle glacier. Ater a quick detour by the
top of Bluemantle peak (which some would call a nameless random bump)
we pitched our tents for the last time and entertained ourselves with tasty
dinners.
We woke up to positively disgusting weather conditions. With a full day
to spare, we decided that there was no need to get miserable moving camp
anywhere, going anywhere, or doing anything that would require exiting
the tent (with the exception of emergency bladder relief). So instead, we
managed to denature the sound of silence by going through the VOC
songbook that Steph had brought and reading articles from the VOC
journal about people being stuck in whiteouts.
he weather had signiicantly improved the following morning and
we managed to reach the logging road mid-aternoon without any epic,
which seemed to be the theme of this entire traverse. It wasn’t long before
Frances arrived in a shiny modo car with apples and beer (what a beautiful
sight!). Since the lowers that Ben had picked for Frances on our way
down ultimately failed to mask our collective stench (Frances excluded),
we agreed on a pit stop at the Skookumchuck hot springs which proved
delightful. From there, it was a classical end of trip story with a tasty dinner
in Pemberton and a long drive home. he Misty traverse was decidedly a
lot of fun, half of which was due to its awesome participants. Many thanks
to them!

Snow castle. Photo: Stephanie Grothe
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TAKING THE TOOLS FOR A
WALK, OR HOW I LEARNED
TO ICE CLIMB
Alfred Larsen

his weekend I had to stay in town on Saturday due to an exam and my
ski plans for Sunday-Monday had fallen through. As I was heading home
late in the evening, I got a call from Artem Bylinskii. He said that they had
to bail from some alpine plan and he wanted to see if I was interested in
climbing some ice. his included the warning that we were probably just
going to take our ice tools for a walk, but not actually do anything with
them. hey were leaving in about an hour. I rushed into my house and
threw a bunch of gear into some bags (saving the faing for later) and met
up with Ian Dusome and Lachlan Fleetwood around 9 pm.
he irst order of business was checking out Artem’s potential climbs
close to town. he past weeks had been cold and dry, with minimal snow
in the mountains even in early December. We irst went to Cypress Falls,
where there was a frozen trickle on the pathway that got us excited for what
we would see at the falls. Artem was right, there was ice. Unfortunately, it
had a steady jet of water shooting over it.
Next, we stopped at Gonzales Creek, near Squamish. If in condition, this
looks like it has serious untapped potential just of the highway.
We regrouped in McDonalds and decided to check out Soo Blufs. We
made it to the pullout past Whistler at Shadow Lake, but there was some
doubt we were in the right place. We sat in the truck for a while, until we
started getting cold and got out to set up tents (but remember, they had all
packed for the alpine, so we only had a tent). Luckily there was an old trailer
wreck remaining that provided a perfect bivy spot. We had a small ire to
warm up, then went of to bed intending to wake up at irst light and check
out Soo Blufs.
First light came and went. Finally, we got up. Again, since the bailer from
the alpine trips had one set of ropes, we only had two half ropes for the four
of us. Despite bivying at the trailhead, some people were just heading out as

Lachlan on the irst asecent of the trailers. Photo: Alfred Larsen

we got up. In the meantime, Lachlan made the irst ascent of the trailers, a
dizzying traverse over doors. It was impressive, but not a proper send – he
used preplaced screws.
Ater a completely appropriate (for this trip, at least) amount of
faing, we started on the hour long approach. he guidebook notes that
it is unpleasant, but in the almost snow free conditions it was fairly easy,
with minimal bushwacking. We got to the base of the climb and found it
climbable, but the party ahead of us was on the irst pitch. Right around
this point, we realized that the small alpine screw racks wouldn’t quite be
enough for full pitches. While deciding on what to do, we played around on
some small, easy lows near the base.
Soon, we decided to climb the route with two parties using the half ropes
doubled up, making for short pitches. Ian lead for me, while Artem and
Lachlan started up later. he irst couple of pitches were great and it was
my irst climbing above a metre of the ground. I quickly got the swing of it
and the sun was shining. At one belay, I told Artem that I had been having
pure Type I fun since leaving the ground. Promptly ater saying this, the sun
went behind a mountain, it got colder, the ice got more brittle, and I learned
irsthand about the screaming baries at the next belay. We inished up the 5
pitches (normally 2 if using full-length ropes) and topped out just as the sun
was about to set. Two double rope rappels and we were back on the ground,
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The climb: Entropy, W13 with another party starting up. Photo: Alfred Larsen

just as we needed to pull out headlamps.
Happy that all of the technical stuf was over, we went for a bushwack
instead of taking the good route we followed earlier. Finally, we reached the
landmark railway tracks and quickly made it back to the truck. A quick stop
at Splitz Grill in Whistler was in order, then we made it back to Vancouver
relatively uneventfully, but stoked for heading to the Rockies later this week.
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MYSTERY TRIP: FAFF TURNED
BEAUTIFUL
Natalie Makepeace

his is a story about what happens when you head of for the weekend
without an idea of where you are going, but know that you will go somewhere
good. A long story short you end up at Moon Farm, eventually inding a
trailhead and having an amazing weekend while singing, “You Ain’t Seen
Nothing Yet!”

SATURDAY MORNING 5:30AM
Packed up and ready to go. However the location was still yet to be
decided. We had a choice of three options to go to and decided we would
igure it out on the way up. In Vancouver by 6:20am but don’t leave until
7:30am. We managed to shove ive people, ive pairs of skis, two pairs of
snowshoes, and ive body bags in the Vibe with only one casualty: Ross’s
lask and whisky. Luckily Sam was there for support when he said “Don’t
worry, you can have some of my wine,” as he pulls out the liter and half of
red wine he plans on bringing up. A liter of wine, three packages of tortilla
wraps, thing of humus, about 5.5lbs of raisins, and a full jar of chunky
peanut butter. his is Sam for you.

HEADING ON THE HIGHWAY; LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE
On the road at 7:30am and still without an idea of where we are going.
Do you know what this means? It means that this trip is a Mystery Trip, the
name we began to chant for the next two days!
he Decision was inally made ater crossing the Lions Gate. he outcome
of fatiguing your brain on where to spend your long weekend in BC is, you
pick the option you didn’t even think about, so Mystery Trip continues!
Pemberton-9:20am, good timing but an hour later we let the gas station
with directions saved on the Internet part of our phones. Too bad they were
saved to the Internet part of our phones. You can guess what happens next
when you save directions onto your phone, when you realize you are lost,
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you have no reception, and no service, and no and idea of where to go. It
didn’t help that we were not paying attention because we were having way
too much fun singing, “You ain’t seen nothing yet”, another chant we carried
on for the next two days.
he best plan for us was to drive back to Pemberton to get reception
and igure this out the right way. So we got our directions to hunt for a
road crossing called Brekendale. he only problem is that Natalie really
believed this road was called Breckendale, or Birkendale, or Berkenhead,
or Blackwater, or could it be Blackendale? Sorry Jim, I’ll never get it right.
Anyways, we continue on our way with the feeling of still being completely
lost, so Natalie had to make a decision; it was a risky one but it had to be
done and done quickly. We were goign to ask at Moon Farm, probably a
farm where the Canadian version of the Chainsaw Massacre has happened.
And the situation happened like so:
Are you ready to risk your lives team? here were naked Barbies on the
fence posts and slaughtered wheelchairs—Well that was a nice chat—What
the, there’s a cat in my seat, what and a dog?! Wow they are really nice
people at Moon Farm, we should sleep there one night and bring them back
gits… Let’s head to Birkendale (possibly Blackwater)… Love Moon Farm.
Success! We found the turn of, and I am still pretty sure it was all the
names combined. he good note is that we have fabulous directions for
anybody else now: 20K from the original sign, it’s not Birkendale Estates
and it is ive minutes from Moon Farm, where guest rooms are available and
you should contact them for more information.
We hit the parking lot and guess what, you ain’t seen nothing yet. Overlyexcited Natalie step on the gas to go up the snow trail.
“Easy Nat, let’s not get stuck,” Is all I remember hearing and of course
we get stuck. An hour later, ive snow ditches shoveled out with skis and
snowshoes and we got the car “somewhat out of the way”. Fireball was
inally cracked and we were ready to let the day BEGIN…
he team did good, the team did great. Seven hours and ~10k later
everyone was up in once piece. I wasn’t happy with myself because I took
the easy way out and went up the last stretch of hell on snowshoes, but Jim
and Ross went down as champions and skinned the whole way up. I had
told them beforehand that there was no drinking until we got to the top,
obviously that rule didn’t follow through.

AT THE HUT
he only downfall, what is the best thing about getting up? It’s not Folgers
in your cup, it is booze and food and more booze in your cup. Sadly when
the whole team assembled at the hut there was not a single soul still awake;
out of 20+ people in the hut, we were the only ones ready to celebrate and
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enjoy the end-of-the-trip bufet…Us and the two camp dogs.
I know I still polished of a bottle of wine and half a bottle of rum. I don’t
know about the others but I think we still did okay. We brought tents to be
courteous but we ended up sleeping downstairs anyways, well not Jim. Jim
set up his tent and had a wonderful slumber right beside the outhouse, and
we all got stomped on at 5am the next morning. I’ll have to also point out
that I managed to survive in only nine top layers and seven bottom layer.
Ross sweated in two. I think it was the irst morning any of us has spent on
a trip that didn’t involve waking up at the crack of dawn to get up and at’em.
We probably should have but what the hell, it was Mystery Trip.

SETTING OUT
Although we only spent about three hours out in the snow, it was the
best three hours ever! Four beginner telemarkers having the time of their
lives in the upper lake bowl where we were blessed with perfect sunshine
and safe stable conditions. Oh and of course the camp dogs to play with!
Side notes:
Miscommunication between Jim and I was inally solved when Jim
inally learned that the camp dogs had no owners, and when I kept on
stressing what the hell do they eat, it inally all came together. “What do the
dogs eat!? It’s a mystery!”
Jim: “I reckon we will ind something moderately gentle to get down”,
saying this as Marie-Eve takes a plunge into the bowl.
Nat in a demanding voice “that was a great photo, you should be
thankful!”
“Soooo we’ll come back again soon, maybe with a plan, but then in won’t
be a Mystery Trip!”
But we were cursed with the fear of Time while we were out there,
constantly telling ourselves that we needed to get back to the hut so we
headed back and arrived around 1pm. However, we didn’t leave until 2:303, what happened you ask? Sam still had his 1 Litre of Wine Let!!! And
day-drunk we got!
“Natalie didn’t you have wine let over?”—“No, I drank it in the
morning…here was no cofee!!”

GETTING DOWN
So maybe we lost track of reality for a bit there with the drinks…well I
did. But it was time to head down…down the devil trail. Luckily the alcohol
made it easy for me to decide I was just going to snowshoe, there wasn’t a
chance in hell I would survive! However this was not the same story for the
other skiers.
Jim, Ross and Marie-Eve all made it down like pros. “If you get down
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this, you can get down Everest” was the pushing factor.
Jim and I moseyed down as I witnessed the champ get down even with
his skins tied to his skies with zap straps. Ross gunned it and Marie Eve—
who even knows, she was down so fast, but I swear the dogs helped her out
in some way (yes, the dogs followed her all the way to the cars). And Sam,
well Sam just went up and down about three times.
So down the mountain and once again we found ourselves skiing in the
dark. What we thought was going to be fun (skiing down the last section of
the logging road) was not what we were expecting. hat logging road was
crap and I don’t think anyone enjoyed themselves. I know Sam had to see
me in my worst state.
Nat what are you doing?—“I’m taking a Mind BREAK!” I thought I
yelled at him but my yelling is just a slightly louder grunt.
I think Jim and Ross drove into boulders or something.
Marie Eve—who knows, I swear the dogs helped her, she gunned it once
again.
And last but not least, Sam. Sam didn’t mind it, he also didn’t have a
headlamp…

AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET
At last we made it to the car…probably sometime around 8pm and to our
luck, we were able to drive out of our snow cradle we had gotten stuck in the
day before. So once again we stufed our ive bodies and body bags into the
Vibe. I demanded everyone just sit down and I would throw everything on
them, and we were on the road again!
We said good bye to the dogs (or did we?) and Mystery Trip Continued!
Conclusion
On the way home, we really got to see what we turned into. I don’t think
anything that came out our mouths was in the slightest way normal.
Nat: I didn’t stop to say goodbye to Moon Farm because “It wasn’t safe at
moon time” and believed the mystery car train was coming for us.
Jim: “I hope mystery trip doesn’t turn into Mystery Life.”
Sam then says “I hope it does!!”
Sam in his most serious voice: “I hope an apocalypse didn’t happen in
Vancouver when we were gone”
But we’d just go back to Moon Farm!
Also important side note, Ross and Marie-Eve were still excited for their
10+hours day trip to Mt. Harvey the following morning. I think Marie-Eve
is going to get a six pack from Jim because she is for sure doing that and also
going to soccer right ater.
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COMMERCIAL AND BROADWAY; TIME TO SAY GOODBYE
Not going to lie, it was now the next morning when we arrived back in
Vancouver (no apocalypse but I was very sad for the trip to be over, Team
Mystery will go down in history.
And of course the phrase you ain’t seen nothing yet carried on…
Jim bussed back home with his ski boots still on. Ross walked home in
booties. Marie-Eve hopefully caught the bus on the right side of the road.
And Sam, well Sam was going to run home to 41st (no surprise) so I decided
I had to stop him and drive him home.
Me: Well I got home and carried on my tradition of Wine in the Shower.
Great Mystery Trip, You Aint Seen nothing YET..
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MONARCH-HA’ILTZUK SKI
TRAVERSE
Sam McKoy

PROLOGUE
I’m sitting on the low railing of a bridge looking at my feet blankly,
willing them to go back into my touring boots painlessly. hey don’t. I
inhale deeply feeling the blisters burning. To the let, 2.6 is spray painted
in blue onto the concrete of the bridge. 2.6 kilometers are let till we reach
the million dollar bridge crossing the expanse of the glacier fed Klinaklini
River. Our rough estimates show another 5 kilometers to the logging camp
at the head of Knight Inlet. It’s been a long journey. Today is day 24 since
we let our cars on the Nusatsum Forest Service Road in Bella Coola and
at 8:30 tomorrow we have a plane ride to civilization. I choke a desperate
cry as I stand, the pain is almost unbearable. Today so far has been boulder
scrambling, hours of dense bushwacking with 20 kilometers of logging road
to put a cherry on top. All this with the heavy pack mounted with skis has

Gear organization at the bridge washout on the Nusatsum where the heli would pick us up.
Photo: Sam McKoy
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caused my boots to eat my feet raw. Having wet liners from river crossings
yesterday probably isn’t helping either.
With my teammates disappearing around the corner I shoulder the heavy
pack with the long skis swinging wildly as I throw it on. My walk starts out
as more of a hobble moving at barely a snails pace. As pain coursed through
my feet, I hiss through clenched teeth and I try to think of all the things
that have kept me going this far along this forsaken logging road. A warm
shower, a bed, pizza, electricity and all the other comforts of civilization.
he pain in my feet stymies these thoughts quickly and in the end the same
questions keep nagging
away at me. What am I
doing out here in the middle
of nowhere anyways? What
was I thinking? Am I
allowed to quit?

DEPARTURES
It was 7:30 in the evening
on April 22nd when Tim
Blair, Nick Matwyuk and
Artem Bylinski picked
me, Sam McKoy, up in
Pemberton.
Gear
was
immediately sprawled all
over the driveway as we
tried to pack 4 of us and all
our food and gear into Nick’s
black Jeep. Once squeezed
in we took of north towards
our start point in Bella
Coola. Ater a late night
camp and an early wakeup
in a forestry camp site near
Boulder scrambling early in the day. Photo Nick Matwyuk
the Frazer River Canyon we
inished the beautiful drive to the Bella Coola valley. Here we met up with
the rest of our crew, Florian Assman and Michal Rozworski. All rounded
up we made our way up the Nusatsum FSR to the washed out bridge. With
gear sprawled everywhere, we organized our packs awaiting the helicopter.
“Hurry up and wait”, as the expression goes.
With skis and food, our packs would each total 80-95lbs so we elected
to organize a heli lit from the washout to a landing location above Ape
Lake. While organizing gear, we were fortunate to meet forestry workers
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meeting to discuss rebuilding the bridge. hey directed us as to where to
leave the vehicles as there would be blasting soon. he cars would be picked
up by another crew doing the Monarch Iceield in reverse and the Coast
Mountain Traverse Crew as they made their way to Bella Coola. Soon the
low thwacking sound of the helicopter could be heard and we rushed to our
stations. As the heli landed, dust shot into our eyes and small rocks pelted
our faces. Renown pilot Richard Lapointe from West Coast Helicopters
would be lying us in today in two loads. As Richard swooped, spiraling
between the tight trees for the second load, we readied our packs and
covered our skin. Flying above the Nusatsum River we spotted the Coast
Mountain Crew heading out. Richard greeted them with a hammerhead
dive from above before continuing on past Polar Bear Peak, gleaming in
the sun.
It wasn’t long till the 6 of us were alone, whooping from the excitement
of the light. he beauty of our surroundings and the thought of what lay
ahead was setting in and large grins of anticipation spread across our faces.
With the immensely crevassed and hanging Purgatory Glacier to the right
and the beautiful Jacobsen summits ahead we shouldered our heavy packs
and donned our skis.
Our adventure begins.

Skiing and Winter Mountaineering

Nick Matwyuk making turns of Dolter with the Monarch Iceield in the distance Photo: Sam McKoy

he full article can be found here: http://coastmountains.wordpress.

Artem with the Michael Jackson hat.
Photo: Nick Matwyuk

Nic Gobin lighting the boxes on ire using some
extra leftover white gas. Photo: Nick Matwyuk
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Moving under the low ceiling clouds. Photo Nick Matwyuk
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com/2013/05/27/monarch-hailtzuk-ski-traverse-part-1/

The REAL hot yoga....Nameste. Photo: Sam McKoy

Michal posing in front of Fitzgerald, Somolenko, Triplex and Silverthrone (left to right).
Photo Nick Matwyuk.

Morning dew near Widgeon Lake. Photo: Lia Dengler

A little bug near Alder Flats. Photo: Deb Conrady

LAND & WATER
Piotr belays Steph across English Creek on our way
back from Mt. Breakenridge, in the unsuccessful
hunt for June turns. Photo: Clemens Adolphs

Enjoying the warm lake after canyoneering. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

Lachlan Fleetwood basking in the desert sun.
Photo: Ian Dusome

A brief celebration of canyoneering.
Photo: Artem Bylinskii

Gili Rosenberg cycling along Artist’s Drive in Death Valley. Photo: Maya Goldstein
Zack Wentz beyond stoked to be in the
presence of the world’s most iconic big
wall. On the approach trail to touch the awe
inspiring granite. Photo: Nathan Starzynski

Artem seeks Cariboo beer sponsorship during
Cousin of Canyon. Photo: Amelia Stegeman

Alfred walking over frozen water. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

Rafting on the Squamish River. Photo: Piotr Forysinski.

Andrew Cavers, Ross Campbell
and Jim Richardson travelling
along crevasses on Mt Baker.
Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre

The true summit of Weart from the central summit, taken during an
enchainment of the mountain. Photo: Piotr Forysinski

A thick fog covers Howe Sound, creating a
sea of clouds, during a temperature inversion
phenomenon. Photo by Caroline Jung.

Lachlan Fleetwood tops out Ancient Art. Photo: Ian Dusome
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HOW ABOUT WE PADDLE?
An October of existence in Clayoquot sound and the Broken Group Islands

Breanne Johnson

As I pull my paddle through the water, the muscles behind my shoulders
strain against the liquid force. It swirls to meet behind the blade; two
currents re-joining in a vast sea. It is deep. I think of all the living, breathing
things beneath me in this ocean of black: a city of ish and seals and whales
and plankton, which every so oten poke their heads out to the surface,
waving a lag of kelp in the air. I’m pretending to be a part of it, but here I
loat on the surface, too scared to get too close, but wanting to be near.
Lots of us are roamers, but few of us are loaters. At least in October,
that is. Of the west coast of Vancouver Island the oceans come alive with
the restlessness of sitting still for long summer months. October brings life
to the coast. It brings weeks on end of soaking rain, chum salmon runs
colouring the rivers shades of purple, it brings eagles to feast, and it brings
a human solitude. his is why we have come, Sam and I, to live the life of a
loating piece of dritwood. My justiication being that a kayak is cheaper
than rent in Vancouver, and the scenery through the window ininitely
better. Ater a summer wandering the ridges of the Rockies, shepherd to a
herd of mountain goats, the biologist and adventurer in me is unwilling to
conform to the framework of society. So instead, I paddle.
he paddle dips, again and again. I feel amateur, and that is because I am.
My ineiciency is clear to me, but I shrug my frustration of with a laugh as
Sam coaches me through a few strokes. Although he is a practiced paddler,
we are both fairly new to the world of ocean kayaking. Two branches on
this piece of dritwood couldn’t be more content though. We are conident,
but we are wary. All too familiar with the unpredictability of the mountain
environment, we bring with us a skill set of intuition and creativity to apply
to this watery world.
I glance at the map. Chart, I mean. While Sam powers us forward
through a churning sea of white foam. I don’t like this, but we are in need of
drinking water. Badly. his is a problem I am familiar with, but the narrow
opening in the rocky coastline is not.
“he stream feeds into that cove,” I say. “We have to go in there.”

Photo: Breanne Johnson

With every surge, I can hear the boulder-strewn cove being re-arranged
by the power of the water. We maintain our distance from the rocks, backpaddling so that we don’t get tossed into the narrow opening before we are
ready. I feel like I am perched above an avalanche slope.
“Do you think it is safe?” My head pounds with unknowns: Have I
located us correctly? Do people land kayaks in situations like this?
Ignorance swirls beneath us in the seemingly unpredictable water.
We make a plan, and ride the next swell in, paddling hard. he rudder
and our strokes feel feeble in our attempt to steer clear of the clifs on either
side, but there is no time to think about being scared. With a surge, we are
at the shore. I pull my spray skirt of and jump into the water, acting on
instinct. I grab the water container and struggle across the slippery boulders
as Sam attempts to keep the heavy kayak, laden with 3 weeks of food clear
of the rocks. Each time the sea surges through the narrow channel, it tosses
the kayak against the shoreline boulders, and Sam struggles to keep it from
pinning him against the large rocks.
I am scared of the ocean. Terriied. I’m not sure if Sam is too, but a
primitive part of me appreciates that my own respect for its power helps
us somehow in the month to come. hat respect, and our aimlessness. We
wander through Clayoquot Sound as well as a kayak knows how to wander,
satisfying only our immediate desires for survival and comfort. Every
second day is a rain day, and although we could paddle in the rain, we don’t.
Preferring instead to hum with the beat of the rain on the tent, explore the
tidal wilds of the rainforest, and caw to the ravens who are ever vigilant
throughout our trip.
We become masters of ire, taking pride in our ability to ind dry wood.
he mist and constant rain maintains a dripping level of saturation to the
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forest and shoreline, but soon enough we have developed a keen eye for
cedar dritwood. Upon chopping into these seemingly wet logs with our
axe, we consistently ind dry, burnable wood at the center. Cooking over our
beach ires, our pot quickly becomes darkened with soot. Towing a ishing
line behind us, we snag kelp of questionable edibility, and ish which ill us
with the satisfaction of a hunter gatherer. Everything is worth our time, and
when time runs low, we ind ourselves scouting the coastline by headlamp,
seeking a break in the dense salal, hemlock, and cedar which crowd down
to the water, exploding out of their earthy domain. he sand leas hop ater
our light in herds as we shuttle our gear above high tide line and squeeze
our tent between the mossy logs and ferns, as darkness settles in.
Every night and every morning we listen to the forecast on our marine
radio. It seems ironic that such vital information is transmitted in a
computer monotone voice. he forecast dictates our every move, but we are
still caught of guard by the currents and the wind. We wait three days to
cross the open waters between Flores and Vargas Islands. Mountain people
move when the skies clear, but here the ocean is teaching us diferent rules.
Powerful storms out on the open ocean create turbulence which lasts days
ater the skies have calmed. he waves come in sets, and we are lulled into
a sense of security between small swells, when a big one towers ahead of
us. We rise on it as it curves beneath us, holding the kayak high in the air.
Paddling hard to get over its crest, I see another behind it: bigger, taller. I
paddle harder than I have ever skied before. Harder than I have ever pushed
up the side of a mountain. I can feel the kayak lose momentum as we climb
upwards over the wave. I can feel it stall and begin falling backwards. he
wave passes beneath us and we glide down its far side just in time. here
is no space in my mind to recall how we never practiced self rescue. Only
space to know that lipping this boat isn’t an option. So we don’t.
“Get ready to paddle really hard when I tell you to!” I can hear the
concentration in Sam’s voice through the roaring of surf breaking on far
of shoreline. he knots in my shoulders twist tighter as my muscles strain
against the water. In one quick motion, Sam steers us around 180 degrees
between swells, and we ride them back in the direction we have come.
Crossing the strait will have to wait.
he ocean is like an animal that doesn’t understand its own strength.
Like an elephant that squishes you without meaning to. When it is calm it
lets the sea lions toss Salmon high into the air, playing with them above its
surface. It lets the black bears wade into its estuaries, and you to creep up on
them unnoticed in your driting boat. We are followed by curious sea otters
and we watch the passing of grey whales through its glimmering surface.
hrough calm and turmoil we wind our way through the Broken Group
Islands, and through Clayoquot sound. At Hotsprings cove, we are asked
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Photo: Breanne Johnson

how long it took us to get there, by the tourists who blasted their way up the
coastline in powerboats. We receive odd looks when we respond “9 days,”
but never once do I question our sanity. Instead, I question theirs.
We stall returning to civilization. We have rationed our potato chips
well, so we wait for another storm to chase us home. Following the
shoreline closely, we take a meandering route, plan our days to coincide
with beneicial tides, and arrive early at passages where we hang out with
the sea lions, awaiting slack tide to pass through.
At the dock in Toino I observe families from Ahousat, a sea bound
aboriginal community, as they load supplies into boats. I envy that they
are going home to the place that I am leaving. here is something intensely
rewarding about feeling a harmony with a power I once struggled against,
and I can’t help but feel that I am a part of this coastline simply because I
moved at its pace. Emptying the sand from my sleeping bag, I look towards
the East where I know the mountains lay behind blankets of fog, and the
thought of all the aimless wanderings to come brings a grin to my face.
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JOHNSON STRAIT,
THE HUNT FOR FINS.
Caitlin Schneider

Killer Whales, orcas, free willy.... Ater seeing the grays and Humpbacks,
I really wanted to see some orcas, and even better would be to see the orcas
from a kayak.
Johnson Strait is up north on Vancouver Island, where the island and the
mainland are separated by a smattering of islands. his area is well known
for its whale watching and for being home to some resident orcas as well as
being on the migration path for the non-resident ones.
Dmitri Oguz and I had planned to take of 4 days and drive up to explore
the area by kayak. Ater a bit of a delay due to me being sick, we set of on
the ferry to go explore.
We drove up through the nothingness that is much of Vancouver Island,
until we came upon the little (tiny) town of Telegraph Cove. here doesn’t
seem to be much around except for a dock, a few houses and a collection
point for logging.
By the time we had our kayak loaded and launched it was late aternoon,
but we had picked out a nice campsite not too far south on the coast from
Telegraph Cove and we paddled leisurely away from the dock. he water
was clear blue and we spent much of the time letting the current push us
along while we stared into the water. he under-sea realm was full of huge
jelly ish, sea stars on the prowl and forests of urchins.
We set up camp in a deserted but well established campsite, complete
with composting outhouse and picnic tables. As the weather was...
questionable, we set up the tarp and made ourselves at home, with a view
of the straight, in case something decided to swim by. I had brought my
binoculars and spent much of the time scanning the water for any motions.
We did see a pod of swit moving small ins, belonging to either dolphins
or Dals porpoise.
he next morning, we planned out a route that took us across the straight
and then back along the opposite coast. We paddled near the boundary to

View from my kayak southwards down the Straight. Photo: Caitlin Schneider

the Robson Bight Provincial Park where the Orca rubbing sands are.
We spent another pleasant and rainy evening reading and watching the
water.
he next day, as the weather had promised to deteriorate even further,
we decided to make our way back to Telegraph Cove by heading across the
straight and around Hanson Island and back. Seemed like we would be able
to see some diferent scenery this way and have a good days paddle.
he wind had picked up and we paddled across the straight in a stif
cross wind and nice splashing chop. As we neared the far side, we came into
the wind shadow and had a snack. here was a small islet and we thought
we could paddle between the islet and Hanson. As we neared the end of the
passage, we saw some sea lions lazying in the kelp.
Ok, before I go on, let’s talk about sea lions. here are two types that you
might see in the BC waters: California sea lions (the little cute ones you see
in San Francisco) and the Steller Sea Lions. Steller sea lions are huge, just
plain massive. he males can reach up to 2000 lbs (900kg) and their skulls
are larger than a grizzly bear’s. Also, these huge animals can move unseen
through the water at high speed and have large pointy teeth. Finally, they
are incredibly territorial.
Back to where we are paddling towards these large marine mammals. As
we got closer, it became apparent that we would need to paddle past them in
order to make for the open water. hey continued lazing, waving their side
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lippers in the air and ignoring us. We paddled closer.
Suddenly, one of them noticed us. And then at least 8 heads popped up
out of the water, the largest spy hopping up at least 3 feet. And then they
started to roar. Other sea lions bark. hese roar. Loudly.
We quickly turned and paddled as fast as possible toward the open water.
As I glanced back over my shoulder, they were swimming towards us fast,
mouths open, wakes forming around their large heads. I paddled harder
and decided not to look back again.
We made it out of the tight spot into open water and kept paddling.
Finally the sea lions stopped chasing us, but they didn’t leave us alone either.
It turns out they had a colony around the corner and there were a ton more
of them! One group stayed between us and the colony as we paddled out in
the middle of the channel along the coast, roaring loudly and discouraging
our return.he other group stayed with us as we paddled, staying a mostly
reasonable distance from the boats, but popping up on all sides to check
our progress. It is very disconcerting to know that they are swimming all
around you, maybe under your boat, and could pop up and try to eat you
at any moment.
Ater a few kilometers, we were inally let in peace. We both breathed a
sigh of relief. hen, a bit further up the channel, we saw a whale blow hole!
Whales! We paddled in that direction and saw some other whales there as
well! Jackpot. We saw two or three gray whales as they were moving down
the channel. hey would breathe a few times, then dive deep and come
up several minutes later and quite a ways away. We even got some good
showings of whale tail. he huge gentle giants were a nice change to the
aggressive sea lions.
Back on track, we curved around Hanson Island, passing deep inlets
and then paddled through a few little islets. Fog had settled down on the
water and as we came to cross the straight again, this time heading towards
Telegraph Cove, the water was perfectly lat. he gray air and the gray water
turned the world into an endless mist. Sounds didn’t seem to come from
any particular direction and echoed strangely. Slowly, the coast formed
out of the fog and houses appeared on the coast. We had made it back to
civilization.
We landed at the dock and unpacked the boats. here is a small museum
of bones there, so we took a look around at all the diferent skeletons and
learned the diferences between the ish-eating and mammal-eating orcas.
We also saw the size of the sea lions that had been so angry with us earlier
that day.
Over all it was a wonderful trip to an amazing part of the Island. I would
still love to go back as my hunt for orcas is still on.
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Dmitri paddling through the misty wonderland. Photo: Caitlin Schneider
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A MINI-GUIDEBOOK TO
CYCLE TOURING IN CENTRAL
AMERICA
Gili Rosenberg
THE NUMBER ONE QUESTION: WHY?
his is oten the irst question Maya Goldstein and I are asked, and
perhaps the most diicult to answer. Why do we cycle tour? Why travel at
all? Lots of books and articles have been written listing reasons to travel.
he truth is that there are many reasons, but no particular reason at all is
necessary. In other words, go out and explore the world, even if you don’t
have a good “reason”. You are guaranteed to be rewarded, at least if you take
your time, live in the moment, and keep an open mind and attitude.
Why travel to Central America? It’s an unbelievably dense region both
culturally and geographically, with huge volcanoes jutting up through the
clouds, looming above beautiful tropical beaches, a landscape that changes
at a rate that is very much suited to cycling, so it is seldom boring for any
length of time. he people are friendly, open, and lively, as in the rest of
Latin America.
Finally, why cycle tour? Years ago, we traveled as backpackers, but since
we started cycle touring, it is hard to imagine traveling any other way.
Traveling by bike will give you the freedom to go where you want, force
you to travel slowly, noticing the oten gradual changes in scenery, culture,
customs and food as well as keeping you physically active while on the
road. One of the biggest advantages is that on a bicycle one is much more
approachable. Consider that while traveling by motorized vehicle, there is
a glass barrier between you and the country you are traveling in, and its
inhabitants. You are unlikely to stop to chat with a local by the side of the
road, whereas on a bike it simply requires applying some pressure on the
brakes.

ROADS: THE PAN AMERICAN HIGHWAY, AND HOW TO AVOID IT
he Pan American Highway, despite the name, can at times be as quiet
as a small country lane, although at other times it is a fast moving double-

Maya Goldstein receiving help from her little friends on a back road in Nicaragua. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

lane freeway. We tried to avoid it when possible, and soon discovered that
the smaller backroads tend to be more interesting. hese can ofer more
varied scenery and grades, oten pass through small villages, and in general
provide a more enjoyable experience, although it could be a rougher and
bumpier one.

FOOD: RICE AND CHICKEN EVERY DAY?!
Just like an army marches on its stomach, cycle-tourers certainly pedal on
their stomachs. We were warned that Central American gastronomy does
not rival the varied cuisine of Mexico or India, and this is true. However,
we certainly dined well. Basic dishes based on rice, beans, chicken and beef
are available all over, but each country and region has its specialties that are
oten much more interesting.
he range of latbreads is astonishing, for example, in El Salvador, one
cannot travel more than a few blocks in any town without hearing the
incessant “tap, tap, tap” which signals that you are close to a pupuseria.
A pupusa is a lat bread, usually made of corn lour, freshly sautéed with
a illing of cheese, beans and pork or all of the above. Ater two and a
half weeks of dining on pupusas every day, I could not look at a pupusa
and feared I might start looking like one. In Honduras the baleada rules
supreme, another lat bread with a illing, this time made from thin lour
tortillas, freshly made, our favourite including a illing of avocado, grated
white cheese and sour cream.
Near the coast we tried to eat seafood oten, devouring ceviche from the
ish market in Panama City or roadside ceviche in Quepos, Costa Rica. In
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Belize, we camped in the yard of Denis and America, who fed us a dinner of
the best ish we have ever eaten (and we have had lots!), caught by Denis that
same day. Cycling along the Paciic Coast has another advantage: coconuts!
We oten drank two or more coconuts a day, freshly picked of palm trees by
a helpful house owner on the side of the road, frequently refusing to charge
us for them. Being chocolate lovers, in Belize we visited several small-scale
chocolate factories, most of which were no larger than an average living
room in a Vancouver apartment, and were using innovative methods, such
as a cocoa grinder connected to a regular home drill. We were pleased to
note that one of the factories was run by a traditional Maya family in the
front of their home, taking the manufacturing back to its roots.

FRUIT-HUNTING GALORE
As passionate fruit lovers,
we spent much time at markets
or fruit stalls by the side of the
road, devouring papayas, melons,
watermelons, pineapples and at
least a dozen types of mangoes,
my favourite fruit. While riding
through Panama we oten ate a few
papayas a day, but we kept on seeing
mango trees and were dismayed to
notice that the fruit was green and
unripe. We kept on wondering:
when will mango season inally
start? When we entered Costa Rica,
already at the border we noticed the
abundance of mangoes and knew
that our luck was about to change.

Finally entering the mango zone in Costa Rica. Photo:
Maya Goldstein

WATER: TO DRINK OR NOT TO DRINK?
In most third world countries, it is safe to assume that tap water is unsafe
to drink, and this goes for most of the countries in Central America as
well. We drank the tap water in Panama, Costa Rica and Belize. he rest
of the time we used a water ilter to ilter tap water, or in many cases well
water, whatever source was available. Once, in northern Costa Rica, while
cycling a desolate section of the Pan American Highway, we were hungry
and almost out of water and inally came upon a lone house. We cooked in
the shade cast by their house and were thankful for the water from their
rough hewn well, which had been drawn up with a cord connected to a
dirty looking bucket.
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NORTH TO SOUTH OR SOUTH TO NORTH?
he age old joke is that riding north is harder since it entails going uphill,
but this is of course untrue. We were surprised to ind that most cyclists
tend to ride south. For us it was simply a matter of noticing that Belize
is typically a bit more comfortable in May than Panama, and we had no
trouble going contrary to the trend. Over ive months we met a total of only
ten cycle-tourers, some of them on ambitious multi-year tours.

WEATHER: THE HEAT AND HOW TO COPE WITH IT
he strong sun, lack of shade and the high temperatures can at times
combine to make one feel as if in a furnace, at least during the period we
traveled in the region, from January to June. Several times locals asked how
we could ride in the heat. Indeed, it took some adjustment and we never
quite acclimatized, but over time we learned a few tricks.
One of the fastest ways to get
relief from the heat is to get wet. he
methods for reaching this goal ranged
from pulling up a bucket of water from
a well and dunking it, to asking locals to
use their hose, utilizing the occasional
sprinkler and of course a swim in the
ocean or nearby river, oten alongside
women doing their washing. Another
great source of water for getting wet
is gas stations, where we’d spray each
other down to the amusement of the
gas station workers. Against the strong
sun, we wore long-sleeved cotton dress
shirts, available cheaply at thrit stores.
he advantages when riding in the heat
and sun are many – the cotton stays wet
for a long time, feels comfortable and Gili Rosenberg cooling down in a creative way
cool, and the buttons allow ventilation in Panama. Photo: Maya Goldstein
when necessary.

ACCOMMODATION: FROM BEACH CAMPING TO SEX HOTELS
One of the advantages of carrying camping gear is that one is very
lexible about where to sleep at night – no need to look for a hotel. However,
in Central America we were surprised to ind that most roadside land was
fenced of. his still let us with the option of asking locals to sleep in their
yard, or camp by a restaurant or hotel, which we oten took advantage of.
However, we soon learned the downside of camping – when it is very hot
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and humid, the fans in hotel rooms are literally a life saver, not to mention
the TV (we became addicted to the Big Bang heory on this trip). On one
occasion we spent a night at a police station in El Salvador (a long story)
and barely had a wink of sleep due to the hot and still air.
One of the surprises on this trip were the sex hotels, which are common
all over Central America. hese hotels oten allow visitors to drive right
up to their room and enter it without being seen. he rooms themselves
oten sport loor-to-ceiling mirrors, pink walls, special padded chairs, and
toilet paper holders conveniently located right by the bed. It turns out that
sex hotels are used not only for leeting romances on the side, but also by
regular couples who ind it diicult to get a bit of privacy in a small crowded
home. he one advantage of these rooms was that they were most popular
by day, and therefore we oten got the “noche completa” nighttime deal.
OTHER ACTIVITIES: WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU DON’T FEEL LIKE CYCLING

Central America is blessed with plenty of opportunities for doing other
interesting activities, aside from cycle touring. We took advantage of some
of these: snorkelling on Isla Iguana in Panama, zip lining and rating on
the Rio Cangrejal in Honduras and taking suring lessons from two kids
in Santa Catalina, Panama. Although we managed a few hikes, such as up
Volcán de Santa Ana in El Salvador, we found that cycling every day let us
physically exhausted, and we generally preferred to stick to more sedentary
activities on our days “of ”. In fact, we took a “vacation from the vacation”
twice. During the irst, we took Spanish lessons in Granada, Nicaragua,
and during the second we spent a week volunteering at a bilingual school
in Cofradia, Honduras, and another week scuba diving on Útila, also in
Honduras.

LANGUAGE: DÓNDE ESTÁ EL BAÑO?
Except for Belize, Spanish is the oicial language of all the countries in
Central America. It is very worthwhile to learn some Spanish before you
arrive, and it is an easy language to pick up. Although we suspect it would be
easy to get around without any knowledge of Spanish, communicating with
locals is half the fun, and most people don’t speak English (but rudimentary
sign language can do the trick a lot of the time).

SAFETY: DIDN’T YOU GET MUGGED?
Before the trip, we were warned to be careful by many people who had
never set foot into Central America, and even by a few who had. A friend
of a friend who grew up in Honduras even went so far as to recommend
skipping the country completely since it was so dangerous. But the truth is
that for the duration of our trip we felt as safe as we have felt anywhere in
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the world, including Canada. Yes, we took precautions and for the most part
avoided wild camping, but by any standard, the biggest danger we were in
was from traic, which we minimized by seeking backroads and avoiding
the traic-ridden highways, as well as the large cities. It seems that there
is a misconception that Central America is riddled with crime and civil
wars, but at least based on our experience, this information is outdated and
mostly no longer relevant.

THE GOODNESS OF PEOPLE
Many of our best experiences on the trip involved interactions with
locals, such as a family in central Nicaragua that invited us into their home
for a lunch of homemade cheese, tomatoes and rice, while they told us about
their experiences in the Contra War of the 80’s. A few days before that, on
a small country road, just before nightfall, we were searching for a place to
camp for the night when we were ofered an extra (empty) house by a farm
owner. In southern Belize, we camped right beside a traditional thatched
Maya house. It was a cultural experience, but the people who hosted us
found us fascinating too. hey had never seen a tent and everyone, including
the grandma, came to take a look. he kids passed the evening by playing
inside the tent, having the time of their lives.

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION: AKA THE SHORTCUT
In Guatemala, we had intended to take a certain backroad but asked
around and were warned by several locals that it was dangerous. Finally,
we resigned ourselves to riding along the highway instead, but when we
got to it, we stopped in our tracks. It was a fast-moving jam packed six
lane highway with no shoulders. We sat down, wondering what to do, but
when I approached a passing pickup driver to ask if we could pay him to
take us up the road, he quickly agreed, and the problem was solved. Several
times we put our bikes on buses for short journeys to bypass dangerous,
boring or very steep uphill sections. Central Americans are used to carrying
all manner of objects on buses, so forget the North American nonsense of
having to dismantle your bike and box it for a Greyhound bus journey.

COSTS: SURELY YOU MUST BE RICH?
How much did our trip cost? We don’t really know… Friends of ours who
traveled to Central America a year before us kept track of their daily costs,
something we can’t envision doing, so we don’t have detailed information
on this. However, cycle touring is generally a cheap way of traveling. here
are no transportation costs beyond the light (except occasional bike
maintenance), so lodging and food are the main costs, but they are low in
most third world countries (it’s all relative, though).
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Generally, Panama, Costa Rica and Belize were more expensive than
Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras and El Salvador. However, by eating
where the locals eat (such as at the market), staying away from touristy
places, and camping when in touristy places or near the beach, we kept
costs down even in these more expensive countries. For example, in Santa
Catalina in Panama a hotel room was around $40 per night, but we paid a
hotel $5 to camp on their open lawn overlooking the ocean, surrounded by
beautiful coconut trees. he most expensive room we had was in Panama
City, around $32. We didn’t have much luck with Couchsuring or Warm
Showers, mostly because getting to the hosts demanded long detours from
where we wanted to go, and we didn’t have a schedule so it was hard to
coordinate in advance, but your results may vary.

Gili Rosenberg helping Norberto with a lat tire, El Salvador. Photo: Maya Goldstein
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COUSIN OF CANYON
Katie Cullen

For the second year running, Artem Bylinski brought a group of us out in
the fall for an introduction to canyoning. We let Vancouver on Saturday at
around 6:30 am, and arrived at Chehalis Lake Campground mid-morning.
Once camp was set up the expected amount of gear faf ensued, then all 22
of us piled into Philippe Lapointe’s massive truck. his was the irst crux
of the day- if you’ve ever tried to put 22 wetsuit and harness clad people,
plus about ive or six ropes, into a truck bed you will know it’s not easy. We
managed though, and once we were all in drove literally 300m up the road
to the entrance to Skwellepil creek, our irst canyon.
It had been pouring for days, but the weather miraculously cleared up
as we piled out of the truck, and it was sunny for the rest of the aternoon.
A few of us decided to take the path of least resistance into the river, by
hopping a couple meters of the bridge into 6t of water. he rest scrambled
down the bank to get into the river. However the means, everyone was now
properly submerged and the fun could begin!
At this point, I still wasn’t really sure what canyoning was. I’d gathered
it involved canyons, jumping of some clifs, being bufeted by waterfalls
while rappelling, and various other aspects of type 1 fun. What I didn’t
realize though, was how awesome all of these things actually are, or how
beautiful the entire adventure would be. We made our way down to the irst
rappel in a huge convoy, jumping of some little waterfalls and swimming
through some rapids along the way, and I was reminiscing doing things like
this in my childhood. However, my nostalgia quickly ended when I realized
how much cooler this is now than it was back then - I never got to rappel
of waterfalls when I was a kid! he best part of this canyon was condensed
into about 50m, as the rappel was followed quickly by a jump of a 3m or so
waterfall into a lower, calmer pool. It took a while to get everyone through,
but there was lots of bouldering, sunning, and general appreciation of nature
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to be done throughout the canyon, so the time passed quickly. Once we’d all
jumped, the remainder of the canyon consisted of a hilarious boulder hop
down to the lake. his included a competition for who could do the most
accurate salmon swim, as well as several rock-jumping races.
Ater a bit of loating in the lake, we split up into two groups. It was late
aternoon, so most headed back to camp to get dry and warm up, but Caitlin
Schneider, Amelia Gwen, Artem, Paul and I were keen to do the canyon a
second time. Phillip’s truck once again came in handy (why walk right?) and
ater some exploring above the bridge we headed down Skwellepil creek
for the second time. With just the ive of us, the descent was quite speedy,
making me realize what a short, albeit perfect introductory canyon, this
was.
Back at camp the party had moved to the beach, and once the plan for the
following day had been established dinner was cooked, wine was mulled,
and guitars and songbooks were brought out. his was one of the irst trips
I’d been on with the VOC and I didn’t really know anyone or what to expect,
so I was super happy when I realized how friendly and talkative everyone
is! he night was beautiful and starry and the lake was warm (Warmish.
Cold. he lake was cold, the wine was warm) and the promised merriment
ensued as we all swam, danced, sang, and overall had a great time.
Unfortunately, at some point in the night the rain that had held of all day
realized that it was missing out on this wonderful opportunity to drench us,
and promptly began to do so. In the morning, a recon group went to check
out the water level at Skwellepil creek, and deduced that it was too high for

Canyoning. Photo: Philippe Lapointe
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sane people to descend. Luckily, Artem is the self-proclaimed captain of
Team Bad Idea, so while the rest of the group headed back to Abbotsford
for brunch, Neil Mackenzie, Amelia, Phillip, Artem and I decided to go and
try to send the second canyon, Maisal Creek, anyways.
he truck came in handy once again as we drove up the long stretch of
logging road to the canyon. Given the conditions, I was slightly apprehensive
but stoked for what I was sure was going to be an awesome day. Ater some
dithering as to whether or not we should actually go, we donned our wet
wetsuits and set out boldly, on what was unfortunately the wrong tributary
of Maisal Creek. his meant that what we thought would potentially be an
epic turned into more of a long boulder hop, followed by a bushwack back
to the road. However, the canyon was still incredibly beautiful, the banter
was good, and I honestly couldn’t think of many better things to be doing
on such a rainy day anyways!
Once we found the car, we headed back to Chehalis Lake and quickly
struck camp, then stopped at Red Robin on the way home for some much
needed burgers and bottomless fries; a meal which most of us wore pants
to. Overall, the trip was a great introduction to a sweet sport! I sure hope to
do more of this in the shoulder-seasons to come.
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GONZALES CREEK - ANATOMY
OF AN EXPLORATION
Kevin Swanson

A friend and I had been looking for possible canyons to descend in
the Southwest BC area for a while. One watercourse, Gonzales Creek, had
caught his eye as potentially containing a combination of steep descents
with an entrenched creek – equaling possible rappels, and - if we were very
lucky - some interesting narrows.
Unfortunately, on the irst day of September, my friend had an unpleasant
jumping experience in a pool in Cypress Creek and broke his ankle, taking
him out of action for the balance of the BC canyon season. However, he did
encourage us to go in and have a look at what Gonzales Creek was hiding.
On September 24, 2013, Artem Bylinskii, Dmitri Oguz and I went to see.
he day was kind of gloomy, with rain showers threatening. Dmitri was
slowed by traic, coming from the east. I needed to make a stop for cofee
and lunch supplies on the way. It wasn’t until almost 8:30am that we let
West Vancouver and turned the corner near Horseshoe Bay, heading up
Howe Sound.
We started of by dropping a vehicle at the exit point from Gonzales
Creek at Highway 99 and walked up the lower part of the creek for a bit.
We reached the bottom of a waterfall and looked at how much water was
coming down. hen we thought long and hard about actually entering the
creek.
For a while, we thought about the possibilities: he days are short. he
canyon could get skinny. here could be very long drops. here could be
long sections without escape. Just that amount of low was disconcerting…
At one point, while we were pretty ambivalent, I almost called it: No. But
then Artem said that it was in his nature to go for it, to go until he reached
something that actually made him stop, rather than call something of preemptively. his reminded me of something I’ve heard a friend say before: If
you’re afraid to do something, viewing it from a distance (a climb, a descent,
whatever it may be…) then go right up to it and touch it. If at that point, you
decide not to do it, ine. But you may ind that it isn’t as scary up close as you
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thought it was at a distance.
It was now almost 9:30am. I said, “Well, let’s hurry up and go for it!” We
headed back up to Murrin Park, got all our gear ready, and started up the
Petgill Lake trail at 10:10am.
he trail is about 6 km long, and gains 645 meters (plus a bit more, as
there are a few gullies that one traverses up and down on the way in). With
all the wetsuits, ropes, and other equipment we were carrying, it was a fairly
grueling ascent. Added to that, the rain that came and went during the hike
did not help us enjoy the trip.
We reached the lake at 12:15pm, ater over two hours of hiking. We suited
up, and walked around the lake to its outlet. Except for Artem – he got right
into the lake in his wetsuit, and waded/swam to the outlet! he time was
now 12:45pm, and only a little over 6 hours of daylight remained… GPS
said we had 1.6 km to the highway (as the crow lies), and a descent of about
670 meters to go.
he outlet from the lake was quite bushy, and only had a little water
running in it, but ater about 150 meters or so, we joined the main creek,
where a LOT more water was running. It was now a few minutes ater
1:00pm. here followed some blocky downclimbing, and a bunch of
boulder walking. Some of the downclimbing was kind of interesting, and
it was pleasant enough – but nothing special. Had the low been lower, it
would have been downright boring.
Just ater 2:00pm, I pulled out the GPS, to check our progress. We seemed
to be travelling forward OK, but hadn’t dropped particularly far. he GPS
showed the highway to be 1.02 km away, and still 550 meters down. We had

Artem scoping the next drop – either rappel four or the second stage of rappel three. Photo: Kevin
Swanson
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covered 1/3 of the distance, but only 1/5 of the elevation. he lines on the
GPS looked like the bottom would drop out very soon. It did!
At 2:15pm, we reached the irst rappel. he low of the creek split in
two, half down one side of a boulder, half down the other side. he rap was
only about 6 meters high, but was almost immediately followed by another,
about 15 meters along. It looked like there was no escape route from the
bottom of this rappel, but there might be from the next.
I dropped down the irst rappel. Even with only half the low of the creek,
it was a brutal trip down through the full brunt of the cascade, and into a
small alcove behind it. I was equipped to ascend the rope if required, and
scouted the next rappel while the others waited above. It looked like the
rappel would be doable, but was followed immediately by another. It did
look like it would be possible to exit the canyon on the right if necessary. I
signaled to Dmitri and Artem to follow me down the irst rappel.
Once they reached the next stance, we discussed our options. By now
it was about 2:45pm, and there was still a lot of canyon to cover. Because
there was an exit visible into the trees ater the next rappel (number two),
we decided that we would look at rappel number three, but likely escape the
canyon to the right.
Rappel two was to the let of a boulder, where all the water was going
right. At the bottom, however, the water came in from the side, and was just
impossible to avoid. he rappel ended in a pool, with the full force of the
cascade joining there. Artem went irst.
Dmitri followed Artem down, but had a little slip into the full low at the
bottom of the rappel. In a moment, though, he was out of the cascade, and
moving across the pool.
A few minutes later, I joined them at the top of rappel number three.
At this point, both Dmitri and I were starting to feel pretty chilly. We were
tempted by the thought of exiting and walking down through the trees for a
while. Artem had a proposal for us, though. We could see that there were at
least a couple of drops in short succession ahead. We would set up a rappel,
using the 60m rope, and he would head down to the next drop. Looking
down, if it looked reasonable to get down that drop, and there appeared
to be an exit or reasonable anchor ater that (we could see that the canyon
opened a bit shortly aterwards) then he would continue down the next
stage. Otherwise, he would ascend the rope, and we would exit.
his sounded fair enough to Dmitri and me, and we watched Artem
head down rappel three. He stood for a long time at the brink of the next
drop, weighing the options. Ater a few minutes, I decided that if Artem was
uncertain about it, then it was probably a better idea to just escape. I blew
my whistle, and he looked up. I beckoned at him to come back up. Artem
nodded and started back towards us.
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While Artem started up the rope, Dmitri and I started exploring our
escape route. he irst section was very steep, with loose soil and very
exposed to the canyon below. I put Dmitri on a belay, and he headed up
to the irst large tree away from the precipice and anchored the rope there.
When Artem got back, he described how at the next drop, the full current
appeared unavoidable – it all dropped onto an angled slab, then channeled
down a narrow groove on the let. We hand-lined up into the forest. he
time was now about 4:00pm.
he treed slope was very steep, and began to bluf out, forcing us back
into the canyon itself. he route down was incredibly precarious, and we
made full use of all the small trees, embedded rocks and roots that we could
ind. Finally we were back in the canyon, at the bottom of the skinny slot
waterfall that Artem had seen from above.
Just below this, we were able to rappel down beside the next waterfall,
staying right out of the low until we got to the pool at the bottom.
We were able to scramble down canyon for another twenty minutes or
so, and then came to another waterfall. By keeping to canyon right, we were
able to take a dry fork that rejoined the main channel.
Ater this rappel, the time was about 5:45pm, and we were starting to get
concerned about daylight. We scrambled down the canyon a bit more, then
exited to the let. For a while, there was some good progress made through
the trees, descending steeply, but not too steeply.
It began to get steeper, but there were also tantalizing views to the right
of a couple of nice waterfalls in the creek.
At this point, it was also beginning to get quite dim. We tried a few
diferent routes (Over the saddle? Nope, doesn’t help. Follow this bench?
Nope, it peters out. Along this ledge? Yep, it seems to go…) and inally
reached a steep slope back to the creek. Artem and Dmitri got down, but
I was really sketched out, and it was getting hard for me to evaluate the
footing in the twilight. I sat by a big ol’ tree about 15 meters above the creek,
and set up a rappel. Down I went and met the others. As I pulled the rope,
it snagged on a small dead tree, and brought the whole thing down toward
me. Artem saw it happening, and called “Tree! Tree!” to me. I ducked in
close to the slope, and a 10cm thick log sailed over my head into the pool
beside me.
his part of the canyon consisted of lots of smaller, blocky cascades.
here was too much water, and the drops were a little too large to make
them downclimbable. It would have been one “nuisance rappel” ater
another, for a while.
We escaped into the trees on the right side of the canyon, and ater a few
minutes of descending the easier slopes, we stopped to don our headlamps
and to have a quick bite to eat. We could hear vehicles on the highway below
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us now, and knew we were getting close.
Ater about half an hour of descending by headlamp, we came to an
open, brushy area. Turning of our headlamps, we could make out a rocky
slope of to our let – a slope we had ascended earlier to view the lower part
of the creek. Rather than beat our way through the grasping, snaggy brush,
we headed back up into the trees, then trended back toward the creek. In a
couple of more minutes, we were back to where we had been almost eleven
hours earlier.
A careful, headlamp-lit descent down the bouldery, rocky ramp, and we
were at the highway, two minutes from the car.
We reached the parking area right at 8:00pm, and there were high ives
all around! he canyon had a few rappels and waterfalls that might have
been rather nice in lower low, but there was a lot of boulder walking and
work involved to visit something that, frankly, was nothing to write home
about. he main thing was that we were able to go in, see what was there,
and escape again unscathed.
he trip may not have been productive, but we had a big day out, had
some great experiences, learned something about canyon exploration and
ourselves, and did so without any injuries or an unplanned bivouac. I’d have

Descending through the trees and moss. Photo: Kevin Swanson
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CYCLING IN A DESERT
WONDERLAND
Maya Goldstein

It started out as a crazy idea. We were looking for something to do over
the Christmas break and a few factors had to be taken into consideration sun, warmth, blue skies and preferably bicycles. I once heard about cycling
in Death Valley and just threw it in the air as an option. Gili Rosenberg
made it possible. he idea of driving 20 hours each way did not appeal to us,
but then again, neither did staying in rainy and gray Vancouver. Checking
the temperatures for Death Valley area let us no choice - it showed 20C and
sun for every day in the following week. So here we were - two days before
Christmas we quickly packed up the car and south we went.
Our irst stop was the “Other Vancouver” near Portland, where we
have friends. he next day we let foggy Portland and the Columbia River,
leaving the boring Highway behind us and driving through small American
towns, crossing high snowy passes, driving by frozen lakes, raging rivers
and eventually expansive dry desert scenery with a lone Joshua tree here
and there. We stopped in Klamath Falls, Oregon, for excellent Mexican
food. hen we crossed into California and eventually to Nevada, passing
through four states in one day. Ater 11 hours of driving we found the
deserted Walker Lake Campground and pitched our tent for the night. It
was Christmas Eve, and not another soul was to be seen.
We woke up on Christmas morning to a view of a beautiful lake, desert
mountains with a sprinkling of snow and an ice-covered tent and it took
us a while to defrost. We completed the last stretch of the drive listening to
the ever present Christmas songs on the radio that seemed more irrelevant.
here was deinitely no Walwking in a Winter Wonderland for us this
Christmas, only cycling in a desert wonderland, and what a wonderland
it was...
We let our car in the small town of Beatty, Nevada, where we befriended
Debbie, who let us park our car by her house. By the time we got everything
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ready we were let with only two hours of daylight. We still managed to
leave Beatty behind, enter Death Valley National Park and ride a steady
climb. he road was quiet, but then a beat-up car stopped on the other lane
and a woman with a cigarette yelled at us: “is this the way to Vegas?”. Sure,
that’s the way, but we couldn’t think of anything more diferent than Vegas
at that point.
As daylight was rapidly leaving us, we inally reached Daylight Pass on
the border between Nevada and California. It was a good place to stop for
the night, or so we thought, and we walked our bikes about 200 meters
of the road and made our camp. I was exhausted, so I was already tucked
inside my sleeping bag when we had a surprise visit from a park ranger at
around 7pm. Seeing that we were on bicycles and did not look problematic
he decided that “being Christmas and all he would let us be...”
As we had camped at Daylight Pass, the irst part of the day was all
downhill to Death Valley and it was a dramatic descent. Ater only 3.5km
I heard a big bang coming from the back of my bike, which sounded like
gunire. I immediately jumped of my bike and noticed that I had lost all the
air in my rear tire. he tube was completely torn and needed to be replaced.
Taking it a bit easier on the downhill now, I could genuinely enjoy all the
scenery around me. Rounded brown hills, interesting dry plants on the side
of the road - some looked like cabbages, others like thorns - above us the big
open blue sky, diferent colorful formations of rock and little traic. I had
missed the desert. It had been a long time since I spent a long stretch of time
in the simplicity of the desert, the open quietness and the remoteness of it,
and all the other good things it has to ofer.

Gili Rosenberg with the magniicent scenery of Death Valley. Photo: Maya Goldstein
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When we reached Mesquite Spring campground in the late aternoon
we felt like celebrities. People greeted us as we arrived, telling us that they
had seen us on the road and that they admired us. A woman even came up
ofering us some beer. For the next 10 days we were constantly approached
by people who wanted to know more about our cycling trip, showing again
how bikes are excellent ice breakers. he Americans we met on the trip
were all friendly, generous, curious, warm-hearted and just plain nice. I
can’t imagine having so many conversations with so many random people
if we weren’t travelling by bicycle.
Scotty’s Castle seemed very much out of place, but maybe that’s the
attraction. It was built in the 1920’s by a rich couple from Chicago as their
private oasis in the desert. It was hard to reach back then, dead hot in
summer, pleasantly warm in winter and isolated from the rest of the world.
Scotty at irst tried to set the couple up by telling them about a mine he
supposedly discovered in order to get money from them. hey weren’t
mad at him for lying to them. On the contrary, they were grateful, since it
was because of him that they discovered Death Valley. Scotty’s grave is up
above the castle with a famous quote of his: “here are four things I live by:
don’t say anything that will hurt someone else, don’t give advice to anyone nobody will take it anyway. Don’t complain. Don’t explain.”
When we got back to camp ater exploring Scotty’s Castle and hiking
around the deep and colourful Ubehebe Crater, we were surprised to ind
a neat pile of irewood by the ire pit. Ater about an hour I found a note
by the tent which read: “To the Canadian Adventurers: enjoy a nice warm
campire on us tonight :-) Happy and safe travels to you - Your American
Friends - Llew and Julia from California”. What a great gesture. We sure did
enjoy the warm ire, which allowed us to stare at the stars a bit longer. Every
night was a mystical experience, as we had dinner while the sun set and a
dark blanket covered the big open space above us with millions of bright
dots everywhere. Ater living in the city for so long one tends to forget how
amazing the stars can be on a dark desert night, and how special it is to just
stare at them and think about their light traveling up to millions of years to
get to us.
As we were leaving the campground the next morning an older wise man
approached us. He was by himself on a road trip to Georgia to photograph
bugs and insects. He had a sad smile and a lot of wisdom in his eyes. “You
should tell each other every night how lucky you are to have found each
other, and how great it is that you both like cycling and adventures so
much” he said. I was let astounded. How could a man who doesn’t know
us at all read right through us? His words stayed with us, and we do remind
ourselves from time to time how lucky we are.
Our next campground was Stovepipe Wells where we found a really nice
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spot at the back and the children from the families around us were busy
playing in the bushes behind camp. A nice family from California invited
us to join their campire and roast some marshmallows with them. Sienna,
their 10 year old, told us how she too likes to ride her bike around and
wishes she could ride more. Maybe one day she will ind herself cycling
somewhere in the world too.
When there is good tail wind, a newly paved road, little traic, nice warm
sun, changing and interesting scenery and I feel like I am basically lying on
my bike, I remember why I love cycling so much. When we reached Texas
Spring Campground ater an easy fun ride, a guy with only one tooth yelled
at us with a smile: “You’re making us all look bad”.
Again we let our tent standing and went of for a day of exploration
without our gear to ride the “Artist’s Drive”. First the road climbed steeply
away from the lattish Death Valley and high above us was Telescope Peak
with a layer of snow covering its top. We then passed the “Artist’s Palette”
where rocks in diferent colors such as green, red and purple peppered the
hillsides. hen the road became really narrow as we passed through a neat
canyon and we lew back down to the valley. It was one of the most scenic
roads I’ve ever ridden.
On New Year’s Eve we cycled down to Badwater Basin, the lowest place
in the Western hemisphere. From there the road became really quiet and we
hardly saw any more cars or people. What we did see were three coyotes just
standing in the middle of the road. I guess they got used to people feeding
them and they did not seem intimidated at all.
From time to time we just stopped and listened to the quietness of the
desert. We are so used to always hearing something: traic, our neighbour
taking a shower, the background noise of the computer, music or just other
people. In the desert we just heard nothing, which was an absolute delight.
Not to mention being completely away from the internet and all that it
brings - it just gave us the time and freedom to be alone and with each other
with no interference whatsoever.
As the sun was sitting we turned on to a gravel side road and pitched
our tent in the middle of nowhere. We watched the dramatic purple and
red sunset blasting into the sky - 2013 was leaving us in the most dramatic
way possible. Ater dinner we just gazed at the millions of stars again and
with no one else in sight, it was just like we were the only two people in the
universe. What an incredible way to inish this awesome year, and to greet
the new one.
However, 2014 already started with a challenge. We had to climb over two
passes, the highest one, was 1010 meters high, but we started from below
sea level. he climb was a giant slow slog and we were making minimal
progress. Eventually at around 3:30pm we reached Salisbury Pass! Finally
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we could relax and have a short break and snack. But then a car stopped
and a confused Asian couple stopped to ask if we knew the way to Vegas.
heir phones didn’t have reception and they were lost without their GPS.
We showed them the way on the map and they were grateful.
From there we had a long beautiful cruise down to Shoshone, leaving
Death Valley behind. When we rolled into the campground we noticed a
truck that seemed like it was taken out of a fairy tale. Two turrets were
sticking out making the whole thing into an impressive wooden castle. We
located the owner, Michel, who had spent 4,000 (!) hours building it himself.
We could easily have spent the whole night exchanging travel stories with

Finally at Salsbury Pass! It’s all downhill from here. Photo: Gili Rosenberg

him by the communal ire, but the long day was taking its toll, and also
the shower was calling my name. Ater eight days in the desert there was
nothing better than a long hot shower.
In “Death Valley Junction” we found the Amargosa Opera House. he
building was very unimpressive from the outside, so we were completely
shocked when we entered. he woman who owns it, Marta Becket, was a
dancer from NY who passed through, fell in love, and bought the place in
1967. Shortly ater she moved from the Big Apple to basically the middle
of nowhere. She was an actress who hoped to perform there but since no
one came to see her, she decided to paint her own audience. She spent
years painting the walls and ceiling, depicting the king and queen of Spain,
American slaves, native Americans, and monks and nuns. Now in her 80’s
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she is one of the only two oicial residents of this “town”.
When we crossed into Nevada again a huge iberglass cow was standing
tall near a roadside casino and hotel. Gambling is legal in Nevada, so of
course there was a casino just as you enter the state. Surprisingly we
managed to ind ice cream in the casino, and despite it being only 3pm
there were already some people by the slot machines. We camped again in
the middle of the desert and had 11 hours of solid sleep on our last night in
the desert. With the long nights and short days we were deinitely not sleep
deprived on this trip.
he next morning we passed a brothel on the side of the road (also legal
in Nevada) not too far from where we spent the night. We then had a few
hours of mostly boring riding along the Highway, but at least there were
nice shoulders. hen we rolled back into Beatty, which now felt familiar to
us. his amazing trip was coming to an end and it was time to start driving
back. We packed our old Subaru and sadly said goodbye to the beloved
desert.

”Florence”, a castle on wheels in Shoshone campground. Photo: Gili Rosenberg
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THROUGH THE GATES
OF HELL

Piotr Forysinski, Neil Mackenzie & Artem Bylinskii
“he devil is driving a high speed train towards a gaping precipice, within
it occupying his captured souls with the various vices of modern society:
drugs, orgies, worshiping idols and Protestantism.” Artem Bylinskii let out
a polite, quiet snore from the dark of the back seat. Neil Mackenzie, to my
relief, muttered the verbal equivalent of a nod, while I continued conversing
with our guardian angel about Lucifer from the passenger seat. he winding
kilometres of Fraser Canyon highway wore on, as did the night. We were
utterly exhausted, but there was no doubting it now: we had been through
Hell’s Gate and lived to tell the tale.
I had just stood by the side of the highway in the historic township of
Yale for some two hours – the irst dark and cold, the second dark and
rather freezing. here was hardly any traic at all, and my truck was 85
km up the highway in Lytton. Hitch-hiking was part of the plan; sleeping
on the sand by the river under the warmth of the rat pontoons was not. A
gentleman in front of whose house I was standing ofered to give me a ride
if I paid for his gas there and back. I was reluctant to accept such a generous
ofer, but as the evening wore on I had to give in. Artem and Neil joined
us, abandoning their Occupy Race Trac Gas @ Yale movement – it had
been signiicantly warmer indoors. We made it back to my truck thanks
to such great kindness, and bid our guardian angel goodbye with profuse
expressions of gratitude. We then headed back to the beach in Yale, where
we mustered the last of our energy to load the rat onto the roof-rack. A
cafeine-drenched drive home ensued, with haunting thoughts of canyons,
clifs, railroads, crashing water, giant wavetrains, devils, and the very Gates
of Hell. his is the humble tale of what had transpired earlier that weekend.
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***
Much desperate recruiting was needed to assemble a rating crew for
the November long weekend. My frequent rating partner Artem put in a
gallant efort, resorting to the ultimate tool - heavy and forcefully contagious
alcohol consumption on a Wednesday evening VOC gathering. To my great
relief the strategy was successful and resulted in the recruitment of brave
Scotsman Neil Mackenzie – brave because he didn’t change his mind the
morning ater. We now had the required minimum to man the rat – three
raters, and with our line-up of nationalities – Scottish, Russian and Polish
– the trip simply had to be a success.
he weekend started with a fruitless exploration of the Chilliwack river,
in which any stretches of potentially ratable water were saturated by teams
of ishermen trying to snare the last runs of salmon before the winter. Ater
agreeing to sacriice the day, we put our time to good use by scouting out the
southern end of the Fraser Canyon. Claudia Schwab’s kayaking guidebook
describes a 20 km run from Alexandra Bridge to Yale, and this was to be
our teaser of the Mighty Fraser. Our plan was to set our objectives for the
following day based on how this run went. he guidebook describes a kayak
put-in at Alexandra Bridge – but as feared, initial inspection revealed this to
be very rat-unfriendly. he “put-in” involves a steep forested slope leading
down to the water, already located a fair hike away from the furthest point
you can drive to. I should probably add, at this point, that our rat is 18 t

Almost ready to launch into the murky waters of the Fraser at Alexandra Bridge.
Photo: Neil Mackenzie
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long and weighs some ~ 120 kg assembled.
We spent the aternoon and evening
looking for an alternative, nearby put-in.
Overgrown dirt roads, hiking through
bush by headlamp, train tracks, clifs.
Rumble of the Mighty Fraser somewhere
down below, an un-measurable distance
away from us in the darkness. Every time.
In the end I proposed that we could lower
the rat down the steepest part of the slope
at Alexandra Bridge on a Munter hitch,
using a piece of rope I had in the truck,
anchoring of of trees. Artem growled at
me.
hat was precisely what we did the
following morning. We carried the
pontoons down on foot, and lowered the
rat frame. We had to tie it of on throwbag ropes a couple of times to re-set the
lowering rope, which was rather short, but
ater about three hours of hard work we pushed of into the murky waters of
the Great River. At long last – I had waited for this moment for a long time.
Ater a few warm-up ripples, the run involves two main rapids: Sailor Bar
followed by Saddle Rock. We had scouted both from the highway the day
before. Whereas on a September commercial rating trip the year before, it
had been Sailor Bar that boasted a giant wavetrain, this time it was Saddle
Rock. It would appear that, depending on water level, diferent rapids in the
canyon hit their ‘magic resonance’ and evolve from fast-lowing ripples to
crashing whitewater and giant wavetrains. he correlation between water
level and overall river diiculty is therefore not a simple one; rather each
rapid has to be evaluated individually.
Artem took the helm for the inale at Saddle Rock, and navigated us
smoothly through some huge walls of water, which sent the rat climbing
sky high and the front men waving their paddles in thin air. As we crashed
down into the third trough of the wavetrain there was no other option for
the two paddlers at the front than to down tools and to hold on, leaving it
to the oarsman at the stern to keep the nose straight and ride out the inal
waves. Safely through and yearning for more we paddled the calmer waters
to Yale.
All our thoughts instantly turned to the unspeakable objective - in the
words of Simon Fraser “a place where no human should venture, for surely
these are the gates of Hell”. Rousing words to lifetime members of Team Bad
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Idea! With conidence buoyed by a short but serious and very successful
run, we decided to investigate the practicalities of an epic voyage between
Lytton and Yale. his run would cover all the technical sections of the
Fraser Canyon save for the Bridge River Rapids much further North, take
us through the famed Gates of Hell, and both the put-in and take-out would
involve the luxury of driving onto a sandy beach by the river.
A prerequisite to any further fun was loading the fully assembled rat
onto the roof of my truck. his proved extremely challenging with only
three people, especially since our sizes varied so much - our diminutive
Scotsman was almost crushed by the exercise (but only physically!).
Undeterred we piled into my vehicle through the windows - the doors don’t
open with the pontoons hanging down from the roof rack - and set of on
yet another scouting mission.
Ater spending an hour staring into Purgatory from the tourist bridge, we
decided to ignore the old adage of “you will spend a proportional amount of
time recirculating in a hole as you spend looking at it”. It would go. he rat,
that is. And we would go through as well, so long as we succeeded to stay in
the rat, on the rat, or somehow attached to it.
he other unknown was the long stretch of the River from Lytton to
Boston Bar. I was familiar with the typical commercial run below Boston
Bar, and through Hell’s Gate, thanks to talking myself into a free trip in a
commercial rat the year before with Fraser River Rat Expeditions. he
highway deviates further away from the river above Boston Bar, so this
section of the river is harder to scout. Maps show a deinite narrowing of the
River at Conrad, however satellite images didn’t suggest much whitewater.
Besides, we knew rating companies didn’t travel this section – presumably
because it is reasonably calm. he opposite conclusion could perhaps have
been made instead, but that would have been a sign of defeatist attitude, not
within the spirit of this enterprise.
As a condemned man savours his last meal, we enjoyed the inest Chinese
cuisine Lytton had to ofer that night, and laid our heads down before we
embarked on a journey into the unknown.
By 7:30 am the next morning we were straddling the clean waters of the
hompson and the brown waters of the Fraser as we paddled into the chilly
morning. As predicted the river was reasonably mellow; there was enough
current to keep us moving at a steady 10 km/h and there were a few sections
of minor rapids to keep our minds of our freezing toes.
We took turns on the oars and frequently switched sides at the bow to
keep diferent muscles fresh. Much of the river was explored when Neil
took his turn on the oars, insisting that snaking - and sometimes even
pirouetting - was of the greatest appeal. Soon, the sun was thawing us out
and the canyon steepened at Conrad, where we had expected something to
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Paddling along on a calm section of the Fraser above Boston Bar. Photo: Piotr Forysinski

happen. Instead the river became more like a fast lowing canal – narrower
and faster, but hardly more technical. Having to paddle this long section
sapped our spirits somewhat, and we entertained ourselves with (Artem’s)
Russian folk singing and light conversation.
***
Piotr: Isn’t it funny how we learn a few new skills, like using oars on a
rat, and then promptly decide to trust our lives to them? To mere human
skill? To no engineering feat or scientiic calculation, but hardly-tangible,
invariably fallible human skill?
Neil, with a smirk on his face: hat’s not nearly as dat as trusting
somebody else`s skill in such a situation. Somebody you barely know!
Piotr: Point taken.
***
Perhaps, ater all, it is more fundamentally human to trust human skill
than engineering feat or scientiic calculation. Perhaps.
***
With energy levels somewhat diminished, it was a mercy when we
reached a suitable landing on the west bank just below Boston Bar to have
some lunch. his was the pivotal point of the day – we could still take our
lives and earthly belongings home safely along the high road. Or we could
face the challenge, take the low road, and navigate the Gates of Hell instead.
It’s a wonder what a good feed, a round of neoprene clad star jumps, and
a volley of chest beating can do for stoke. Toes barely warmed up, we were
back in the rat and buzzing for the carnage that was to come. I took the
helm.
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Once underway, there was no turning back. he river becomes conined
by great rock faces, and the highway winds its way through the forests
far above. We had to navigate a couple of smaller rapids irst, but all the
time knowing what inescapable peril lay further ahead. Perhaps our fear
had been justiied, and perhaps this was actually a bad idea – but once
underway we were committed, and further fear was only detrimental to our
cause. I had imagined that moment, and that feeling, many a time before
the trip. Every time my palms had turned sweaty, and my sphincter had
felt all funky. When it came to it, though, it really wasn’t as bad as I had
thought. River right, river let, negative port correction, positive starboard
correction. One wave at a time.
he rapids at Scuzzy Rock and China Bar gave us little more than a splash
over the bows, and for a moment there was almost a hint of complacency
creeping in. his smile was quickly wiped of our faces as we approached
Hell’s Gate. he seething river narrows to about 30 m here, and the rocks
stand guard towering 20 m tall on either side – the only way is down! We
took the centre line with battle cries of ”MEGA-STOKE!” and rolled over
the lip into the mayhem, straddling wave crests and trying to keep straight
in the fury.
***
It wasn’t long before all hell broke loose. I quickly discovered that
making course corrections with the oars is extremely challenging when the
rat is getting tossed around as much as it was getting tossed around by the
waters of Hell’s Gate. Furthermore, I discovered that I was about to need
all my limbs to hold on to the rat, which felt more like a raging bull than
a watercrat. On the last stretch of calm water before Hell’s Gate I had had
the clarity of mind to locate an object I could hold on to with my hands if it
came to it – usually the oarsman, sitting at the more stable stern of the rat,
can rely exclusively on his foot straps. On all the rapids we had run thus far.
Until Hell’s Gate.
I shoved the oar handles between my thighs and chest, thus leaving
the oar blades sticking up high safely above the waves, ducked down
and grabbed the orange strap at my feet in a shameless exercise of selfpreservation. he rat had started turning sideways, and we were getting
thrown around like rag dolls. Wave by wave we were tossed and turned, but
we only had a few waves to go at this point and they quickly diminished
in size – we were soon spat out the other end. We started cheering, but
soon discovered that we were being swallowed by a giant whirlpool which
seemed to be pulling straight down on the rat, submerging Neil’s corner
far further than it had been submerged all day. A brief interlude in cheering
was required to extricate ourselves from the predicament, but the cheering
was soon resumed and a symbolic quantity of whisky was consumed.
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Little Hell’s Gate promptly reminded us that the day was far from over.
Artem was at the helm now, and successfully navigated us through some
rather deceptive wave trains and churning standing waves, which despite
expectations were more serious than the two lesser rapids above Hell’s Gate.
Our hearts were racing again.
Soon, however, we were back on known territory as we passed under the
historic Alexandra Bridge, and waved our ists at the slope which had cost
us so much pain the day before. An idyllic beach a few bends lower down
invited us for an aternoon snack. We wanted to bask in the atermath of
what we had just done, but knew we still had a serious chunk of the river
to navigate and fatigue was deinitely beginning to take its toll. It was with
some apprehension that we arrived at Saddle Rock for the second time in
two days.
It was my turn to take the helm again. Not far into the wavetrain I made a
mistake and we started turning sideways again – irst only slightly, and then
more. Once again we were forced into survival mode, all three of us holding
on to the rat frame. his was perhaps the closest we were to capsizing the
rat sideways all weekend, although to do our sturdy crat justice I must say
it wasn’t even all that close. Had this happened on the irst run, however, we
would have had a much harder time deciding to attempt the complete run.
As it was … we had just rated almost 85 km of the Fraser Canyon’s gnarliest
waters –mostly in good style – in a day of nine hours. We paddled the last
section of the river to Yale powered by the shear feeling of glory, with a
pinch of enduring terror.
A healthy dose of roadside shivering was issued to me as penance ater
our landing, but was curtailed by the arrival of our guardian angel.
he majestic Fraser, the greatest salmon running river on Earth, had let
us sneak through. We do not claim to have accomplished much beyond
sneak through – the water level was only 1200 cubic meters per second
(cms) during our run, as measured by the Environment Canada gauge at
Hope. he Fraser is known to hit 14 000 cms during spring melt. But even
sneaking through on the Fraser, better yet on a self-designed, self-built and
self-operated vessel, surely counts as an accomplishment. It deinitely felt
like it to us.
***
Whitewater rating seems to be tantamount to commercial rating in BC,
and likely most other places around the globe too. I never once told anybody
in BC about rating without having to explain that I did not pay anybody
to take me rating, and that nobody served me gourmet lunch during the
trip. I have nothing against commercial rating – but I do ind it sad that
in people’s minds it is the only form of rating. I don’t mean to say that
everybody should go out rating by themselves – but why is it considered so
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unnatural to do so? I would argue that it is far more pleasurable to live one’s
own experience, instead of being served it, all-prepared and all-sterilised, on
a dinner plate. Only then can one experience the full spectrum of emotions
an outdoor activity can bring, from the thrill of discovery, the feeling of
boundless freedom, awe at nature’s wonders, and, sometimes, even a bit of
fear.
I dream of a world wherein people don’t see nature as an expensive, fullycatered, luxurious form of recreation, but rather as something we came out
of, something we belong to, something we can roam through at will thanks
to our amazing bodies and our minds’ ingenuity, and something we need
to preserve at all cost.
***

Addendum
he Rat is an 18’ (5.5 m) custom-built behemoth with a steel, sprinklerpipe frame and PVC pontoons purchased from Aquamarine in Richmond.
It has two sets of oars for latwater use, only one set of which is used in
whitewater. he oars have custom-made wooden blades and handles, and
aluminum shats. It was built in the fall of 2012 by Skyler des Roches and
Piotr Forysinski with self-propelled trips in mind; the frame converts to a
bicycle trailer. It accommodates up to six paddlers or an oars(wo)man and
up to four paddlers.
We always welcome new raters – rating is a team sport, a rarity in the
outdoor pursuits. Rating also allows one to explore magniicent canyons
and remote waterways which one would otherwise never get to see. Rating
can, however, be dangerous. Always read the label.

Trucky Truck, a.k.a. Wrum Wrum, loaded up -not without diiculty - with its cargo on the beach in Yale
after our irst run. Photo: Piotr Forysinski
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The Kilted Kangaroos team playing cricket on a frozen lake in Tetrahedron Park on
Australian Day. Photo: Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre

Catastro-faff. Photo: Lachlan Fleetwood

Noriko entertaining the beer brewers at Brew Hut.
Photo: Deb Conrady

Bootpacking to Phelix for New Years the Sam
Method. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt
Brewing beer at Brew Hut. Photo: Ruanne Lai

Scraping the old paint off the outhouse at Brew
Hut. Photo: Ruanne Lai

Distracting a poor lead climber on the Rile route at Area 44, Squamish. Photo: Jens Vent-Schmidt

Spencer Rasmussen shows Saras Ince and Dakotah
Fozzard how to use a map and compass at Intro to
Navigation at Tricouni. Photo: Caroline Jung.

Ross Campbell reaps the reward for having singlehandedly hauled up 5kg of turkey to the Brian
Waddington Hut for American Thanksgiving. Photo:
Caroline Jung.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE
GOLDEN FLEECE
Cora Skaien and Lea Zhecheva

It has been said that many wondrous things can be found on Free
Craigslist. Some items are more conventional, such as mattresses, couches
and book shelves. Sometimes the items are absolutely bizarre, like the
bottom half of an adult-sized dinosaur costume or a poor Dwarf Hamster
named Bella. But sometimes, you ind gold. Not just any kind of gold
however, but the best kind which is described as “300 square meters of
orange polar leece”. his is the tale of the Golden Fleece.
he Golden Fleece was not always in our possession, you see. No, it was
found as Lea was moving out of rez, and decided she might want to have
at least one piece of furniture to go forth apartment-hunting with. She had
heard that you generally have to pay money to have some – however the free
section on Craigslist nicely bypasses the money part. Looking through, Lea
saw a picture of a gym, with something golden almost entirely obscuring
its ceiling. Intrigued, she soon read below that it was covered in leece!
Beautiful, sot, warm, warm, cozy, fuzzy leece! hinking back to many a
cold night on top of the mountain, waiting for the last skiers and the clock
to strike, the cold slowly penetrating through each layer of her my skin, she
realized that wrapping herself in 300 square meters of leece was exactly
what she needed. It was soon discovered that it was initially an art exhibit,
called the Sweater Lodge – essentially a giant, giant sweater. Realizing that
you should never say no to leece at the golden price of free, Lea quickly
emailed its owners to ask them if they would potentially be okay with a
large group of scissors-armed people destroying their masterpiece in order
to outit themselves. Lea then sent the rest of the exec an email to both
conirm her sanity in such a quest, and to enlist other leece lovers in order
to potentially accomplish this. Ater many an email, no conclusion was
reached about her sanity, but she did enlist more leece lovers. Now that the
exhibit was long over, the leece sat alone in the basement of their storage
unit, waiting for its destiny to be fulilled. Apparently, it was meant to be
destroyed and fashioned into miniature sweaters and other assorted warm
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clothing to begin with. he owners had only but one request when we took
possession of the treasure: that we would send pictures of the wondrous
wardrobes we had created with their golden git.
Together, Cora and Lea, with Cora’s large blue machinery on wheels, set
out to collect it. We had a diicult time imagining just how large 300 square
meters of leece could be and had quite the e-mail FAFF regarding this.
Finally, we decided that Cora’s truck should be large enough to transport
the leece and journeyed to its current abode.
When we arrived, we saw a package of Golden Fleece, about the size of
2 Leas and 2 Coras compacted together and instantly thought “Oh, it is not
nearly as large as we thought! No problem!” hat was, until we realized
that this package was one of four of the same size. We started to become
concerned regarding the space within Cora’s truck, but decided that it
would still be okay. hen they brought out the big package which was equal
in size to the irst four combined… we then realized that this journey may
require multiple trips and may prove to be more of a challenge than irst
perceived.
We irst transported the largest package. It was very heavy and required
four people to haul it up the stairs and to the truck. Along the way, a porcelain
sink was the irst victim. As we pushed the leece through the narrow door
frame with all of our might, the sink was nudged and plummeted to the
ground. But we had to forge onwards. Once the behemoth of leece was
safely in the back of the truck, we had renewed hope. We returned to collect
the four smaller bundles, with each only requiring two people to transport.
We put two more in the back of the truck and two in the back seat. his
is where the second casualty occurred. he tailgate of Cora’s truck to this
day only closes and locks on one side… the other side has been forever
broken (unless magical funds appear). Our hopes dimmed and lickered
as we tried to it the entire leece in all its glory within the truck – however
our combined Tetris abilities won out, and we managed to it the last of
it in, mostly. he topper window was unable to close because leece was
billowing out of the back of the truck. With no rear view, we embarked
on the long journey back to 34th and Crown to place the leece in Cora’s
garage. Because the tailgate was not closing properly, we grew concerned as
we neared the hill at 16th Avenue and Blenheim – not for ourselves, but for
the imminent fate of cars behind us and the increasing possibility of leece
escape and attack thereof. We ascended slowly, with a car following close
behind us. Luckily, we did not take out this car and made it to the top and
then subsequently to Cora’s garage. he task was complete!
Now that we had acquired the Golden Fleece, we had to ind homes for
it. Although the house at 34th and Crown has a large garage, this leece
took up half of it! Lea returned the next day to collect a bundle and became
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PHELIX HUT GETS A NEW
COAT OF PAINT
Caitlin Schneider

So a while ago, like a year ago, I was up at Phelix Hut and thought to
myself, ‘You know, this hut could use a new coat of paint’. A few months
later, I thought, ‘Actually, it was probably ine’. hus, nothing happened for
a while, but inally in August, Phelix Hut got its irst new coat of paint since
being built!
First, some technical results of the trip. 11 VOCers and 5 friends agreed
to spend a long weekend up in the beautiful surroundings of Phelix Hut. We
hauled up 6 cans of grey paint (called Sharkskin), 1 can of brown paint and
1/2 can of primer along with various trays, rollers and brushes.
We got up to the hut in good time, with Sam Johnson’s white minivan
making an amazing efort and transporting its passengers to the trailhead.
By the time I got to the hut with the last of the group, everyone had gotten
the paint out and was starting work on the hut! On Saturday, we sanded
the hut and scraped some of the laking paint. he outhouse was primed
as well. For some reason, the top of the outhouse is pink (maybe it was on
sale), and with the white primer, it looked something like a little girl’s castle
gone wrong.
Ater some painting prep was done, a bit of hiking was had. Some
people decided to go up Shadowfax and came down the wrong way in the
pitch black (some without headlamps, rookie mistake). Others decided to
go swimming in the upper lake.
On Sunday, the painting continued on with an early start as Partick
Lui and Roland Burton got the equipment out to motivated everyone else.
Taking the ladders from inside the hut, we got started on two levels, some
painting high and others getting dripped on. As we got started, we also
realized just how tall the hut actually was, which was really, really tall. With
one person on the ladder and one stabilizing the ladder and then a roller
attached to the broom handle using voile straps, we were just able to reach
the peak of the hut. Patrick was able to provide a hand by scrambling up
to the second loor and painting around the upper window by hanging

Lazing on a sunny afternoon in front of a freshly painted hut. Photo: Roland Burton

out of it. It is impressive what can be accomplished with so many people
working, and almost everything was done by early Saturday aternoon. We
had painted as much of the hut as possible, including the plywood around
the bottom and the porch, and had used up 3.5 cans of the gray paint. he
only section not painted was the top half of the hut on the side with the
solar panels. he ladders are not as tall as I had hoped and getting up there
was sketchy; I feared for both the safety of the people and the stuf attached
to the hut should anyone attempt it.
he outhouse and stairs were once again painted brown. I think all
outhouses deserve to be painted brown. It’s appropriate somehow. It seems
that some creature (a marmot perhaps) likes to chew holes in the back of the
outhouse, so I used one of the many plexiglass pieces found in the basement
of the hut to cover the large hole in its backside. he back of the outhouse
now has 3 windows but will hopefully not ill with snow.
he bird holes that were made by the migrating woodpeckers were
patched except for the one by the door that had an active resident on my last
visit. I am hoping that this bird will use this hole again instead of making
new ones... his is an experiment and I am not sure if it will work. Stay
tuned for updates.
Some work was also completed inside the hut. he last of the inside
window trim was cut, installed and painted. All windows look awesome.
In the aternoon, we again split up and did some hiking around the
area with some heading for Gandalf, others heading to Shadowfax and
another group of to conquer Cabin Hill. I ended up hiking up to the lakes
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below Shadowfax. On the way up, we were seriously distracted by the large
number of berries everywhere. It is so hard to keep going when tasty snacks
are growing all around you. We made sure to call out for bears in case they
had the same idea. Ater hiking around the lakes and enjoying the amazing
view into each valley, we hiked back down, eating more berries, and then
enjoyed another swim in the lake. So refreshing! hough without a towel,
the best way we found to dry of was to run in circles in the sun. It was very
efective.
he night was full of songs and stars but Monday dawned gray and a
bit rainy. Some people wanted to get back to town at a reasonable time, so
ater a leisurely breakfast, we packed up, waved good-bye to the beautiful
hut and headed back down the trail. As we were leaving though, two guys
with hunting bows and guns showed up. It was slightly disconcerting to
walk around the hut on the way to the outhouse and to ind them standing
by the back of the hut. hey had come over the Gandalf-Frodo Col. I am
still not sure exactly what they were planning to hunt; maybe the marmots
in the outhouse?
We ended up carrying down the 2 cans of gray paint. I let the half-full
can of the gray up at the hut incase someone goes up and has a few moments
to paint the porch steps again. he rain shower on Monday morning kind of
ruined our attempt. All in all, the hut looks even more beautiful now and I
hope that this coat will last another 20 years.

Hard at work. Photo: IIeana Costrut
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THREE LOG RIDES WITH A
SIDE OF BEAR SPRAY TO THE
JUNK
Jeff Mottershead
I present four poignant real-life adventures. Only two of them involve
me, but they’re all stories that deserve to be recorded, and no one else is
doing it. Two of them I only heard about second-hand, so there may be
some transcription errors, but I’m conident that the important points are
true.

STU MASTERMAN RIDES A LOG
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away Stu Masterman—a very lovable
VOC alumnus—was hiking with some people. None of the details there
really matter.
here was a log in the forest. his is the important part.
he log was fairly hety and had fallen across the trail on a section of
fairly steep sidehill. It was propped up by the remains of its branches to be
at a good awkward height where it was hard to climb over and even worse
to climb under. Stu had managed to get himself on top of the log and was
facing downhill with a leg on either side of the log when the log dislodged.
Stu was now Slim Pickens riding the bomb.
he tip of the log went between two closely spaced trees, which were
snapping the branches of Stu’s log without slowing it down an iota. Stu was
more or less a deer in the headlights rocketing towards a double-amputation
when he was bucked of by the log.
Not being on top of the log was probably a good thing, but being under
it wasn’t so hot either. Branches were ploughing furrows in the forest loor
on either side of Stu. Had things been oriented a little diferently Stu would
have had a furrow ploughed through him. But things weren’t, and he
escaped unscathed. Everybody was happy about that because Stu is a pretty
likable guy.
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I RIDE A LOG
Back in the day I foolishly agreed to clean a route on the Chief that
the guidebook had assured me would be an instant classic if anyone was
noble enough to scrub all the boulders, tonnes of dirt, and good-sized trees
out of it. I enquired with the Squamish Access Society, guidebook author,
and local climbing stores, and they all said I should do it. Ater blowing a
ridiculous amount of time on the route, some people thought that I was a
more or less decent guy, and the internet thought that I should be hanged.
People seem to climb it and like it, so I try to ignore the internet, but I ind
that isn’t so easy.
he older and crustier reader might remember that I gave a brief account
of this tale as part of a larger article in the 50th VOC Journal. Meh. It’s a
better story with all the details.
I was regularly cleaning at night and in the rain to avoid dropping
anything on people. It’s really hard to get a stump out of a crack, so I started
using a 6-ton chain puller to pull the trees out of the cracks. he puller itself
only reached 15’, so to reach all the trees from my anchor tree (an enormous
ir that was of route and too big to get my hands around), I had to bring up
ive 40’ wire ropes. he puller itself weighed 91 lbs, and each length of wire
rope weighed 62 lbs.
he beeiest tree on the entire route was dramatically larger than all
the rest. Every inch I pulled it was a brutal battle. I wasn’t dark yet when
I started, and the sun was coming up when I inished cranking it up. As I
pulled it up, it leaned over onto me. When it inally came time to release
it, I had two major problems: here was no way I was going to be able to
unhook the thing unless some divine force held it up for me, and, more
disturbingly, a large number of branches were going to rake over me and
try to pull me down as it fell. It was also pretty clear that if it had any speed,
and it hung up in one of the ixed lines, the ixed line would deinitely break.
I went down to inspect my situation. Not only was the tree massive, but
the enormous clump of dirt and rocks that was still attached to it wasn’t
helping things. he manual for the chain puller claims that you exert 6 tons
when you pull on the handle with 71 lbs. I wasn’t doing too much less than
that just to lit the tree ater it had broken free, so the whole mess must have
been a few tons at the least.
I went back up to the puller, and formulated a brilliant plan: I would
take a scrap of 7/16” static line and tie the tree to the wire rope with it. I
would then lower the weight onto this the rope, detach the puller and cut
the rope. his would release the tree. As for the concern about it breaking
of ixed lines, my brilliant solution was to connect myself to the wire rope
and crunch up as small as I could.
I touched my knife to the rope holding the tree, and it snapped at irst
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contact. he tree came down like a ton of bricks and demolished a number
of other trees on the way down, including the anchor tree for the lower ixed
lines. It came to rest with most of its weight on other bent-over trees, but
enough on the ixed lines that there was no way I’d be able to get a rappel
device on any of them or move even if I did. hat’s why I keep an emergency
rope up there, though.
Later, I went up again, with the biggest bow saw Canadian Tire had.
he plan was to cut the tree into manageable bits and chuck them down in
pieces. When I got up there, it was clear that the problem was bigger than I
remembered it. he trunk itself was enormous, but the root ball was truly
preposterous.
he bottom portion of the tree was way thicker than my saw, so I had
to saw through both sides and meet up in the middle. Sawing from the
underneath was impossible, so I had to saw from either side. his meant I
had to straddle the trunk while cutting through it.
It’s not that I didn’t know that this was dumb; it’s just that I didn’t see
a better option. Not shockingly, I got thrown a good ways when it inally
broke. My aider ended up caught on the portion of the tree that went up,
and my foot stayed engaged in the aider, so I ended up hanging by my foot,
swing lazily back and forth feeling pretty happy not to be more bashed up
than I was.

A LOG RIDES ME
In September I spent a week solo at the Harrison Hut chainsawing out
all the deadfall that covered the trail. Interacting with people has its merits,
sometimes. I do get a reasonable amount of satisfaction out of working
alone, though, so that’s what I did. One real disadvantage of being alone
is that if you mangle yourself suiciently as to be unable to take pictures of
your injuries, no one is going to do it for you.
Chainsaws are inherently fairly dangerous. he VOC chainsaw is a tiny
little thing, but it could still do a good job of mucking you up. I had all the
protective gear on and my SPOT tracker and was in all honesty making
every attempt to do things by the book.
Most of the trail is on a heinous sidehill, because that’s how the VOC
likes it. All of the zillion trees fallen across the sidehill added an extra
challenge, as I needed to think about what would happen if they started
to slide ater I inished cutting through them. Some of them did, which is
probably good, because I would have felt silly thinking about them sliding
if none of them actually did.
One of the larger ones on the steepest sidehill portion—about a kilometre
from the hut—clearly wanted to slide, as it pinned the chainsaw when I cut
through it on either side of the trail. Both times I had to get the wedges
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out and pound for a while to free the saw. here wasn’t a hint of a bending
moment, where one side of the cut opens up and the other jams; the whole
cut was just pressed together.
If I stood on the trail on the uphill side of the log, I had a hety tree on
either side of me. I thought that being surrounded by hety, live, upright
trees would protect me if logs started sliding down the hill. From my
position of safety, I gave the middle section of the log a irm boot. I was
expecting to have to give it a number of irm hits to get it to budge. Instead
it surprised me by popping out at almost nothing.
I’d really leaned into my forward-stomping motion, expecting a lot of
push-back from the tree. I didn’t get that, so I fell forwards. he upper
portion of the log started to slide and entrained my foot. his dragged the
rest of me around one of the upright trees that was supposed to protect me.
Over the years I’ve broken both my arms and both my legs, all in separate
incidents. As I was going down the hill with my ankle still pinned under the
log, I felt a distinct overload condition and was sure that I was going to hear
a muled pop and end up with a loose foot dangling of the end of my leg.
Oddly enough that didn’t happen. I just ended up a ways down the hill
with some mild exfoliation and a bit of a bump. Ater the bump went away,
there was fairly remarkable dent in my leg that persisted a few months.
I enjoyed having people feel it, because I’d get an interesting variety of
disturbed looks.
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Some time later Ben took a leak. Shortly aterwards he sheepishly
announced, “Uh guys… I detect some burning.”
Everyone gave Ben all the luids that they had in various Nalgenes, and
he did his best to scrub of his junk.
None of it helped.

FUN WITH EXPIRED BEAR SPRAY
Ben Singleton-Polster is a ine VOCer in many ways. One of his many
admirable traits is a good scientiic curiosity.
When Christian Veenstra’s bear spray expires, he sprays it out in the
middle of a logging road somewhere. He justiies this by saying that it
would be lame if someone bulldozering up the landill popped a thing of
expired bear spray and became engulfed in a cloud of unpleasantness. he
truth is that if all the landill bulldozers were driven by robots he’d just ind
some other way to justify spraying it, because there’s no way he’s going to
pay a bunch of money for something that can spray and not disgorge luid
all over the place.
Ben’s scientiic curiosity demanded more than just seeing it spray. he
bear spray cannister has a lammable warning on it. As much it’s highly
bad-ass to be spraying bear spray, it pales in comparison to wielding a
lame-thrower. Even a lame-thrower is no match for the Rambo-ness of
laming bear spray.
Ben lit a lighter with one hand and ired the bear spray with the other.
Of course there was no laming jet of bear spray. It just blew out the
lighter and covered Ben’s hand in bear spray. He did his best to wipe it of.

Drawing: Jef Mottershead
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BREW@BREW A HOMAGE TO BEER AND
MOUNTAINS IN THREE ACTS

PRELUDE
By: Jens Vent-Schmidt
It all started in September 2012, when I went on my irst trip to the
wonderful Brew Hut. We hiked past Brew lake and summitted mountains
with inspiring names such as Mt Brew, Mt Keg, Mt Hops. An idea was born
– I had to brew beer at Brew Hut with the water from Brew Lake.
his idea did not leave the back of my head throughout the whole winter.
When spring came around I posted this trip to the agenda and created a
rumour. he trip was on the agenda for several months without further
information and people started talking: Will it happen? Does Brew exist?
Etc. Finally, when August started, we set out to our quest.

FIRST ACT: BREWING BEER ON TOP OF A MOUNTAIN
By: Dano Morrison
In this report, I will relate the events of the irst beer brewing session on
top of Mt Brew, an event which will surely go down in history.
he trip began, perhaps as all trips do, at the Squamish Tim Hortons.
Amidst attendees of the Squamish Music Festival nursing their hangovers,
the team got themselves of to a healthy start – sugar and cafeine. Managing
to avoid the long line that formed soon ater, the team was in and out rather
quickly, brimming with energy that would bring them up to the top of the
mountain.
Out of necessity, the group separated at this point. Leading the charge
was Roland, Noriko, Kyle, and Else. Jens, Ru, Deb, Ross and Sam followed
close behind while the inal group including Luka, Frank and this author
himself lagged behind in a woefully unit-for-the-outdoors sports car. Once
the team arrived at the base of the logging road that lead to the trailhead,
the fragile 300zx was let behind and Jens shuttled the stragglers up the
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logging road, demonstrating the pure, rugged power of the far-superiorfor-the-outdoors Subaru Outback named, “Red Snapper”.
Upon reaching the trailhead, a stark feature of reality set upon us –
bugs. A diverse group of ly species and mosquitos would provide constant
companionship throughout the trip. hough they were incredibly annoying,
ruining several moments of quiet appreciation with their buzzing and
butting, their presence reminded us of the profound disconnect between
our idealized conception of reality and reality itself. hough we, as
outdoorspeople, seek uniication with nature, we must be aware that the
world is a place of chaos, and as such will always present us with challenges,
obstacles, and annoyances that defy our desire for a simple and comfortable
existence.
In order to evade the lying agents of chaos, the team quickly set out
along the trail, moving switly over the fallen timber and tumbled boulders.
While stopping at a pond for a water break, a Columbia Spotted Frog was
spotted moving gracefully through the water. Breaking through into the
alpine meadow was spectacular. he lowers were in full bloom, skies were
clear, and the creek was gurgling sotly. A more idyllic setting could not
have been imagined.
Upon reaching Brew Lake, the team gathered the nearly 50 liters of water
that would be needed for brewing. he lake was calm, cold, and clear, despite
the water beetles that could be seen swimming just below the surface. Luka,
burning with a passion to conquer the mountain, put it on himself to carry
the majority of water. He was summarily strapped up with 26L of water and
sent on his way. Everyone slogged the last stretch up to the hut at their own
paces and then settled in. Luka ended up getting lost, stranded on a ridge,
and was fetched by Ross, Sam, and Jens. When he got back, he still was full
of energy and even went on to bag the peak of Mt Brew with Sam.
Once everything was unpacked, the brewing started. Roland was very
useful in getting the Coleman stove lit, and we began to boil several litres
of water. Jens’ white gas mini stove proved to be powerful, putting out an
obscene amount of heat and making a noise like a jet engine. With the help
of this excellent heating system, within the hour we had already inished
brewing the irst of our two batches, the Mountaineer’s Lager, and were well
on our way with the Alpine Ale.
he rest of the aternoon at Brew proceeded peacefully. he beers were
brewed without a hitch and Jens and Ru took a swim in the nearby lake
together, frolicking nude as young lovers do. he outhouse was scraped
and repainted in a itting shade of brown, naps were taken, and violin was
played. By dinnertime, the team concluded that their day had been most
productive.
Once the newly brewed proto-beers were packed away to cool down to
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Collecting and iltering brewing water from Brew lake. Photo: Ruanne Lai

Ross making beer. Photo: Ruanne Lai

Jens and Deb making beer. Photo: Ruanne Lai
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the proper temperature and bellies were illed, the team began the muchanticipated beer tasting session. Amidst heated conversation about science,
nationalism, and (gasp) abortion, a selection of beers both exotic and local
were passed around, showcasing styles as varied as Hefeweizen, ginger
beer, and Eisbock. At one point, a stray beer can was knocked of a bench,
sprouting a leak and releasing a torrent of gushing foam, which Jens switly
and skillfully vacuumed up with his mouth.
As day turned to night, the spectacle began. With the Perseid
meteorshower well on its way and a powerful lightning storm to the north,
there was a lot to look out for in the sky. Amidst a bright star ield, meteors
streaked by about once every minute, with larger ones leaving tracers which
hung like leeting golden threads. Punctuating this spectacle was the fury
of a large electrical storm that was estimated to be over Pemberton, lighting
up the night with the fury of Zeus. At one point, an extremely bright object
orbiting quickly through the sky, outdoing even Venus with its apparent
brightness. Deb said it was probably the International Space Station and
that sounded good.
Right before we all went to bed we tossed the yeast into the now cool
beer and set it away to ferment in the wood shed. Sleep was welcomed by
all. Apparently the stillness of the morning was broken by extremely loud
snoring from this humble author.
With the Squamish Music Festival ending, we knew there would be quite
a bit of traic going back to Vancouver from Squamish. Reasoning that the
earlier we got down, the better the transit back home would be, we set our
minds to descending forthwith. However, we still found enough time for
Roland to paint the inside of the outhouse and Frank to bag Hops peak.
Over the course of the night, this author’s right lower eye lid had swollen
nearly 4X in size, giving him a grotesque appearance. Coupled with the loud
snoring, he most likely came across a rather ogreish mountain companion.
Ibuprofen and rinsing with .02 micron iltered water appeared to abate the
swelling and sooth the accursed eyelid.
he clouds had set in a little, but the descent was still beautiful. Jens,
Ross, Luka, Sam, Frank, and the Author, bounded down to the logging
road in record time (approx. 1 hr). Roland, Deb, Ru, and Noriko, followed a
more leisurely pace down the mountain. Kyle and Else straggled behind at
the hut, presumably to complete a few more crossword puzzles.
Having reached the road so early, several of us decided to begin hiking
down the road while Jens and Ross went back up to catch up with the
slower walkers. Descending the road was surprisingly pleasant, especially
in the long forested section through which Frank and the Author feasted
on perfectly ripe thimbleberries – a great idea for another beer perhaps!
Soon though, this vignette was interrupted by the dust and noise of the rest
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of the team, which swooped us up to the bottom of the road and the Nissan
that would take us home. A delightful addendum to this trip was a pika that
darted across the road right before we let, providing our only glimpse of
an alpine mammal.

SECOND ACT: IT’S BOTTLING TIME
By: Jens Vent-Schmidt
Two weeks ater our irst quest to brew the best beer that has ever been
brewed at Brew hut, we set out back to the hut. While the initial interest
was large, the incoming fog and potential for whiteout had turned of many
fellow hikers. So with a newly formed group of ive, Ru, Ross, Jim, Conrad
and I, we started into an easy day.
Ater the obligatory stop at Tim Hortons to ill ourselves with mediocre
cofee and junk food, we set out at a good pace. Planning for a day trip really
helps to be fast. Without great amount of faf, we passed the meadows and
found ourselves at the hut.
Approaching to the hut, our curiosity increased: Did it ferment? Is it
ready? Is it good? Is it contaminated? Did a bear break into Micro-Brew
(the new name for the wood-shed) and is still drunk and asleep? We talked
about the plethora of possibilities and decided encountering the drunk
bear, while unlikely, would be the preferred option. When do you have the
option of seeing a drunken bear?
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Upon arrival, I went straight to
Micro Brew to retrieve the beers.
Sadly, we didn’t ind a bear. he foggy
and chilly weather drove the rest of
the crew straight into the hut, waiting
patiently for me to reveal my plans.
While hauling the beers into the hut,
I went over the best possible solution
for sanitizing the bottles and illing
them with tasty beer. We worked
together to sanitize, constantly
supervised by Conrad who took the
prime spot on the bench, savouring
on stories in the past VOC Journals.
When we excitedly opened the
fermenters, we were in shock. he
beers smelled horrbly and we weren’t
even sure whether we want to taste All bottled up! Photo: Jim Richardson
them. his started several discussions
and creation of possible scenarios from contamination to normal smell
during non-inished fermentation. (None of us has opened a beer during
the fermentation process so it was a valid hypothesis). We decided that
we need an unbiased taste-tester who hasn’t smelled the beer. Our natural
decision was to ask Ross. (Note: Ross has the superpower of not being able
to smell.)
I went ahead to take the irst sip to make sure the beer doesn’t get you
sick. Ater seeming ine, Ross tried both beers and decided that they were
ine and we should bottle them. I tried again and seconded his decision, so
we went ahead and bottled 46 litres of smelly but tasty beer.
Ater all the beer was illed into the bottles, we stored them back in
Micro Brew and brought 6 litres back down in order to be opened at several
time points to determine whether the beer was drinkable. We decided to
give the beer another six weeks at the hut before sending up the crowds to
inish it up.
I was looking forward to that beer and happily organized a large
gongshow-style trip trying to cram 30 people into Brew. Unluckily a cold
prevented me from going onto the inal drinking-trip…

THIRD ACT: LIQUID GOLD – A BREW HUT ADVENTURE

Ru and Jens bottling the Mountain Brew.
Photo: Jim Richardson

By: Anne Darby
No drunken bear drank our beer.
Photo: Jim Richardson

here exists a legend of a treasure hidden away deep within the
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mountains of the Sea-toSky. It is a treasure as old as
it is valued. It is a treasure
of gold: liquid gold: liquid
pleasure: BEER. Rumours
echoed through the VOC,
and a group of travelers
rose to the occasion. Taking
direction straight from
the tale, they planned a
course to the Brew Hut,
determined to locate the
Photo: Praveena Manogaran
fabled mountain-brew.
--he morning was of typical Vancouver grey, but we weren’t deterred.
We couldn’t be. Ater stopping at Tim Hortons as per tradition for much
needed cofee and second breakfast, we continued on into the impeding
wet. he trailhead was as soggy as could be expected; water bars lowed like
rivers and at points the road was more puddle than passable route. Eager to
escape the cold that comes from such rain, we loaded our packs and set of
with minimal faf. It’s curious how weather can do that.
Our large group fragmented into smaller units. he quicker and more
experienced moved switly into the trees and vanished behind the irst mass
of boulders. heir speed was presumably inspired by the comfort of shelter
and drink that awaited. he slower were let to ponder what crazy whim
drew us out on such a morning as the last remnants of dry were washed
from our skin. he mountain beer had better be worth its legend.
Regardless of pace, all hiked the same trail and through the same weather.
We moved from rain, to sleet, to snow, to blizzard. Once stable rocks
became slick with dust and eventually disappeared altogether underneath
a blanket of white. he winds picked up and threw angry crystals in our
faces. Visibility was poor and had it not been for those breaking trail, some
of us might have been lost (though there were several individuals with GPSs
– always prepared, they are!). he wind was strong and the snow ierce,
but they still were not quick enough to cover our forerunners’ tracks. We
followed them religiously to Brew.
Nearly everyone arrived at the Hut soaked. he few who weren’t, soon
surrendered their comfort to the elements as we headed once again into
the storm to collect irewood. A few large logs and many smaller twigs
were gathered before people lost morale for the efort; it was certainly a
new experience to go swimming without the use of a lake or similar body
of water. We then decided it was time to hunt down and enjoy some of the
legendary Brew beer. We had paid our dues.
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he storm raged on, but it soon faded into the background as food,
company, and the glorious liquid gold took our focus. he beer was
particularly enjoyable and between cards, drinking games and conversations
that, in any other context, would be far too awkward, the supply waned.
Once the beer had dwindled, everyone found themselves in a state of sleepy
contentedness. We drited of curious as to what the morning’s weather
would bring. Was sun too much to hope for?
Of course it was. he weather was roughly the same as we had let it the
night before. No one was terribly eager to brave the mountain’s anger, but
with our supplies (of beer) gone, we had few other options. hough soon
enough, we were out of the blizzard and back into the typical Paciic Coast
rain. At the cars, we packed up and decided grab some food along with a
inal celebratory beer in Squamish before returning to our dry city lives; at
least there we would inally be out of the rain (ha!).
--A very special thank-you to (Super) Jens for crating such a wonderful
batch of mountain beer and for allowing us to consume nearly all of it. We
missed you on this trip but are very grateful for your eforts. hank you!

From rain to snow. Photo: Praveena Manogaran

Soaked. Photo: Praveena Manogaran
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A NIGHT IN THE CITY
Jim Richardson

he following trip report was mostly written in the early hours of Sunday
morning on the 18th of August 2013. It was written mainly so that the writer
would have something to do to pass the time. I’m posting it here partly as
a cautionary tale (although I’m not sure what the lesson is) but mostly as
a source of amusement. Amusement is primarily derived from laughing at
my misfortunes.
It had been several weeks since yours truly, the protagonist (and/or
antagonist) of this story, had been on a camping trip. Well, that is not entirely
true. He had taken his dad up to Jofre lakes the previous weekend, which
was a lot of fun. But far from the usual VOC suferfest he was accustomed
to. He would remain in the city again this weekend, and spend some time
with his parental units.
Our protagonist decided to try to embrace city life. He thought it was a
good idea to try to emulate what normal people do in this situation and go
to a bar. And drink, and dance. his kind of activity is not recommended to
anyone, let alone our protagonist. He invited a formidable swarre of people
for said outing, but surprisingly it was exclusively VOCers that showed up.
He suspected this was due to the Veenstra traverse being cancelled for that
weekend (something he was secretly glad about since it would be postponed
and he wanted to go on it too).
he bar night, by all accounts, was a success. Mt Baker was discussed at
length, PBRs were drank and tequila shots were had. Alfred Larsen regaled
our protagonist with a story of an epic spearhead traverse, in which, to
quote a phrase: shit got real. It would also be the last time to get drunk with
Lia Dengler before she went to Quebec. Our protagonist engaged in a lot of
the aforementioned dancing and drinking and a good time was had by all.
It was ater this that things started to go horribly wrong.
At some point our protagonist decided to leave, along with Ross
Campbell and Marie-Eve Myrand-Lapierre. When it became apparent
that the skytrain was not running he decided to catch the N19 and split
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of from the rest of the group. Before getting to the stop, our protagonist’s
brain assured him that stopping and getting two slices of pizza was a good
idea. It, in fact, did turn out to be a good idea because the bus didn’t come
for another 10 minutes. Such a good idea that he went back and got another
slice before the bus came. It is probably worth mentioning at this time that
our protagonist was quite drunk.
He boarded the N19, which was destined to take him within a 16 minute
walk of his house. his was the last good thing that happened to him that
night. While on the bus, he lamented that everything he could see out
of the window looked like everything he had previously seen out of the
window. He also noticed that there were a bunch of people on the bus, and
concluded that getting of at the right stop would be diicult. Satisied with
this conclusion he started listening to the Dandy Warhols to pass the time.
*Scene missing*
Somewhere toward the later part of the album our protagonist started
to realise he didn’t recognise any of the scenery. Acting quickly and
thoughtfully to the changing conditions he immediately got of the bus.
Using the navigation device he had brought with him (a GPS within a
phone) he was able to point his location to “somewhere in the heart of
Burnaby” and “far away from the warm bed that he so desired”.
He texted the bus stop at 3:39am hoping there would be another N19
that would take him home. here was no such luck. he next bus that
would come was the “106” and it went to some distant village known as
“Metrotown”, but it did not come until 6:05am. his was when shit started
to get real.
He paused to relect on his situation and also to purchase a Big Mac from
the McDonalds across the road. He had a fairly long slog ahead of him and
had the foresight to leave McDonalds not only with the Big Mac, but also a
large cup of water. he VOC had taught him well.
He had no beta on this hike, but there would most likely be neither
navigational challenges nor issues with bad weather. It would be fairly
straightforward to follow Kingsway all the way. here was minimal elevation
change and it was primarily downhill anyway. It would be an 8.5km slog;
there was no other way to describe it. See below for an outline of the route
taken by our protagonist:
At some point some of you may be wondering why our protagonist
didn’t just get a taxi home. hat question is hard to answer while sober and
in the cold, clear light of day but I suspect it was because there weren’t any
around and/or he didn’t want to pay for one.
Our protagonist started the long journey home in high spirits and saw
many strange and magical sights in his trails. To educate others about the
far-of, mysterious land of Burnaby, our traveller has documented some of
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the sights he saw. hese are as follows:
A “Signature” BC Liquor store
Books, Media & CDs
he irst 19 of the day (which I ran for, and missed, and which would
have been good to catch) at 5:16am.
A Willy Wonka-esque chocolate factory/shop, complete with fountain
Home sweet home (at 5:39am).
he rest of the story is fairly uneventful and involves a lot of walking.
Our protagonist passed the time by writing the trip report you are currently
reading and listening to more Dandy Warhols. He got home at 5:39am
which he argued to himself was a pretty respectable time to be getting home
from a Veenstra traverse, had he, in fact, been on a Veenstra traverse.
he next day he woke up with a pretty foul hangover. he kind where
you feel that someone has encased your brain in concrete, and the concrete
has gotten into all the little wrinkles, and then frozen solid. He took a few
headache tablets, then went to meet up with his parents. Pizza, bruschetta,
cofee and orange juice helped with the hangover, as did the drugs. It was an
enjoyable day, if a little bittersweet since it was their last day in Vancouver.
He was sad to see them go, but took solace in the fact that this meant his
4 weeks of compulsory city life were over. Our protagonist ended the day by
vowing never to drink again, and reading the message-board thread for the
2013 Veenstra traverse.
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EMERGENCY SKILLS
PRACTICE: VICTIM’S POINT
OF VIEW
Marie-Eve Lyrand-Lapierre
On the weekend of 11-12 of January, a snowstorm convinced some
VOCers that going on fancy backcountry skiing trips wasn’t a good idea.
But staying home? Really, that’s a possibility? Instead of losing our time
by sleeping, studying, cleaning or whatever other boring stuf you do at
home, Diego had the brilliant idea of organizing a trip to practice our
emergency skills. So, some VOCers went for a daytrip to Red Heather, some
on Saturday and others on Sunday. On Sunday, we split up the group in two
teams of four. My team was composed of myself, Diego Ribas-Cadle, Jim
Richardson and Jens Vent-Schmidt.
We started by two rounds of beacon search with multiple burial. Some
mistakes were made for the irst set. We realised how taking one more
minute on the ine searching could save some precious minutes when you
don’t dig at the right place. he second set, based on the observations of
the irst one, was way quicker and more eicient. When we dug out the
last “victim”, we found out that the poor backpack had a broken leg. I
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enthusiastically volunteered to replace the non-sociable backpack to act as
the victim!
First, Jens made a primary and secondary survey. He found that only
my leg seemed to be afected. Aterward, Diego assessed if my spine was
injured. he test he chose to do was the “poking” one. In short, he poked
me at diferent places (forehead, hand, legs, etc.) with a sharp and dull tool
and asked me what I felt. When there is a mix up with my answers it means
that something might be wrong with my spine. Everything was ine, so they
set me in the resting position to do
a secondary survey on my spine.
Once again everything seemed good
so they concluded that the chances
that I got a spinal cord injury were
very low. hus they carefully moved
me onto a sleeping mat to get some
comfort and insulation. Once I

tried to push/pull me uphill to get out of the gully. I inally understood why
they attached me...
I quickly started to feel myself sliding backward… he skins didn’t
stick properly and I was slowly getting out of the sled. herefore, they had
to attach me again… twice. I think the third time they tried a diferent
technique involving my feet (well, I have no clue what they did since my
head was underneath the blanket to prevent the snow from falling onto my
face). Whatever they did, it was very eicient and I was nicely ixed on the
sled.
At this point the front of my legs (at the hip level) started to be painful.
I was in the same position for almost an hour now. Diego explained to
me later that apparently the maximum amount of time someone can stay
attached to a sled without having too much pain is about two hours. Now I
understand why. his is an aspect to keep in mind about the importance of
the rescue rapidity… no pressure rescuers!
My head was downhill and now that I think about it, being in the other
direction would have been better. First simply because having my head
uphill is nicer, and also because of the proximity of my face with their head
while they were pushing behind the sled…
While they tried to get me out of there, it seemed that I wasn’t getting
anywhere… he guys had to try diferent pushing techniques without
satisfying results. At this speed, it would take the whole day to get out of
the gully. he snow was very deep and the shovel blade wasn’t suicient.
herefore, Jens took his shovel and started digging out the trail to help the
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was on the mat, they covered
me with an open sleeping bag and
an emergency blanket, and use
backpack as a pillow. It was quite
nice and warm. Note to the rescuers:
when you do stuf or move above the
victim, be careful to not throw snow
in the victim’s face!!
Ater I was comfortably installed, Diego started the sled construction. It
was composed of only skis, voile straps, poles and probe. he probes were
installed in a “X” coniguration and retracted ski poles and shovel handles
were used to solidly join the two skis together.
Once the frame was done, Jens added a shovel blade in the front to help
the sled to break trail. Aterward, they added a backpack for more insulation
and to give me more protection. he result was simply amazing!
Once the sled was inished, they moved me onto it with the help of the
mat. hen they attached me on the sled using skins. At the moment I didn’t
really understand why they attached me, I thought it was for the sleeping
bag and blankets to stay in place while they were moving me. Ater they
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sliding process. It worked pretty well! We inally managed to get out of the
gully and reached a spot where the helicopter could get me.
Ater this great experience, we all realised how important practicing was.
It took quite a while before they became truly eicient, and a lot of time was
lost on small details. Remember, small details could make a big diference!

Photo: Jim Richardson
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A PUBLIC SERVICE POEM:
THE DEFECATION AT CABIN
THREE
Murray Down
here are strange things done at hut hompson and this story is true,
Folks get the runs, but there’s more than one thing that you shouldn’t do,
Reader discretion is advised, in case you misconstrue,
In case you hadn’t realized, this rhyme is about poo,
I’ve seen weird sights on many nights in the heights of the coast range,
Northern lights and neon tights and some things downright strange,
I’m not the type to always gripe and judge what people do,
But cross that line and it’s not ine…when I step in poo,
A friend and I hiked up to try to enjoy the mountain breeze,
But all around the hut we found TP and feces,
We found more lumps of peoples’ dumps, right next to the crapper,
I had to jump to miss the clumps, this made me feel not dapper,
In this verse it gets worse, as I walked to the creek,
here was a shit two yards from it and I could barely speak,
What to do about the poo? Not sit and doom and gloom and um,
On the double I grabbed a shovel made of steel not aluminum,
I scooped the feces that I could seize and put it in the john,
he dirty snow I did throw somewhere it won’t be stepped on,
If I could say something someday to them who right here shat,
I’d curse their way and then I’d say “honestly, who does that?”
Who leaves poo right next to the hut, the creek and the shitter,
Do they not know what the outhouse is fo’, are they slow or just bitter,
I know ya’ll are wise and all, I’m preaching to the choir,
Spread the word, not the turd before this place gets dire.
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VOC HUTS
Roland Burton

his past year has been a busy one for work on huts. he trouble with
writing something like this is it is hard to decide when the year began and
ended. Should we use the calendar year from January to January, the AMS
budget year from May to May, or the VOC Membership year which is
September to September? So this summary includes stuf done recently,
but not necessarily in the past year. “We” in this context refers to the VOC;
it doesn’t necessarily mean that I was involved or played an important role.

SPHINX, AKA BURTON HUT
In summer 2012, we did some work to keep the mold under control. We
hauled in a can of toxic paint and painted the inside walls. We replaced a
window, which should be openable, at least from the inside. We added a
vent to let in air, hoping that the hut will dry out somewhat when it isn’t
occupied. We studied the door and decided that it needed replacing with
the strongest door we could ind. hen last winter, we hauled a commercial
grade steel door across the lake while the lake was frozen, and installed it.
his summer, we hauled up a “door shoe” to extend the door downwards
and seal of the space at the bottom, which had been allowing snow and
animals to enter.
Unfortunately, this has all been done under the dark shadow of BC
Parks, which has inally decided to charge ten dollars per person per night
for anybody sleeping in most parks in BC, so we now have to pay to sleep in
our own hut. Still, it’s somewhat dry, somewhat warm, probably crowded,
and it doesn’t lap when the wind blows.

PHELIX, AKA BRIAN WADDINGTON HUT.
Phelix is getting a lot of use because it is big and the skiing around there
is somewhat drier and luier than anywhere else within a day’s drive. he
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Hut does not seem to be deteriorating very fast, as our previous attempts
to paint everything inside with oil-based paint seem to be keeping the
mold under control. Last summer, we replaced two more windows, so that
now only one of the original seven windows remains. he replacement
windows are not giving us any trouble, other than sometimes freezing shut.
his summer, we painted the exterior. We also patched some holes made
by a licker, a member of the woodpecker family. We (Christian Veenstra)
tried for a third time to build a bridge across the outlet to the hut’s lake,
hoping to see the bridge survive for at least a year, and maybe forever. We
put a more powerful fan on the “Solar Air Heater Device”, to further control
mold. here were long agonizing discussions about whether the outhouse
is lushing into the lake, whether we should replace the outhouse, or sample
it, or something, but in the end nothing was done about the outhouse, and
probably nothing will be done until it becomes full, and we need to move
it. he usual discussion about supplying heat concluded that VOC doesn’t
want the responsibility of supplying fuel and charging users for fuel, that
avalanche killed trees around the lake should be let to rot in peace, and
anyways the mold seems to be under control at the moment.

BREW HUT
A grant from the FMCBC paid for the replacement of the remaining four
windows, and they were carried up and installed this fall in extremely nasty
weather conditions, by Ryan Mackenzie and crew. All windows at Brew
have now been replaced, and are working well.
Firewood at Brew is becoming an issue, as we have, over the past eight
years, burned up pretty well all of the old hut for irewood. To make Brew
a beginner-friendly destination, to keep the occupants warm and dry, and
to prevent the hut from dissolving, we need to supply irewood. Initially, we
hoped to delay lying in wood by collecting the dead wood lying around Mt.
Brew, but we decided that was too much work or maybe not environmentally
friendly (sounds better). Finally, just as the snow was starting to fall, we
arranged a wood delivery for $1k, and a helicopter to ly it in, for $4k. Our
plan was thwarted at the last minute by the Authorities deciding to replace
the Cheakamus bridge, so we couldn’t get the wood close enough by truck
to ly it in cheaply, before the snow came. It remains to be seen whether
we can get our act together earlier next year, whether we create our own
irewood in the clear cut or buy it, whether we can do the helicopter thing.
As I write this, there seems to be a great deal of competition for the
remaining readily-accessible solitude around Brew. We have the local
snowmobile club trying to get places to run their sleds, and places to park
their trucks. hey are trying to form a much larger club made up of all
the smaller clubs, which should give them more political clout. We have
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the commercial operation, Powder Mountain Catsking (PMC) trying to lay
claim to enough solitude to entertain their clients. Finally, we have our own
Varsity Outdoor Club, also looking for our own special kind of solitude and
a place for beginner skiers to learn about the outdoors, unaccompanied by
the roar of the sleds, and with some snow still let un-tracked. How this
will all end, of course, remains to be seen. he VOC would prefer that the
area around the Brew Hut could be somehow declared “non-motorized”,
but there doesn’t seem to be any legal structure to enforce this, so it gets
routinely ignored. Perhaps the First Nations share our interests, and could
make a diference.

HARRISON HUT
Our most ambitious project, started around 2011 by Christian Veenstra
and Ben Singleton-Polster, was building a trail from the logging roads south
of the Lilloet River, up to the Hut. his work has been funded by a couple of
grants from Mountain Equipment Co-op, and more recently, a grant from
our own Alma Mater Society. When the trail building season drew to a close
in October 2013, we had obtained permission from the First Nations to
build the trail, we had built a new bridge across the East fork of Barr Creek,
and we had a pretty-well marked trail up to the Hut. his coincided with the
thirtieth anniversary of building the Hut. here is plenty of work still to do
to make a lat footbed for the trail and install chains on some of the steeper
bits. here was discussion about covering the entire hut in corrugated sheet
steel, as we did successfully at Brew, and somewhat at Sphinx, but we wisely
decided to delay this until another year. his will probably cost around $2k
for materials, perhaps a similar amount for helicopter, and will take a week’s
work up there to do a good job. I’m keen. It’s a lovely location. See article
History of the Harrison Hut.
We decided to charge non-members a “donation” of $10 per person per
night to use our Huts, except we decided to charge people only $5 for using
Sphinx, because they are already paying $10 to BC Parks. Part of the reason
for this increase is the expense of lying irewood into Brew Hut. If we make
money, we may once again review our choice to not heat Phelix. Harrison
Hut doesn’t need heat as it seems unlikely that we will ever have winter
access to it. Sphinx, while we built it and we do the maintenance, actually
belongs to BC Parks.
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HISTORY OF
THE HARRISON HUT
Roland Burton

his story began long ago. In 1965, the VOC built a cabin at Whistler.
Perhaps this wasn’t well thought out as we assumed that VOC likes downhill
skiing at Whistler and likes managing cabins. his proved to not be the
case. By 1976 the VOC Whistler Cabin had became the AMS Whistler
Cabin. AMS said to the VOC,“You are us, so what is yours is mine, which
is something like getting married. he VOC complained, and eventually
the Student Court plus a student referendum awarded a cash settlement to
VOC. his prompted the VOC to spend money on a pair of mountain huts.
he huts would not provide customers for lit companies, and hopefully
would not require a lot of managing. he irst hut of the pair, Brew Hut #1,
was built in 1982. In March of 1983, former Club President Julian Harrison
was tragically killed in an avalanche on Mt. Shasta. It was decided that the
second hut of the pair should be a memorial to Julian.
he hut kit was bought from Steiner Industries, and trucked to near
Meager Hot Springs. It was helicoptered in and assembled over the
hanksgiving weekend in1983 by a crew of 20 volunteers. he total cost for
materials, trucking and helicopter, came to around $15,000.
Access to the Harrison Hut has always been “interesting”. he easiest
way to get there is undoubtedly by helicopter, but most VOC members
are students and can’t aford helicopters. Naturally, the VOC couldn’t be
enthusiastic about wealthy people lying up to it, despite the fact that it
was built somewhere where the VOC couldn’t expect to use it for ourselves
during the winter months, without heroic efort.
he years since 1985 contain various entertaining attempts to get to the
Hut. You can ind them in old VOCJ articles. In VOCJ36, p133 describes
a fairly civilized Christmas trip, which included helicoptering the food
and some of the personnel. For a more epic story, try VOCJ39, p73 which
included falling into Barr Creek, and about a dozen people trying to survive
the night in a single two-person tent. For just plain entertainment, try
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VOCJ40, p53. hese VOC journals are available online to members.
My irst attempt to get to the Hut was with my brother-in-law Scott, in
1999. We drove a lot of logging roads, but didn’t get very close to the Hut.
We made it to the Meager Hot Springs, which were totally unmanaged at
the time, and spent the night. At one point, Scott, in his brand new running
shoes, stepped on what he thought was a large white rock and sank up to
his knees in uncomfortably hot water. It wasn’t a rock; it was a thin crust
of dissolved material, which comes out of solution as the hot water cools.
My irst successful trip was on July 1, 2000 described in VOCJ 43, p183.
By then, I owned a GPS, which made arrival at the Hut much more possible.
On the way out, we invented a method of navigating in a whiteout. First,
you scoop up a pocketful of gravel. hen whenever you are not sure if the
snow you are standing on is continuous or goes over a clif just ahead, you
throw a handful of gravel ahead of you. If you can see it lying on the ground,
then it’s safe to go there.
We were so excited about inally getting to the Hut that we did another
trip up there in the fall of 2000. his turned out to be an excellent way to
use up new members, who are always looking for hikes.
So far my visits to the Hut had all involved bushwhacking to the west of
Barr Creek. In August 2001, we decided to ind out what the original east
side route had to ofer. We treaded through much unpleasant bushwhacking
through nasty sloping slide alder. he west side is easier, but we were soon
to lose access to the west side.
By now, getting to the Hut was almost routine. In October 2002, I led
a crew of keeners up to the Hut. he moon lit the night and fresh snow
had fallen on all the peaks. At the inal crossing of Barr Creek, just before
the Hut, I fell in the creek, sprained my ankle, and did something bad to
my back. Our crew was most sympathetic but we decided that carrying me
back to the cars wasn’t going to be a wise choice, so they contacted the
authorities in Pemberton let me up there. he next day, I lew out in the
ambulance helicopter, along with two ambulance attendants.
Just as VOC decided that getting to the Hut was no longer a challenge,
nature challenged us. he bridge across Meager Creek was washed away,
probably in 2004. A VOC attempt to build a rope Tyrolean traverse was
interfered by the authorities (they took it down).
In June 2004, Frank Baumann, an old-time VOC member, was using
a helicopter in connection with a geothermal project near Meager Hot
Springs. He ofered to ly in building materials. We needed a new door
because the old one had been destroyed by sunlight and animals. However,
because of the missing bridge, we couldn’t easily get to the Hut to measure
the size of the required door. So Frank lew four of us up there. We measured
everything, painted the end of the Hut orange, and gathered up a ine load
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of garbage and dead Coleman stoves for when the helicopter picked us up
that aternoon. Later, Frank lew the new door in for us, but we still couldn’t
get to the hut to actually install the door until the Meager Capricorn Bridge
was rebuilt by the authorities, for around $250k.
By June 2008, the new bridge was in, and Pete Hudson had lagged
an excellent high route up the west side of Barr Creek, a.k.a. Pine Bump
route. We installed the door, which looked a bit as though it may have been
dropped by the helicopter. hat fall the VOC Mountaineering Camp took
place at the Hut, with Overseer and other things climbed.
For the New Year 2009, Christian Veenstra and Ben Singleton-Polster
lead a trip up the South side of the Lillooet Valley. hey realized that it was
a long way to break trail in deep snow and didn’t get far.
In September 2009, a massive slide came down Capricorn Creek,
dammed the Lillooet River, took out the Capricorn Bridge, the Lillooet
Bridge and threatened Pemberton with looding. he authorities weren’t
planning to rebuild the road and bridges. As all our access to the Hut had
relied on this very geologically unstable terrain, Christian and Ben set about
to ind a route for a trail up the less unstable south side of the Lillooet River.
In June 2011, I made my irst trip up the south side of the Lillooet. We
moved rocks blocking the road. At higher elevation, we found the road
washed out at Spidery Creek. We explored the remains of the looded valley,
and marvelled at the natural chaos.
By June 2012, the bridge across Spidery Creek had been rebuilt, so we
were able to drive further, but was blocked by two huge boulders. Ater
much discussion regarding the size of the boulders and what to do about
them, we moved only the smaller boulder at the end of July 2012. A further
trip in August, with all sorts of car jacks and other toys removed the bigger
rock, and that make the drive to the trailhead possible. (See photo of
smaller rock in VOCJ2012-2013, p232.) Around then we received a grant
from Mountain Equipment Co-op. his made it less onerous to work on the
trail because the grant paid for car rides, among other things.
In 2013, Mountain Equipment Co-op again funded work, including
a visit from a First Nations Cultural Technician, who conirmed that we
were not destroying any cultural artifacts on our route. We then received
permission to build a proper trail. he route had already been well sorted
out, so we lew in parts for a bridge over Barr Creek along with the Cultural
Technician. We also lew in Jef Mottershed, who worked alone for a week
with a chainsaw, clearing numerous windfall trees on the route.
he last work party this year on hanksgiving weekend, marked the
thirtieth anniversary of building the Hut. he crew found knee-deep snow
but managed to get work done, and spent one night at the Hut and the
second night at the hot springs. here is still work to do to make a proper
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footbed for the trail, and to hang chains on some of the steeper parts, but
the trail is now useable. Now that the Hut is once again accessible, at least
during summer, we will probably spend money on it with a big maintenance
trip next year.
It may be interesting to note that the Hut was built over one long
weekend, but the trail has taken the last three years. he trail has required a
lot of work mostly by Ben S-P, ChristianVeenstra, and Jef.
his story would not be complete without some mention of Meager
Hot Springs. hirty years ago it was a completely unmanaged hot springs
where you could camp anywhere and do pretty much anything, including
getting drunk and sitting in the hot spring all night (not recommended).
By 2009, just before the big slide, it was a completely managed site with
pools of various temperatures, slime removal on a regular basis, and a lot of
signs describing what to do and what not to do. No overnight camping was
allowed and an attendant enforced the rules and charged for visits. Now it
is a ghost hot springs town, with neglected signs, rotting boardwalks, and
garbage cans unemptied for years. It is visited occasionally, by helicoptered
people making ski movies, tougher-than-average hikers, or VOCers
working on the trail. Four of us visited it in August 2013 and nobody else.
he slime was awesome. he water was pleasant and hot. he old signs were
abundant, and the new signs say don’t camp, don’t even visit (we warned
you).
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WINDOWS, WINDOWS,
WINDOWS: MY TIME IN THE
VOC
Ryan McKenzie
I’ve been at UBC for longer than I’d like to admit. I completed an undergrad degree here without ever managing to join the VOC. Most of my
weekends were spent hiking, and I had friends that did the same, so I didn’t
really see the point in joining a club. It was probably one of the biggest mistakes I made as an undergrad, and I have plenty of mistakes to choose from.
Although I never actually joined the club, I did manage to weasel my way
along on a few trips. My irst backcountry ski trip was across the Garibaldi
Neve on a VOC trip led by Roland Burton. I joined a friend who convinced
me it would be a good idea. She was deinitely right! We had bluebird skies
all the way across the Neve; the only downside was a pair of ski boots that
chewed holes through my feet. I’ve still never managed to ind a comfortable pair of ski boots.
Ater a few years away from school, working in the outside world, I decided it was time to head back to UBC to do a graduate degree. I bumped
into Christian Veenstra as he was marking lab books in one of the physics
TA oices and couldn’t help asking about the thing he had strapped to his
pack, “What’s with the ice axe?” He replied, “I found it up at Harrison this
weekend and plan to donate it to the VOC,” was his response. “Cool,” I said.
“I’ve heard lots of good stuf about the VOC.” Christian told me I should
join and showed me a bunch of pictures from his trip. hey were amazing. I joined the club shortly ater and found out he was, in fact, the club’s
president.
I was fairly active going on trips as soon as I joined, but it took me a
while to get really involved. Ater being a fairly passive participant on trips
for a while, I began playing more of a leadership role, and eventually started
organizing trips of my own. Eventually, I wanted to ind a niche in the club,
something special I could contribute. Dealing with money, or signing out
gear, was not very appealing, and I don’t have the charisma for the club’s
more social positions. Fortunately, there were the huts.
he VOC manages and maintains four alpine huts. When I heard there’d
be a trip up to Brew Hut to replace broken windows, I was eager to join.
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During my time of school, I worked doing waterprooing and restoration
for a construction company. he skills I acquired during that time were
exactly what the VOC needed. Now, several years later, it’s my second year
as the VOC special projects exec (aka hut maintenance), and the last few
windows at Brew have just recently been replaced.
Over the course of the last few years, we’ve also managed to replace all
the problematic windows at Brain Waddington Hut, as well as a window
and a door at the Burton Hut. he Burton (aka Sphinx) Hut, I’m especially
proud of. A group of keen VOCers carried the new window up to the hut on
skis during the winter. he next summer, Roland and I organized an overland trip to do the installation. A trip up to Sphinx in the summer is well
worth it, as long as you don’t mind the odd mosquito. A trip up to Sphinx
to work on the hut is even more rewarding. he following winter, the hut’s
door was destroyed by people kicking snow of their ski boots. We managed to organize a trip to carry up and install a new steel door that should
be sturdy enough to withstand any amount of kicking. I think that was a
reasonably impressive feat!
Working on the huts is an exceptional experience. You begin to feel
a sense of stewardship towards the huts, and they start to matter to you
on a more personal level. he end result is mutually beneicial. he huts
don’t self-destruct, and you have somewhere you can be proud to take your
friends. I think it’s for that reason the huts have been around as long as they
have. hat and the fact that Roland has been working his magic, coaxing
people into doing this or that, or doing it himself, for quite some time now.
Anyways, one of my original goals when I started as the huts person was
to deal with the mold issue at Brian Waddington (aka Phelix) Hut, possibly
by installing a wood stove. Phelix still has a mold issue. I don’t think that installing a wood stove is the best idea because it means making a long term,
and expensive, commitment to supplying the hut with irewood. As for the
mold, that’s something we’re trying to deal with now. What we need is a
good way to deal with the humidity while the hut is full of people. Hopefully, some future exec member will come up with an efective long term
solution for this problem.
Access to the Harrison Hut has recently been restored, primarily by
Christian Veenstra and Ben Singleton-Polster’s hard work. he hut needs
some attention, so hopefully someone can deal with that as well. (I’m happy
to help in the near future.)
I spend most of my spare time with the VOC these days and the club
contains many of my closest friends. Unfortunately, I’m not getting any
younger, and I should probably start thinking about moving on. I’ll be
around for at least another year or so, ater that who knows. If you’re reading this, chances are you’re already pretty involved with the club. On the of
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chance that you’re not, the moral here is that if you’re thinking about joining the VOC - do it! Find your niche and get as involved as you can. You
won’t regret it. I certainly don’t.
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ONE YEAR IN THE VOC
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many trips, that winter we enjoyed the deep powder, an experience that
would be pretty much missing in the next winter season.

MAY

Stephanie Grothe

In May, we traditionally organize a big rock climbing instructional trip
called Son of Rock. About 55 VOCers looded Squamish to learn various
rock climbing skills from top-rope belaying to trad climbing.
In May, we also had our irst VOC beach BBQ. hose happened every
irst Wednesdays of the month from Spring to Autumn and they are
wonderful for trip planning, reminiscing past trips, frisbee playing, meeting
old friends and of course eating grillables.

JUNE
For me certainly and probably for many of you this was a very special
year. Many awesome new members joined and hopefully enjoyed their time
with the VOC. Many trips got canceled due to pouring rain or lack of snow,
but on the other hand lots of ice was climbed, rock climbing season started
for in January many people, we had lots of new instructional trips, lots of
successful work hikes, and lots of great adventures were had. Here is an
overview about some of the oicial VOC trips I’ve been on and some of the
other great VOC trips that I missed.

MARCH
As always at the end of March we had our Annual Banquet and General
Meeting and this is when the VOC year oicially starts. Many of us got
together for a potluck, socializing, and dancing and the new VOC executives
got elected (see one of the irst pages if you want to know who those people
are).

APRIL
On the irst weekend of April, we organized a trip to install a new door
for Sphinx hut since the old door was not closing properly. he ice and
snow on top of Garibaldi lake was about to melt soon so we had to hurry.
Roland Burton ordered the door for us and helped with all the logistics
and fortunately a great crew of people volunteered to help. Ryan McKenzie
and Piotr Forysinski carried the 57 pound door up the switchbacks. Ater
the door was installed, we had a sing-a-long to Martin Matej’s ukulele.
he weather on the next day wasn’t too nice but still some people went
skiing without visibility while others played on the lake with Piotr’s kite but
without wind.
In mid April, I organized a beginner friendly ski trip to Brian Waddington
hut. About 20 people joined and for some it was their irst VOC trip. As on

Since glacier school happens traditionally in September which is a bit
late for learning about mountaineering skills, Omid Javadi organized an
introduction to mountaineering in June. Ater a dry school session at UBC,
seven instructors and about thirty students went to Hollyburn to practice
self arrest, pulley systems and other glacier skills and then most of us hiked
up Mt.Hollyburn.
On Sunday of the same weekend, Julien Renard and I organized a small
instructional day trip on anchor building and rappelling. In return, three of
the participants organized trips aterwards. hanks!
In June 2012 and 2013, Jon Leighton organized the Lead Ladder where
he and other more experienced VOC trad climbers taught about 10 people
how to climb trad with theory in-class sessions, on campus practice sessions
and a weekend in Squamish. his year, Jon couldn’t join the weekend in
Squamish since his daughter, Lauren, was born on that very weekend.
Hopefully this tradition continues either organized by Jon or by someone
else. Read the article “Lead Ladder” if you want to know more.
On that same weekend another trip happened. Since logging companies
had chopped down the forest at the start of our trail to Brew hut, we had to
clear the mess of cut logs and branches and re-mark that section of the trial.
We also looked at the wood supply in the hut and came to the (probably)
wrong conclusion that there would be enough for another year. Some
people stayed overnight, but myself and others let Brew hut on Saturday
and went climbing in Squamish on Sunday instead.

JULY
Since August 2010, when half of Mt. Meager collapsed in a huge
landslide, the VOC’s Harrison Hut has been pretty much inaccessible for
parties traveling on foot. Since 2011 Christian Veenstra, Ben SingletonPolster, Jef Mottershead and others have worked on the ambitious project
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of inding and building a new trail to the hut to open access to this beautiful
area and the hut. On this weekend Christian Veenstra, Sam Viavant, Julien
Renard and I did some route inding on the last portion of the trail, reached
the hut and added remaining lagging. his was my irst trip to the area and
I was completely stunned by the beautiful location of the hut surrounded
by glaciers, a crystal clear creek and beautiful mountains. Roland Burton’s
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this bridge can withhold mother nature longer. We did this on the irst day
and on the second day some great scrambling was had.

Nicole Ong testing the integrity of the new Phelix bridge. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

Julien Renard arriving at Harrison hut in July 2013. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

article on “Harrison Hut” brings everything into historic context.
On the following weekend Piotr Forysinski, Shane Duan, Julien Renard,
Clemens Adolphs and I went to Burton hut to install a door shoe designed
by Roland that would close the gap between the loor and the door. Garibaldi
Parks gave us their canoes to cross the lake. Ater the work was done we
went up Guard Mountain which ended in Shane’s accident described in the
article “A day to remember” and was probably the scariest moment of my
life.
On the following weekend I joined the third work hike this month,
this time to Brian Waddington hut. Since Mother Nature kept destroying
Christian Veenstra’s bridge designs to cross the outlow of the lake at Brian
Waddington hut, Christian made a new attempt. Under his supervision we
formed cages out of wire on each side of the creek and illed them with
rocks (Gabion cages). We then placed a long aluminum platform on top. In
the winter the platform gets removed and stands next to a tree. Hopefully

Also in July and the following month we had instructional sessions
on navigation. Jon Leighton, Matt Parisien and Erica Lay shared their
knowledge on GPS, maps, compasses and orienteering on campus and later
a weekend practice trip was organized by Spencer Rasmussen.

AUGUST
his year mountaineering camp went to Washington Pass which is a
wonderful area for ‘alpine cragging’. here are lots of trad multipitch routes
up beautiful peaks and spires. During the days we split up into smaller
groups with diferent climbing objectives. Unfortunately, camping together
didn’t work so well since the campgrounds were mostly illed up. I really
enjoyed the trip but for 2014 we should look for a location that is open to
people without trad climbing experience.
On the same weekend Caitlin Schneider organized another Phelix trip
in which they painted the hut and enjoyed the local scrambles (See Caitlin’s
article “Phelix Hut Gets a New Coat of Paint”).
On the two following weekends, Jens Vent-Schmidt organized what was
probably the irst beer brewing trips at our Brew hut so far. On the irst
weekend the beer was brewed, on the following weekend it was bottled and
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later on the window carrying work hike it was consumed. Interested in the
details? Read Jens’ “Brew at Brew” article.
For several years one of the most memorable trips has been the annual
Veenstra traverse in which Christian Veenstra brings a huge group of
more or less experienced VOCers on some exciting traverse of unknown
feasibility. Unfortunately, this trip couldn’t happen this year due to awful
weather conditions.
However, fortunately the weather forecast was also terrible for this
August long weekend, so Ben Singleton-Polster assembled a crew of eleven
people to work more on the Harrison trail. Markers were installed near
the hut, more chainsawing and most of the pruning got done. Everyone
made it to the hut at least for one of the two nights and it was great to
have such a large crew at this previously inaccessible hut. On the way back
we faced another challenge. Spidery creek had illed the culverts under the
road with rocks and trunks and washed out the road. Probably everyone
expected to spend the night on the road waiting to get rescued. However, in
an impressive efort we managed to clear the culverts from rocks and trees,
illed the ditch in the road with rocks and everyone could cross and drive
home.

SEPTEMBER
his year we had Glacier School 2 (G2) on the weekend before Glacier
School 1 (G1) with the intention that some of the students of G2 could
instruct at G1. At G2, we did not only practice our glacier skills, we also had
one group scramble up Weart, another party climb Wedge via the NorthEast arete and the most crazy group climbed the ice at the toe of the glacier
(see Ian Dusome’s article “Advance Alpine Swimming”).
Glacier School 1, also organized by Olek Splawinski, happened at Cypress
Peak again. For many participants this was the irst VOC trip ever which
wasn’t ideal but hopefully everyone enjoyed the hike, the mulled wine in the
evening and learned a lot about ropes and glaciers.
As always in mid September Clubs Days happen and the VOC has to do
its best to recruit the next generations of members. hanks to Alfred Larsen
and others everything went smoothly and lots of fresh rookies joined the
club.
his month I also went to Harrison hut again. Since Christian Veenstra
got fully convinced about the beauty and durability of bridges made out of
aluminum platforms, this method was also used to make Barr Creek on
the Harrison hut trail crossable. herefore on a late September weekend
this bridge and its aesthetic handrails got installed by Jef Mottershead. he
rest of the crew spend the weekend chainsawing, pruning and installing
markers. his was another really fun work hike.
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Glacier School 2 crew heading up towards Wedge Mountain. Photo: Stephanie Grothe

Ater the two beer brewing trips at Brew hut, it was time to drink the
beer and to carry up the new windows. Despite the atrocious weather and
serious precipitation, about 30 people joined this trip either for an overnight
or a day trip with the intention of gathering irewood from the clear cut and
from the remnants of the old Brew hut and of carrying the new windows
up. Reportedly, the beer was awesome. However, Ryan McKenzie, Roland
Burton and others had to come on the next two weekends to actually install
the windows which proved very diicult because of more terrible weather,
a common theme of many trips this summer. Ryan’s article “Windows” has
more details.

OCTOBER
his month started with our biggest event: Longhike. About 180 people
joined to learn about or to instruct rock climbing and to have a wild party.
hanks to Cora Skaien who organized this big event and made sure that
everything went so smoothly.
Since the VOC inally got the oicial permission to turn the Harrison
route into a trail ater bringing in a cultural technician from Lil’wat First
Nations, the irst big trail building happened early October organized by
Ben Singleton-Polster.
At the window installation trip it became clear that the wood at Brew
hut would not be enough for the winter and that we would have to bring in
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wood by helicopter. First this trip was scheduled for October, then moved
to November because the bridge of Cheakamus river was closed, then
postponed until next summer because of bad weather. his is something we
need to take care of this summer.
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boots for two days and it is still not healed. But since there won’t be any
permanent damage it was still absolutely worth it.
On new year’s lots of people went to Brian Waddington hut as usual.
However most people didn’t stay very long because of the low snow levels
everywhere. Also many Avalanche Skills Training courses got canceled.

NOVEMBER
In November, we organized two fundraisers. First we showed Into he
Mind and donated the revenue to the Canadian Avalanche Center (CAC)
and then we showed Reel Rock 8 with the proceeds going to Squamish and
North Shore Search and Rescue (SAR). Even though organizing two such
events in the same month wasn’t ideal and rather stressful, both fundraisers
were successful and we donated $2300 to the CAC, 1000 to North Shore
SAR and 1100 to Squamish SAR.
I also organized another beginner friendly trip to Brian Waddington
hut. As for the rest of the winter there was hardly any snow but we enjoyed
Feuerzangen bowle and singing in the evening.
he area around Brew hut is popular, also for motorized backcountry
users. Powder Mountain Catskiing (PMC) proposed to extend the tenure
very close to our hut. herefore, Chloe Williams, Ben Singleton-Polster,
Caitlin Schneider and others went to Brew hut in November to explore
which areas would be afected if PMC’s proposal got through and where
there would be ways for snowmobiles to access the alpine area leading to
the hut. More meetings this year will show what we can do to preserve the
area as much as possible for non-motorized backcountry users.
In 2005, Jared Stanley, a UBC student, passed away while backcountry
skiing on Mount Seymour. his year for the 9th time, the VOC invited
Jared’s parents and other speakers (this time from Search and Rescue) to
remind us that there are people waiting for us to come back home from
our adventures and what we can do to increase our safety in the mountains.

DECEMBER
As you may have heard, several VOCers acquired free, prime quality
orange leece this year and turned this into elegant garments (see Cora
Skaien’s article “he Origin of the Golden Fleece” ). herefore, I organized
a ski trip in which I hoped everyone would look extremely beautiful
because people would wear golden leece, orange clothes or maybe nothing.
Unfortunately, by mid December there was still not enough snow, in fact it
even rained a bit, costumes got soaked and we skied mostly in a whiteout.
Maybe I should organize a Golden Fleece summer scramble this year.
Also in December, lots of people went ice climbing in the Canadian
Rockies. Alfred Larson’s ‘Rockies Ice Climbing’ summarizes everything.
Ice climbing is a lot of fun! Unfortunately, I got frostbite from wearing wet

JANUARY
At the beginning of January there was still hardly any snow at Mt.
Seymour, certainly not enough that a huge groups of people could build
snow caves, so Winter Longhike got postponed until March.
Caitlin Schneider organized this year’s tele school again in mid January.
Tele school is perfect for learning telemark skiing because participants
learn from instructors (VOC volunteers, of course) in a resort. Fortunately,
Seymour got enough snow, opened just in time and more than 30 students
and instructors joined.
Chloe Williams organized our annual Intro to Backcountry Skiing trip
this year. About 20 people went to Caspar Creek in the Dufey area and
another 20 people went to Fat Dog Creek at Manning Park. he snow
wasn’t amazing at either location but many people enjoyed their irst time
backcountry skiing, camping in snow and sitting in a snow kitchen.
I look forward to the rest of the year and the next one of course. Hope
to see you on a trip!
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SEX IN A COLD TENT
Roland Burton

hank you for your submission to the 2013-2014 Varsity Outdoor Club
Journal, entitled “Sex in a Cold Tent”. Unfortunately we received your
submission ater our publishing deadline, so we were unable to include
it in this years Journal. We suggest that you re-submit it again next year,
and don’t wait until the publishing deadline, because it makes way too
much work for us. Also, you might consider including (more details/fewer
details) in your article.
- he Editors

